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SESSION ONE
Wednesday 5 June 2013, starting at 10.30am
ANCIENT GREEK COINS
Including coins from the collection of the late Hugh Griffin (1924-2013),
former fellow of the Royal Numismatic Society.

1
*Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, hemiobol, c. 450 BC,
ear of barley, rev., facing head of bull with horns turned
down, 0.35g (Noe p. 106, 346.2), toned, about extremely
fine and rare [ex Hugh Griffin collection]
£200-250

2
*Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, stater, 4th cent. BC,
diademed head of young Dionysus left, rev., ear of barley,
7.81g (Noe 453; SNG ANS 344), flan flaw behind head,
very fine [ex Hugh Griffin collection]
£200-250
3
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, incuse type staters (2)
and third stater, 520-500 BC, one stater cracked and
repaired, the others with edges broken away, otherwise
very fine; and plated stater, 4th cent. BC, with head of
Leucippus, damaged; with small fragment of Sybaris stater
et infra (2) [ex Hugh Griffin collection] (7)
£200-300

6
Italy, staters of Tarentum, Thurium and Caulonia;
drachm of the Brettian League and diobols of Tarentum
and Thurium (2, one name as Sybaris); Sicily, didrachm
of Gela and litrae (2) of Camarina; Cisalpine Gaul,
drachm in imitation of Massalia types (de la Tour 2146), a
few damaged, some fine to very fine [ex Hugh Griffin
collection] (11)
£400-500

7
*Sicily, Leontini, tetradrachm, c. 450 BC, laureate head
of Apollo left, rev., lion’s head left surrounded by four
barley-corns, 16.22g (SNG Ashmolean 1792, same dies),
edge scrape at top, pitted, fine to very fine [ex Hugh
Griffin collection]
£300-400

8
*Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 475 BC, quadriga
driven right; Nike above with spread wings, rev., head of
Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins, 17.01g
(Boehringer 237; SNG ANS 82/83), very fine [ex Hugh
Griffin collection]
£400-500

4
*Italy, Lucania, Thurium, stater, c. 400 BC, head of
Athena right in wreathed helmet, rev., bull butting right;
in ex., tunny fish, 7.87g (SNG ANS 929), very fine [ex
Hugh Griffin collection]
£200-250

5
*Italy, Bruttium, Terina, stater, c. 420 BC, head of
nymph Terina right, rev., Nike seated left on cippus,
holding caduceus; to right, tiny letter ĭ (possibly for the
artist Phrygillos), 7.90g (Holloway & Jenkins 33; Regling
28), weak obverse, fine to very fine [ex Hugh Griffin
collection]
£200-300

9
*Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 460 BC, quadriga
driven right with Nike flying left to crown charioteer; in
ex, ketos, rev., head of Arethusa right surrounded by four
dolphins, 17.03g (Boehringer V258/R339), some horn
silver on edge, very fine, a die combination not recorded
by Boehringer [ex Hugh Griffin collection]
£400-500

10
*Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 450 BC, quadriga,
rev., head of Arethusa surrounded by four dolphins,
16.43g (Boehringer 526), pitted, good fine [ex Hugh
Griffin collection]
£200-250

11
*Sicily, Syracuse, under Pyrrhus (278-275 BC), 5
litrae, wreathed head of Persephone right; star behind,
rev., Athena Alkidemos advancing left, 5.35g (cf. SNG
ANS 832), cracked and repaired behind head of
Persephone, otherwise very fine [ex Hugh Griffin
collection]
£200-250

15
*Sicily, Naxos, AR 3 onkiai or tetras, c. 460-430 BC,
bearded head of Silenos right, NA in right field, rev.,
kantharos, three pellets around, 0.20g (Cahn -; SNG
ANS-; Cammarata pl. IB, 22b; Manganaro pl. 24, 42v),
very fine with a strong portrait, slightly wavy flan,
extremely rare
£250-300

16
*Sicily, Naxos, hemidrachm, c. 420-403 BC, head of
river god Assinos left, wearing ivy wreath, rev., ƱƧƲƭƻƱ, Silenos squatting on ground, holding kantharos and
two crossed sticks, 1.42g (Cahn 117), fine, some corrosion
£200-300

A Small Collection of
Coins from Naxos
(both Sicilian Naxos and the
Cycladic island)

17
*Sicily, Naxos, litra, c. 420-403 BC, head of Dionysos
left, wearing ivy wreath, ƱƧƲƭƻƱ in left field, rev., bunch
of grapes on vine, 0.78g (Cahn 138), good very fine with
insignificant edge defect at 6 o’clock
£200-300

12
*Sicily, Naxos, litra, c. 460-430 BC, bearded head of
Dionysos right, wearing ivy wreath, rev., bunch of grapes,
ƱƧƲƭ below, 0.71g (Cahn 84), fine and rare
£150-200

18
*Sicily, Naxos, litra, c. 420-403 BC, head of young
Dionysos left, wearing ivy wreath, rev., bunch of grapes on
vine, ƱƧƲƭƻƱ below, 0.79 (Cahn 142), light corrosion,
otherwise very fine, reverse better and rare
£300-400

13
*Sicily, Naxos, hemilitron, c. 460-430 BC, bearded head
of Dionysos right, wearing ivy wreath, rev., kantharos
within border of six pellets, 0.20g (Cahn 97, same obverse
die), on a wavy flan, very fine and rare
£200-300

14
*Sicily, Naxos, hemilitron, c. 460-430 BC, bearded
head of Dionysos right, wearing ivy wreath, rev.,
kantharos within border of six pellets, 0.24g (Cahn 97,
same obverse die), edge damage at 4 o’clock, otherwise
very fine and toned
£200-300

19
*Sicily, Naxos, litra, c. 420-403 BC, bearded head of
Dionysos right, wearing ivy wreath, ƱƧƲƭ right, rev.,
bunch of grapes, 0.75g (Cahn 144, SNG Cop 490), very
fine, some porosity, rare
£200-300

20
*Sicily, Naxos, AE onkia, c. 410-403 BC, diademed
male head right, rev., vine leaf, pellet on stem, N-A in
field, 0.98g (Cahn 148v; Campana 37v; Calciati 2), good
very fine and rare
£200-300

21
*Cyclades, Naxos, didrachm, c. 250-220 BC, bearded
head of Dionysos right, wearing ivy-wreath, rev., ƱƧƲƭƪƸƵƸƮ, krater with two low handles and a laurel wreath
at the neck, thyrsos right, 7.26g (H. Nicolet-Pierre [ RN
1999], p. 101, 22 (D7/R15), this coin; Weber 4684v, same
obverse die), good very fine, minor edge defect at 3
o’clock, rare and the only published example of this
magistrate
£2,000-3,000

26
*Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus, tetradrachm,
Lampsakos, 297-281 BC, deified head of Alexander the
Great right, rev., Athena seated left; torch in left field,
crescent below, 16.80g (Thompson 43), hairline crack on
obverse at 11 o’clock, light marks on cheek, otherwise
about very fine, obverse better, toned
£250-300

Ex Münzen und Medaillen 76, 1991, lot 757
Although this is the only know example from this magistrate,
Nicolet-Pierre records that the obverse die is shared by two other
magistrates, ĬƪƳƮ- and ƷƸƱƱ- .

22
*Cyclades, Naxos, AE 11mm, 3rd-1st century BC, head of
bearded Dionysos left, wearing ivy wreath, rev., kantharos
with ivy leaf on each handle, bunch of grapes above, Ʊ-Ƨ
below, 1.13g (BMC 8, pl. XXV, 11; SNG Cop. 708; NicoletPierre, Naxos II 1b), very fine and rare
£120-150

27
*Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus, tetradrachm,
Amphipolis, c. 288-281 BC, deified head of Alexander the
Great right, rev., Athena seated left; monograms in left
and right fields and exergue, 17.08g (Thompson 207),
marks in fields, otherwise very fine and toned £250-300

23
Copies, comprising Ready electrotype of tetadrachm of
Sicilian Naxos (cf. Cahn 100) and modern copy of stater
of the island of Naxos, very fine (2)
£40-60
Other Properties

24
*Thrace, Istros, stater, 4th cent. BC, two male heads,
one inverted, rev., sea-eagle on dolphin; in field Ʃ and
monogram, 5.66g (SNG BM 243), good very fine£150-200

25
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus (323-281 BC), early
posthumous gold stater, Calchedon mint, c. 200BC,
deified head of Alexander the Great right, rev., Athena
seated left holding Nike, resting elbow on shield;
monogram in field; in ex., K, 8.38g (Seyrig pl. 25, 24),
minor marks, good very fine or better
£1,500-2,000

28
*Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus, tetradrachm,
Lysimacheia, after 281 BC, deified head of Alexander the
Great right, rev., Athena seated left; monograms in inner
left field and exergue, 16.82g (Thompson -; SNG Berry
403 var.), good fine, obverse better
£200-300
29
Macedonia, Olynthus, tetrobol, c. 400 BC, Apollo head
right, rev., lyre, 2.39g (Robinson-Clement 80), slightly off
centre, extremely fine; Paphlagonia, Sinope, drachm,
4th cent BC, head of nymph Sinope left, rev., eagle on
dolphin left, 5.99g (SNG BM 1398), off centre, about
extremely fine; Amisus, AE 20mm (cf. SNG BM 1163),
very fine [ex Hugh Griffin collection] (3)
£300-400

30
*Macedonia, Neapolis, hemidrachm, 400-350 BC,
gorgoneion, rev., head of Parthenos right, 1.82g (SNG
ANS 430 ff), toned, very fine
£150-200

31
*Kings of Macedon, Philip II (359-336 BC), gold
stater, Pella, laureate head of Apollo right, rev., biga
driven right with trident below horses, 8.63g (Le Rider
227ff), a few minor marks, good very fine £1,500-2,000

36
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm,
Macedonian mint, head of Herakles right in lion’s skin
headdress, rev., Zeus seated left; in field before, ivy leaf,
17.30g (Price 23), single scratch on reverse, otherwise
about extremely fine and toned [ex Hugh Griffin
collection]
£300-400

32
*Kings of Macedon, Philip II, gold stater,
Amphipolis, laureate head of Apollo right, rev., biga
driven right with thunderbolt below horses, 8.62g (Le
Rider 149ff), a few minor scuffs, good very fine to
extremely fine
£1,500-2,000
37
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm,
Amphipolis, c. 310-294 BC, head of Herakles right wearing
lionskin, rev., Zeus seated left, Ư above torch, M and star
below throne, 16.88g (Price 481), very fine
£150-200

33
*Kings of Macedon, Philip II, tetradrachm,
Amphipolis, c. 355 BC, head of Zeus right, rev., king on
horseback left; trident and ƩƬ below, 14.15g (Le Rider pl.
23, 5-8), some pitting, fine to very fine
£200-300
38
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm,
Babylon, c. 331-323 BC, head of Herakles right wearing
lionskin, rev., Zeus seated left, trident in left field, 16.78g
(Price 3679), very fine, toned
£150-200
34
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC),
gold stater, Amphipolis, helmeted head of Athena right,
rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left,
trident head, 8.58g (Price 127), reverse slightly double
struck, good very fine
£1,500-2,000

35
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, stater,
posthumous issue, c. 318/7 BC, helmeted head of Athena
right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis,
monogram and pentagram in left field, cornucopiae at her
feet,8.52g (Price 1524), extremely fine
£1,500-2,000

39
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm,
uncertain mint in south Asia Minor, 17.06g (Price 3066),
very fine; and plated tetradrachm of Babylon, 15.44g (cf.
Price 3692), very fine; together with drachms (3),
mainly about very fine (5)
£200-300
40
Greek silver (8), comprising Paeonian tetradrachm of
Patraos (with test cut), stater of Thebes and archaic stater
of Corinth, drachms of Thessaly and Sicyon, trihemiobol
of Eion, et infra (2, damaged), mainly fine to very fine
[ex Hugh Griffin collection] (8)
£500-600
The stater of Corinth test cut and ex Asyut hoard (no. 585).

41
*Acarnania, Leucas, stater, 375-350 BC, Pegasus left,
rev., head of Athena left in Corinthian helmet; behind, ƴ,
8.56g (Calciati II, 401, 48), toned, good very fine [ex
Hugh Griffin collection]
£300-400

42
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 500 BC, archaic
helmeted head of Athena right wearing crested Attic
helmet, rev., owl standing right with head facing; threeleaved olive sprig behind, 17.38g (Seltman group L; Asyut
261, this piece, with enlargement on plate A), deep test
cut but very fine and with a well-defined and wellcentred head of Athena, very rare [ex Hugh Griffin
collection]
£2,000-3,000

47
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, after 430 BC, of eastern
style, 16.52g, test cuts on obverse and reverse, very fine
£150-200
48
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (4), after 430 BC, mainly
of eastern style, two with test-cuts, one with
countermark, mainly very fine (4)
£400-500
49
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (4), after 430 BC, mainly
of eastern style, two with test-cuts, one with
countermark, mainly about very fine (4)
£400-500

43
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right, wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent left, 17.15g, scrape on reverse and some
chloride deposits, otherwise very fine
£300-400

44
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, helmeted head
of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, 17.07g, graffiti on
cheek, some chloride deposits, about very fine £200-300

45
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, helmeted head
of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, 17.12g, obverse
short of flan, very fine
£200-300

46
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, helmeted head
of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, 17.16g, oval flan,
obverse slightly off flan, very fine
£200-300

50
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, 4th century BC, helmeted
head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, 17.04g,
very fine, small test punch on reverse
£200-300
51
Attica, Athens, new style tetradrachm, c. 125/4 BC,
magistrates Epigene, Sosandros and Pamphi, 16.75g
(Thompson 458), very fine, obverse slightly pitted;
together with stater of the Thessalian League, c. 196-146
BC; hemidrachm of Sikyon, c. 330 BC, mainly very fine;
hemidrachms (2) Byzantion, c. 320 BC, fine (5) £250-300

52
*Corinth, stater, c. 345-307 BC, Pegasus flying left, rev.,
head of Athena left wearing Corinthian helmet, ī below
chin, dove in wreath, 8.59g (Pegasi I pg. 259, 419; Ravel
1029), very fine
£180-220

53
*Corinth, drachm, c. 300-243 BC, Pegasus flying left,
rev., head of Aphrodite left, wearing earring and necklace,
hair tied with band, monogram in right field, 2.27g (BMC
416), on a short flan, otherwise extremely fine £200-250
Ex Ratto, Lugano, April 1927, lot 1489.

54
*Arkadia, Heraia, obol, c. 480-470 BC, head of Hera left,
wearing stephane and pearl necklace with her cloak
extending to cover the back of her head, rev., ƪƵ in dotted
square, all within incuse square, 0.91g (BMC 9; Traité I,
1220, pl. XXXVIII, 6; Williams Period III, 10a (O.7/R.9), all
from the same dies; Pozzi 4325, this coin), rough surfaces
otherwise very fine and extremely rare
£700-1,000
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, 2006, lot 1353; S. Pozzi, Naville I,
1921, lot 1937.

58
*Elis, Olympia, stater, c. 300-276 BC = 120th-126th
Olympiad, laureate head of Zeus right, rev., eagle standing
right, thunderbolt left, serpent with protruding tongue in
right field, F-A in upper field, H in lower right, 12.19g
(Seltman 209b, this coin; BCD Peloponnesos 652; SNG
Cop 390; BMC 133), test cut but good very fine to
extremely fine and of strong classical style £2,500-3,000
Ex Matthey Collection, Schulman, June 1937, lot 147.

55
*Arkadian League, Tegea, hemidrachm, c. 470 BC,
Zeus seated left, rev., head of Kallisto right, 2.65g
(Williams 75; BMC 38), scuffed and pitted, about very
fine [ex Hugh Griffin collection]
£150-200

56
*Sikyon, drachm, c. 490-450 BC, dove flying left with
spread wings, rev., large letter san with palmette
ornament below, all within incuse, 5.82g (BCD 158;
Weber 3892; SNG Cop 19; BMC 2 v.; Traité 736v), about
very fine and rare
£500-700
Ex CNG 81, May 2009, lot 2046 and formerly in the BCD collection.

57
*Elis, Olympia, hemidrachm, c. 420 BC = 90th
Olympiad, eagle with closed wings, holding dead hare and
tearing him with his beak, rev., thunderbolt with wings
above and volutes below, all within circular dotted
border, 2.89g (Seltman pl. VIII, 15 v.; BMC 30 v.),
obverse countermark, otherwise about extremely fine
and extremely rare
£2,500-3,000
Ex BCD collection, Bank Leu 2004, lot 60; Hess 253, 1983, lot
199; Captain E.G. Spencer Churchill collection, Ars Classica XIII,
1928, lot 798.

59
*Elis, Olympia, drachm, c. 245/240-210 BC, eagle with
raised wings flying right, grasping back of running hare
and tearing him with his beak, rev., thunderbolt with
flames, pomegranate above and volutes and pinecone
below, 4.57g (Schwabacher, Elis Hoard of 1936, group I,
2, same dies ; BCD Olympia 232, same dies), very fine,
toned
£300-400

60
*Caria, Cnidus, drachm, c. 450 BC, lion’s head right, rev.,
head of Aphrodite right in incuse square, 6.27g (Cahn 74),
toned, very fine [ex Hugh Griffin collection]
£400-600

61
*Pamphylia, Aspendos, stater, c. 325-300 BC, two
wrestlers grappling, E below, rev., slinger right, O
between legs, triskeles and club in right field, 8.05g
(Tekin Series 5; SNG France 124), good fine
£150-200

62
*Cilicia, Mallos, obol, c. 390-385, Persian king running
right, holding spear and bow, rev., similar type, 0.62g
(Göktürk 34; SNG France 401), good very fine £100-150

63
*Cilicia, uncertain satrap, c. 4th century BC, obol,
crowned head of female facing slightly left, rose to left,
rev., head of Satrap left, 0.63g (SNG Levante -; Winzer
18.1; Babelon, Perses p. XLVII, fig. 12), minor edge nick
at 3 o’clock otherwise very fine
£100-150

64
*Cyprus, Salamis, Pnytagoras (351-332 BC), gold
twelfth stater, crowned and draped bust of Aphrodite left
with long hair, wearing beaded necklace and earring, ƴ in
right field, rev., bust of Aphrodite left with long hair,
wearing earring and crown with semicircular plates, ‘Ba’
in Cypriote characters in right field 0.68g (BMC -, type
mentioned in Introduction p. cxi no 2; Babelon, Perses
628-9), extremely fine and very rare
£6,000-8,000
Pnytagoras was the eldest son of Evagoras, King of Salamis and
served under his father during the revolts against Persian rule.
His rise to power is rather controversial and it is believed he was
involved in a conspiracy that led to the assassination of his half
uncle Evagoras II. Following the successful suppression of the
Persian revolt, Artaxerxes III wanted to quickly move into Egypt
and therefore had less interest in punishing the one remaining
rebel king. Pnytagoras, although involved in the uprisings,
submitted to the Persian King and paid regular tributes to the
empire. Later in his rule, he allied himself with the Macedonians
and participated in the important siege of Tyre in 332 BC.

65
*Cyprus, Salamis, uncertain king, stater, c. 480460BC, ram lying left, Cypriote characters above and
below, rev., ankh symbol, with ıǈ-Ǌǆ-ǎ-ıİ in Cypriote
characters around, 10.98g (Traité II 1120; BMC 29; SNG
Cop 36), slightly off centre, about very fine
£400-500

66
Greek silver (9), comprising staters of Celenderis and
Soli (fair), drachms of Apollonia Pontika and Maussolus
of Caria, diobols of Cyzicus (3) and Miletus (2) and obol
of Cyzicus; with Greek bronzes (10) including litra of
Syracuse, AE 17mm of Aptera in Crete (BMC 20) and
Ptolemaic AE 39mm, mainly fine to very fine [ex Hugh
Griffin collection] (20)
£300-400

67
*Kings of Syria, Seleucus I (312-281 BC),
tetradrachm, Sardes, 282-281 BC, head of Herakles in
lion-skin headdress right, rev., Zeus Nicephorus seated
left; monograms in field and below chair, 17.16g (SC 3.3b;
CSE 593; SNG Spaer 66, same dies), good very fine to
extremely fine
£1,200-1,500

68
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus I (281-261 BC),
tetradrachm, Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed head right,
rev., Apollo seated on omphalos, examining arrow,
monograms in field, 16.88g (SC 378.2), very fine £150-200

69
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus I, tetradrachm, Seleucia
on the Tigris, diademed head right, rev., Apollo seated on
omphalos, examining arrow, AP monogram in left field,
ƩƻƵ monogram in right, 17.20g (SC 379.3), some light
marks, otherwise very fine
£150-200

70
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus II (261-246 BC),
tetradrachm, Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed head right,
rev., Apollo seated left on omphalos, monograms in field,
16.95g (SC 587.1; SNG Spaer 385), scratch on reverse,
very fine
£150-200

71
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus II, drachm, Magnesia ad
Maeandrum, diademed head right, rev., Apollo seated left
on omphalos; monogram below, 4.11g (SC 541.1b), very
fine
£150-200

72
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus VII (138-129 BC),
didrachm, Tyre, bust right, rev., eagle; dated year 181 =
132/131 BC (Newell 137), about extremely fine [ex Hugh
Griffin collection]
£200-250

73
*Kings of Syria, Demetrius II, second reign (129-125
BC), tetradrachm, Antioch, c. 129-128 BC, diademed
bearded head right, rev., Zeus seated on throne holding Nike
and sceptre, Ʋ in left field (SC 2166), very fine
£150-200

74
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus VIII (121-96 BC),
tetradrachm, Ake Ptolemais, c. 120-117 BC, diademed
head right, rev., Zeus Uranius nude, standing left, holding
star and sceptre, M in left field, 16.78g (Houghton 812;
Newell, LSM 28; SC 2335.2; SNG Spaer 2581-2), very fine
and toned
£200-250

75
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus VIII, tetradrachm, Ake
Ptolemais, c. 120-117, diademed head right, rev., Zeus
Uranius draped, standing left, holding star and sceptre, M
in left field, all within laurel wreath, 16.63g (Newell, LSM
32; SC 2336.1; SNG Spaer 2591), good very fine with
minor scrape on reverse
£200-250

76
*Kings of Syria, Antiochus VIII, tetradrachm,
Antioch, c. 120-113 BC, diademed head right, rev., Zeus
Uranius draped, standing left, holding star and sceptre,
IE above A, all within laurel wreath, 16.83 (SC 2298; HGC
9, 1197), good very fine
£150-200

77
*Phoenicia, Tyre, half-shekel, dated year 2 = 125/124
BC, laureate bust of Melkart right, rev., eagle standing left
on prow, palm behind, date and club to field, monogram
to right, 6.94g (cf. BMC 45, shekel), minor striking flaw
on obverse, otherwise very fine
£150-200

78
*Babylon, tetradrachm, 331-306 BC, Baal seated left,
rev., lion walking left, 16,65g, very fine
£200-300

79
*Characene, Tiraios II (79-48 BC), billon tetradrachm,
Charax-Spasinu mint, dated SE 242 (71/70 BC), diademed
head right, rev., Herakles seated left on rock, holding club,
NIK above, AP to inner right, date below, 15.07g (Le Rider,
Monnaies de Characene, Syria XXXVI (1959), 244, 12),
about very fine and scarce
£400-600
80
Parthia, Vardanes I (40-45), tetradrachms (2),
Seleukia, dated year 355 = 43/4 AD (Sellwoofd64.20-27;
Shore 351v), about very fine, some light scratches;
together with drachms of Sinatruces and Phraates IV,
Syrian drachms of Antiochus IV, Demetrius I and
Antiochus VII and Cappadocian drachms of Ariarathes IV
(2) and Ariobarzanes (2); obols (2) of Selge and Sidon;
Caesareian hemidrachm of Hadrian; et infra (1), mainly
fine to very fine (15)
£300-400

81
Parthia, tetradrachms of Vardanes II and Vologases IV
(Sellwood 69 and 84), both with edge damage, and half
segment of tetradrachm of Vologases V (cf. Sellwood 87);
drachms of Mithradates II (2), Gotarzes I, Orodes I,
Artabanus II and Vologases VI (Sellwood 24 (2), 33, 43,
63, 88.19); Indo-Greek tetradrachm of Azes, drachms (2)
of Menander and Azes; Yemen, Himyarite drachms (3);
bull/horseman drachms of Kabul (4); and Ready
electrotype of a Persid drachm of Vadfradad III (cf. BMC
7; Alram 561), many very fine [ex Hugh Griffin
collection] (20)
£300-400

82
*Sasanian, Shapur III (383-388), gold stater, Sind
mint, crowned bust right with inscription Sri before, rev.,
fire altar with attendants 7.27g (cf. Paruck 262 var.),
slightly bent flan, fair to about fine
£1,000-1,500
83
Sasanian, drachms of Shapur I, Varhran II (with edge
damage), Shapur II and Khusru II (4); Tabaristan,
hemidrachm of ‘Umar, PYE 124 (Malek 73); Umayyad,
Wasit mint dirhams of 92h, 94h, 95h and 118h; fulus (2);
Rum Seljuqs, dirhams of Kaykhusru II (2), the three
brothers (1) and Kaykhusru III (1); other Islamic and
oriental in silver (4) and bronze (5); and long cross
pennies of Henry III (2), London mint, mainly fine to
very fine, some better [ex Hugh Griffin collection] (29)
£300-400

85A
Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy V Epiphanes (204-180
BC), tetradrachm, Ptolemais (Ake), struck year 7 = 198/7
BC, diademed and draped bust right, rev., eagle standing
on thunderbolt, ƴƷ in left field, Lƫ in right field, 12.57g (cf.
SNG Cop 466; cf. NFA, October 1990, lot 1011; ANSMN II
p.8, no. 6, all from the same obverse die), traces of
corrosion, very fine, extremely rare and historically
important
£1,500-2,000
Ptolemy V began his life precariously, being proclaimed King at
the tender age of five. Following the murder of his mother, Arsinoe
III, by his father’s advisers, Sosibius and Agathocles, he was rather
alone, raised by one ambitious advisor after another. Ptolemy V
had already inherited a relatively troubled empire and other rulers
decided to take advantage of these internal weaknesses. Antiochus
III of Syria and Philip V of Macedon decided to create a pact and
share Ptolemy’s overseas possessions between them. Philip V
seized several islands and places in Caria and Thrace and
Antiochus swept down through Coele-Syria in 202-195 BC in what
is known as the Fifth Syrian War. The Battle of Panium in 198 BC,
the year this coin was struck, marked the end of Ptolemaic rule in
Judaea.
This coin was struck in year 7 of Ptolemy V’s reign, the last year of
Ptolemy’s control in Ake-Ptolemais. Apart from a single year 7
tetradrachm from different dies (Triton XVI, lot 604), the only
other known examples from this mint are struck in year 6: one in
NFA, October 1990, lot 1011 and the other, with a rather indistinct
mintmark was noted in an article by Agnes Baldwin Brett (p. 8,
no.6, Dated Coins of Ptolemy V, ANSMN II, 1947). Both of these
examples share the same obverse die as the coin offered.
Interestingly, the obverse die is also shared by the coins struck in
Joppa as Otto Morkholm published an example struck in year 5
and clearly bearing the Joppa mintmark (Morkholm, Essays
Thompson, p. 203 n.1; SNG Cop 466). It is therefore believed that
the obverse die was either transferred or both mints were sharing
a single mint facility at the time. Without any further finds and due
to the proximity of the mints, either explanation is possible.
An article relating to this coin has been submitted for peer review.

84
*Hephthalites, uncertain ruler, drachm, c. 5th
century AD, half-length figure of ruler left holding cup,
Bactrian inscription around, rev., Sasanian style bust
right, tamgha in right field, 3.21g (Göbl -; cf. Alram,
Schatzfund 47 = CNG 85, lot 575, with different
arrangement of reverse legend), horn silver deposits,
very fine and extremely rare
£1,500-2,000
85
Indo-Scythian, tetradrachms (6), mainly of Azes II;
together with Ptolemaic AE (7) and late Roman AE (3),
mainly fair to fine (16)
£100-150

86
*Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy V (205-180), didrachm,
year 109 = 151/0 BC, diademed head of Ptolemy I right,
rev., eagle standing left on thunderbolt, 6.63g (Svoronos
1216), very fine
£200-250

87
*Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy V, didrachm, diademed head
of Ptolemy I right, rev., eagle standing on thunderbolt,
6.57g (cf. Svoronos 1209), very fine
£150-200

88
Kings of Egypt, Ptolemy V, didrachm, year 109 =
151/0 BC (Svoronos 1216); together with didrachm of
Ptolemy VI (180-145 BC), year 107 = 156/5 BC (Svoronos
1214), about very fine and very fine, first with horn silver
(2)
£200-250
89
Miscellaneous ancient coins, comprising stater of
Corinth, Imperial denarii (19), antoniniani (4), other
ancient (21), bull/horseman billon drachms (7) and
medieval (6), fair to fine, some better (58)
£150-200

91
Sale catalogues, comprising Ars Classica XIII, 1928,
Hirsch VIII, 1903, both with torn covers; Sambon, Paris,
Coll. G.P., 1923; Munzhandlung Basel 4, 1935; Sotheby’s
Headlam collection, 1916; Niggeler collection, part 1,
1965; Glendining’s (8 catalogues, 1957-69 including
Foreign Ambassador, Woodward and Bauer), Hess-Leu
31 and 49, 1966 and 1971; Munzen und Medaillen 28, 37,
41, 44, 1964-71; Hans Schulman, Mabbott sales, parts 1, 3
and 4, 1969-70; and other catalogues and journals (20)
[ex Hugh Griffin collection] (43)
£100-150

90
Books: Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, The
Lockett Collection, parts I-V complete, 1957 edition; The
Ashmolean Collection, part I (A) and II, 1962 and 1969;
The Fitzwilliam Collection, part V, 1958, very fine
condition [ex Hugh Griffin collection] (8)
£200-300

A Small Group of Coins from Philistia and the East
In their publication, Gitler and Tal (The Coinage of Philistia of the fifth and fourth centuries BC, 2006), argue that the use of
Athenian style coins in the region of Palestine started in the mid fifth and fourth centuries BC. Hacksilber hoards found at
biblical sites in Palestine reinforce the idea that the region had already developed a history of a metal economy in which
precious metals and their alloys were used in trade. This, together with close trade links with Athens and its international
recognition, led Gitler and Tal to conclude that the Athenian style issues laid the foundations for a moneyed economy in the
region. In their publication, they study a range of Athenian style coins, some which bear Semitic letters, oriental heads,
plants and animals and others which are more difficult to differentiate from the authentic Athenian coins
or ones produced in regions such as Southern Arabia.

92
*Arabian, Athens-style, tetradrachm, after 350 BC,
head of Athena right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl right,
17.35g, die axis 9 o’clock (cf Huth 1, The folded flan
coinage of eastern Arabia: Some preliminary comments,
1998), on a compact and folded flan, very fine and
interesting
£150-200
The shape of the flan, along with the layering on the edges
suggests that this coin was probably re-struck from a flattened
and folded over earlier Athenian coin. Although this is a
preliminary study on the series, Huth presents six examples
which have the unique feature of a folded flan and all have a die
axis of about 9 o’clock, similar to this example. The style of these
coins differs greatly, deteriorating over time.

93
*Philistia, Gaza (?) or Nothern Arabia, drachm,
after 350BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
right, crude ƧĬƪ or semitic letter ‘ayin’ in right field(?),
4.30g (Gitler-Tal -; note Gitler-Tal page 310, table 5.2
for letter type; cf. Gitler-Tal X, crude style lettering; cf.
Huth 15-21, without semitic letter), obverse about very
fine, reverse struck from a worn die
£150-200

94
*Philistia, Gaza(?) or Northern Arabia, drachm, c.
350-333 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 4.23g (cf. Gitler-Tal IX; Huth 17), very
fine or better for issue
£150-200

95
*Philistia, Gaza(?) or Northern Arabia, drachm, c.
350-333 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 4.30g (cf. Gitler-Tal IX; cf Huth 15-21),
about very fine, reverse off centre
£150-200

96
*Philistia, Gaza(?) or Northern Arabia, drachm, c.
350-333 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 4.28g (cf. Gitler-Tal IX; Huth 15), struck
on an oval flan, about very fine
£150-200

97
*Philistia, Gaza, obol, Athenian style imitation with
semitic letter, c. 5th-4th century BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing right, AĬƪ, ‘ayin’ in left
field, 0.81g (Gitler-Tal V 10O), very fine
£150-200

98
*Philistia, obol, Athenian style imitation with semitic
letter, c. 5th-4th century BC, helmeted head of Athena
right, rev., owl standing right, AĬƪ, ‘Quf?’ in upper left
field, 0.71g (Gitler-Tal XI 3O v. different position of
letter), weak obverse, reverse about very fine £100-150

99
*Philistia, hemiobol, Athenian style imitation with
semitic letter, c. 5th-4th century BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., owl standing right, AĬƪ, ‘beth’ in right
field, 0.44g (Gitler-Tal XI 2O v., classified as obol), very
fine, obverse struck from worn dies
£100-150

100
*Philistia, hemiobol, Athenian style imitation, c. 5th-4th
century BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 0.32g (Gitler-Tal X 1O v., classified as
obol), very fine
£100-150

101
*Philistia, hemiobol, Athenian style imitation, c. 5th-4th
century BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 0.33g (Gitler-Tal IX 2O v., classified as an
obol), obverse off centre, about very fine
£100-150

102
*Philistia, hemiobol, Athenian style imitation, c. 5th-4th
century BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 0.40g (Gitler-Tal X v., classified as an
obol), obverse off centre, very fine
£100-150

103
*Philistia, fraction, Athenian style imitation, c. 5th-4th
century BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl
standing right, 0.13g (Gitler-Tal X v., classified as an
obol), obverse struck from a worn die, about very fine
£100-150

104
*Philistia, Gaza, drachm, c. 5th–4th century BC, female
head right, oriental hairstyle with bunched hair, rev.,
forepart of horse right, ‘zayin’ and ‘ayin’ in upper left field,
all within dotted border set in incuse, 4.07g (Gitler-Tal
VI.2D; HGC 10, 548), hoard patination, very fine,
obverse better and rare
£1,200-1,500

105
*Philistia, Gaza, obol, c. 5th-4th century BC, female head
right, oriental hairstyle with bunched hair, rev., forepart
of horse right, ‘zayin’ and ‘ayin’ in upper left field, all
within dotted border set in incuse, 0.68g (Gitler-Tal VI
2O), very fine and very rare
£300-500

106
*Philistia, Gaza, obol, c. 5th-4th century BC, janiform
female head right and bearded male head left, rev.,
forepart of horse right, ‘zayin’ and ‘ayin’ in upper left field,
all within dotted border set in incuse, 0.71g (Gitler-Tal VI
7O), very fine and very rare
£300-500

107
*Philistia, Gaza, hemiobol, c. 5th-4th century BC,
bearded male head right, oriental hairstyle with bunched
hair, rev., Bes facing within circular dotted border, 0.27g
(Gitler-Tal VI 13HO), about extremely fine and very rare
£200-300

ROMAN COINS

108
*Philistia, fraction, c. 5th-4th century BC, bearded male
head right, oriental hairstyle, within dotted border, rev.,
head of roaring lion, within incuse square, 0.15g (cf.
Gitler-Tal XIX 6HO), scratch on face, otherwise good
very fine
£100-150

109
*Philistia, fraction, c. 5th-4th century BC, head of roaring
lion left with protruding tongue, rev., Bes facing within
incuse square, 0.08g (cf Gitler-Tal XXVIII 6HO), obverse
off centre, minor flan chip at 6 o’clock otherwise good
very fine and very rare
£100-150

110
*Samaria, hemiobol, c. 4th century BC, dolphin left
within dotted border, rev., ram’s head left, within dotted
border, 0.25g (Meshorer-Qedar -; Ronen, “Twenty
Unrecorded Samaria Coins,” INR 2, 2007), off centre,
very fine
£100-150

111
*Samaria, fraction, c. 4th century BC, head of satyr or
Bes facing, rev., blank, 0.06g (Meshorer-Qedar -),
obverse very fine, reverse possibly purposely obliterated
in antiquity
£100-150

112
*Samaria (?), Alexander III, obol, after 333 BC, head of
Herakles right wearing lion’s skin, rev., bow in case and
club, wreath in left field, 0.49g (Meshorer & Qedar -),
very fine
£100-150
In their publication, Meshorer and Qedar date the termination of
local Samarian coinage to the time of the conquest of Palestine
by Alexander III in 332 BC. This coin could be an official product
from the mint of Babylon or a Samarian imitation thereof.

--------------------------

113
*Pompey the Great, denarius, struck by Cn Calpurnius
Piso, proquaestor, mint in Greece, c. 49-8 BC, diademed
and bearded head of Numa Pompilius right, rev., prow
right, 3.51g (Cr. 446/1; Syd 1032), horn silver
particularly on reverse, otherwise very fine
£200-250

114
*Augustus (27BC-AD14), denarius, Lugdunum, 11 BC,
bare head right, rev., bull butting left, 3.67g (RIC 178a;
RSC 158), about extremely fine, on a short flan £400-600

115
*Tiberius (14-37), denarius, laureate head right, rev.,
Livia as Pax seated right, 3.74g (RIC 26), minor marks,
good very fine
£200-300

116
*Tiberius, denarius, laureate head right, rev., Livia as
Pax seated right, 3.70g (RIC 26), good very fine£200-300

117
*Trajan (98-117), dupondius, 112-114, radiate bust
right, rev., DACIA AVGVST PROVINCIA S C, Dacia seated left
with two children, 12.33g (RIC 623a), dark patina, some
pitting, good very fine
£200-250

118
*Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius (died 141
AD), aureus, Rome, c. 141, draped bust of Faustina right,
rev., AETER-NITAS, hexastyle temple in which is seated a
figure of Faustina, 7.25g (RIC 354; Calico 1755; C. 64),
scrape on reverse, otherwise about extremely fine and
rare
£7,000-10,000

119
*Didius Julianus (193), denarius, laureate head right,
rev., RECTOR ORBIS, emperor standing left, 2.93g (RIC 3),
very fine and rare
£600-700

124
*Geta as Caesar (198-209), denarius, c. 199-204,
draped bust of Geta right, rev., TEMP/OR-FELI/CITAS
within wreath, 3.31g (RIC 22; RSC 196), good very fine,
obverse better, rare
£300-400

125
*Elagabalus (218-222), denarius, Antioch, laureate
bust right, rev., SANCT DEO SOLI EL[AGABAL], the stone of
Emesa in quadriga moving to right flanked by four
parasols, 2.04g (RIC 195; BMC 286), about extremely
fine and rare
£400-500
126
Licinius I (308-324), billon argenteus, Trier, bust left,
rev., Jupiter on eagle (RIC 211); Valens, siliqua, rev.,
inscription in wreath (RIC 346), both good very fine (2)
£250-300

120
*Julia Domna (died 217), cistophorus, uncertain mint
in Asia Minor, 198-199, draped bust right, rev., MATRI
CASTR, bundle of five ears of barley, 9.40g (RIC 650; Sp.
6574), very fine, reverse better, rare
£600-800
121
Julia Domna, denarii (9), revs., FELICITAS, IVNO, IVNO
REGINA, MATER DEVM, MATRI DEVM, PIETAS AVGG, SAECVLI
FELICITAS (2) and VESTA, fine to good very fine, together
with AE 20mm of Antioch (3), all rev., city goddess, and
another similar of Septimius Severus, fine to very fine
(13)
£150-200

122
*Caracalla with Julia Domna, denarius, Rome, 201,
laureate and draped bust of Caracalla right, rev., draped
bust of Julia Domna right, 3.15g (RIC 544), very fine and
scarce
£300-400

123
*Caracalla and Septimius Severus, denarius, Rome,
202, laureate and draped bust of Caracalla right, rev.,
laureate and draped bust of Septimius Severus right,
3.27g (RIC 180), minor metal flaw at 1 o’clock, otherwise
good very fine and of good metal, rare
£500-700

127
*Constantius II (337-361), solidus, Nicomedia, c. 351355, diademed, helmeted and cuirassed bust three-quarters
right, holding spear over shoulder and decorated shield, rev.,
GLORIA REIPVBLICAE, Roma and Constantin-opolis enthroned,
supporting between them shield inscribed VOT XXX MVLT
XXXX, 4.50g (RIC 74; C. 112), minor edge knock at 2 o’clock,
two insignificant marks in obverse field, otherwise good
extremely fine
£1,500-2,000

128
*Julian II (360-363), siliqua, Lugdunum, 360, bust
right, rev., VOTIS V MVLTIS X within wreath, SLVG below,
1.89g (RIC 227), flan crack, about very fine
£80-100

129
*Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, Constantinople, c.
430-440, helmeted and cuirassed bust three-quarters
right, holding shield and spear, rev., Constantinopolis
enthroned left, holding globus cruciger and sceptre, 4.47g
(RIC 257), very fine
£200-250

130
Denarii (8), comprising Republican issue of L. Caecilius
Metelllus (Cr. 335/1a), Divus Vespasian, rev., shield
supported by capricorns (RIC 63), Hadrian (3), rev.,
Hilaritas (RIC 126), star and crescent (RIC 200) and
Restitution of Hispania (RIC 327), Divus Antoninus Pius,
rev., eagle on altar (RIC 430), Marcus Aurelius, rev.,
Germania at foot of trophy (RIC 289) and Lucilla, rev.,
VOTA PVBLICA in wreath (RIC 791), mainly very fine to
extremely fine (8)
£800-1,000
131
Denarii (15), comprising Hadrian (1), Septimius
Severus (8), Julia Domna (2) and Caracalla (4), mainly
about very fine (15)
£300-400
132
Denarii (15), comprising Caracalla (12), Geta (1),
Severus Alexander (1) and Julia Mamaea (1), mainly
about very fine (15)
£300-400
133
Roman coins, comprising Republic denarii of C.
Maianius and C. Naevius Balbus (Cr. 203/1a and 382/1b);
denarius of Trajan; antoniniani of Philip I, Otacilia Severa
and Aurelian; late Roman bronzes (9) including obverse
brockage of Magnentius; Byzantine folles (3) and
Alexandrian billon tetradrachms of Nero and Probus, fine
to very fine, some better; et infra (13) [ex Hugh Griffin
collection] (33)
£250-300
134
Roman coins, comprising Mark Antony legionary
denarius for Leg VII, other denarii of M. Tullius (Cr.
280/1), Hadrian, Divus Antoninus Pius, Lucius Verus and
Maximinus I, antoniniani (4) and late Roman bronze
(12); with Ptolemaic AE 35mm, fine to very fine, some
better (23)
£300-350
135
Miscellaneous coins (63), comprising Greek (16),
Roman (22), Byzantine (15), Indian native (5) bronze
coins; together with silver (5), including Maria Theresia
thalers (2), 1757 and 1764, mainly fair, thalers fine or
better (63)
£100-150

BYZANTINE COINS

136
*Justinian I (527-565), solidus, helmeted bust facing
rev., angel standing facing, holding long cross and globus
cruciger, 4.37g (S. 140), very fine
£200-250

137
*Justinian I, solidus, helmeted bust facing, rev., angel
standing facing, holding long cross and globus cruciger,
4.43g (S. 140), very fine
£200-250

138
*Justinian I (527-565), anonymous third siliqua, c.
536/7, possibly struck to mark the recapture of Rome in
December 536, helmeted bust of Constantinopolis right,
rev., large letter R, 0.97g (Bendall 9), good very fine and
rare
£200-250

139
*Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), tremissis, bust
right, rev., cross potent, 1.52g (DO 7; S. 425), extremely
fine
£150-200

140
*Constantine VII and Romanus I (913-944),
solidus, bust of Christ facing, rev., Constantine VII and
Romanus I holding patriarchal cross between them, 4.39g
(S. 1751), about very fine
£200-250

141
*Constantine VII and Romanus, solidus, bust of
Christ facing, rev., Constantine VII and Romanus I
holding patriarchal cross between them, 4.35g (S. 1751),
about very fine
£200-250

142
*Constantine VII and Romanus I ,solidus, bust of
Christ facing, rev., Constantine VII and Romanus I
holding patriarchal cross between them, 4.14g (S. 1751),
clipped, about very fine
£150-200

143
*Nicephorus II (963-969), histamenon, bust of Christ
facing, holding book of gospels, rev., facing busts of the
Virgin and Nicephorus holding patriarchal cross between
them, 4.36g (DO 4; S. 1778), extremely fine and rare
£1,000-1,200

144
*Constantine IX (1042-1055), miliaresion, the Virgin
standing orans, rev., standing figure of the emperor,
2.25g (S. 1834), fine to very fine
£300-400

145
*Constantine X (1059-1067), histamenon, Christ
enthroned facing, raising hand in benediction and
holding book of Gospels, rev., Constantine standing on
footstool, holding labarum and globus cruciger, 4.32 (S.
1847), some marks, good fine, reverse better £150-200

146
*Romanus IV (1067-1071), histamenon, Christ
standing on footstool, crowning Romanus and Eudocia,
each holding cruciger, rev., Michael, Constantius and
Andronicus standing on dotted platform, 4.32g (S. 1861),
weak obverse, about very fine
£150-200

147
*Nicephorus III (1078-1081), electrum nomisma,
Christ enthroned facing, rev., Nicephorus standing facing
on footstool, 4.40g (S. 1881), flan crack, otherwise very
fine
£150-200

148
*John V and Anne of Savoy (1341-1347), gold
hyperpyron, Anne of Savoy and John V standing facing,
rev., Andronicus III kneeling before Christ, 2.96g (S.
2211), clipped, fine to very fine
£300-400

Byzantine Coins
Formerly in the Collection of
Carroll F. Wales (1918-2007)
The principal Wales collection was sold in these rooms
on 12 June and 11 December 2008. All coins are from the
mint of Constantinople unless otherwise stated.

149
*Anastasius I (491-518), solidus, helmeted bust threequarters right, holding spear and shield, rev., Victory
standing left, holding long cross, star in right field, 3.77g
(S. 3; DOC 3), light mark in right field and clipped
otherwise good very fine
£200-300

150
*Justinian I (527-565), solidus, helmeted bust facing,
holding globus cruciger and shield, rev., angel standing
facing, holding long cross and globus cruciger, 4.42g (S.
140; DOC 9), good very fine
£250-300

151
*Justinian I, solidus, helmeted bust facing, holding
globus cruciger and shield, rev., angel standing facing,
holding long cross and globus cruciger, 4.41g (S. 140;
DOC 9), some graffiti in obverse right field, about very
fine
£200-250

152
*Justin II (565-578), solidus, helmeted bust facing,
holding globus cruciger and shield, rev., Constantinopolis
seated, holding spear and globus cruciger, 4.50g (S. 347;
DOC 6), very fine with some areas of flatness £200-250

153
*Justin II, half siliqua, Ravenna, diademed, draped bust
right, rev., Chi-Rho between two stars, all within wreath,
0.66g (S. 412; DOC 215; MIB 41), about very fine, weakly
struck portrait
£120-150

156
*Maurice Tiberius, tremissis, Ravenna, c. 583-602,
pearl diademed bust right, rev., Victory standing, facing
left, holding wreath and globus cruciger, star in right
field, 1.48g (S. 592; DOC 287; MIB 50), minor scratch
above head, very fine
£350-400

157
*Heraclius (610-641), with Heraclius Constantine,
solidus, uncertain eastern mint, crowned facing busts with
cross between, rev., cross potent on three steps, 4.53g
(DOC 188/187b Alexandria; Bendall, Type 4, Jerusalem;
MIB 77 Cyprus), extremely fine, some weakness on
obverse legends
£400-500
There has been wide speculation about the origins of these solidi.
Their characteristics suggest they are a product of an irregular
mint, possibly a military mint located in Alexandria, Syria,
Cyprus or Jerusalem.

158
*Heraclius, tremissis, diademed bust right, rev., cross
potent, 1.24g (S. 787; DOC 54; MIB 74), some scratches
in right field, about extremely fine
£120-150

154
*Justin II, follis, Cyzicus, year 9 (573/4), officina A,
Justin and Sophia enthroned, holding globus cruciger and
sceptre, rev., large M, year and officina, 13.86g (S. 372),
dark green patina, extremely fine
£100-150

155
*Maurice Tiberius (582-602), consular solidus, 602,
Maurice Tiberius enthroned facing, wearing crown and
consular robes, holding mappa and cross, rev., angel
standing facing, holding staff surmounted by christogram
and globus cruciger, 4.43g (S. 474; DOC 2a; MIB 2), very
fine, obverse better and very rare
£1,500-2,000

159
Heraclius, half follis, Rome, year 15 (624/5 AD), facing
busts of Martina, Heraclius, and Heraclius Constantine,
rev., large K, 5.62g (S. 891); dekanummia (2), Catania (S.
886); Justinian I, dekanummium, Rome (S. 308);
nummus, Rome (S. 311); Tiberius II Constantine,
decanummium, Ravenna (S. 472), mainly about fine to
very fine (6)
£150-200

160
*Justinian II, first reign (685-695), solidus, c. 687692, crowned bust of Justinian II, with short beard,
wearing chlamys and holding globus cruciger, rev., cross
potent on three steps,; officina ī, 4.31g (S. 1247; DOC 6
var. (unlisted officina); MIB 7), good very fine £500-700

161
Justinian II, first reign, follis, Syracuse, Justinian
standing facing, wearing military attire, holding spear and
globus cruciger, branch in lower right field, rev., large M,
C/VP/A to left, K/OV/CI to right, SCL in exergue, 5.16g
(S. 1301), very fine, dark green patina
£100-150

162
*Leontius (695-698), follis, crowned bust facing,
wearing loros and holding globus cruciger, cross to right,
rev., large M, cross above, 4.01g (S. 1334; DOC 5-7; MIB
32), good fine, obverse better
£120-150

163
*Leontius, half follis, officina A, crowned bust facing,
wearing loros and holding globus cruciger, rev., large K,
year and officina, 4.01g (S. 1335; DOC 9; MIB 33), fine,
reverse better
£100-150

164
*Tiberius III (698-705), half follis, officina ī, Tiberius
standing facing, wearing military uniform and crown,
holding globus cruciger and long cross, rev., large K, date
and officina letter, 2.19g (S. 1369v. unrecorded officina),
about very fine
£100-150

166
*Philippicus Bardanes (711-713), follis, Syracuse,
Philippicus standing facing in military dress, wearing
helmet, holding eagle tipped sceptre and globus cruciger,
rev., Large M between two stars, monogram above, 1.28g
(S. 1460A; DOC -; MIB 24), overstruck on an irregular
flan, fine and rare
£100-150
167
Anastasius II Artemius (713-715), follis, year 1
(713/714), officina ī, crowned, draped facing bust,
holding globus cruciger and akakia, rev., large M, date
and officina, 2.79g (S. 1469), fair, rare; Leo III (717741), sole reign, follis (S. 1513A) and half follis (S.
1517A), fine and about fine (3)
£150-200

168
*Leo III & Constantine V (720-741), solidus,
crowned and bearded bust of Leo III facing, holding
globus cruciger and akakia, rev., youthful crowned bust of
Constantine V, holding globus cruciger and akakia, 4.45g
(S. 1504; DOC 5), minor scrape, otherwise about
extremely fine
£400-500

169
*Constantine V (741-775), solidus, crowned facing
bust of emperor, rev., crowned facing bust of Leo III,
4.22g (S. 1550; DOC 1), clipped, minor scrape on reverse
rim, otherwise about extremely fine
£350-450

170
*Constantine VI and Irene (780-797), miliaresion,
cross potent on three steps, rev., legend in five lines, 2.16g
(S. 1594; DOC 4), overstruck on an Abbasid dirham,
scrape on obverse otherwise very fine
£120-150
165
*Justinian II, second reign (705-711), solidus, bust
of Christ facing, rev., crowned half-length figures of
Justinian and Tiberius facing, wearing divitsion and
chlamys, both holding a cross potent on two steps, 4.41g
(S. 1414; DOC 2a; MIB 2a), good very fine, weak in parts
£1,000-1,500

Interestingly, it is speculated that his name is derived from the
word Mankato (Turkish: fool, idiot), given to him by his Seljuk
mercenaries and later adopted by Greek chroniclers for his
repeated failed usurpations.

171
*Constantine IX (1042-1055), miliaresion, standing
and facing figure of Theotokos orans, rev., Constantine
standing facing, holding long cross and scabbard, 3.07g
(S. 1834; DOC 7), traces of corrosion, good fine £200-300

172
*Romanus IV (1068-1071), histamenon, Christ
standing facing on footstool crowning Romanus and
Eudocia, rev., Michael, Constantius and Andronicus
standing facing on footstools, 4.35g (S. 1861; DOC 2),
slightly double struck, good very fine
£180-220
173
Michael VII (1071-1078), two-thirds miliaresion, bust
of the Virgin facing, holding infant Christ, rev., five line
inscription, 1.34g (obv: S. 1876, rev: 1876A; DOC 8/9),
light porosity, fine
£120-150

174
*Isaac Comnenus (1185-1191), Usurper in Cyprus,
tetarteron, c. 1187-91, beardless Christ enthroned, holding
scroll in left hand and raising hand in benediction, rev.,
Isaac standing facing, holding cruciform sceptre and
akakia, being crowned by Virgin on right, 3.24g (S. 1998;
DOC 10), good fine, reverse better
£150-200

175
*Theodore Mankaphas (1188-1189 and 1204-1205),
usurper in Philadelphia, billon trachy, standing and facing
half-figure of Christ, rev., Theodore standing facing, holding
cruciform sceptre, 2.83g (S. -; DOC 2 p. 149; Grierson 1127),
good very fine for type and scarce
£250-300
Theodore Mankaphas was a nobleman and ruler of his native
Philadelphia, an area currently in the Aegean region of Turkey.
He assumed the title of Byzantine emperor twice, first after a
successful revolt in Philadelphia during the reign of Isaac II
Angelos and secondly soon after the Latin conquest of
Constantinople during the fourth crusade of 1204. Both reigns
were relatively short lived and his rule in Philadelphia ended
after Theodore I Laskaris of Nicaea took over his territories.

176
*Andronicus II and Michael IX (1295-1320),
copper assaria (2), comprising issue with half-length
figures of emperors holding cross, rev., seraph (S. 2429)
and issue with emperors standing, holding labarum, rev.,
legend around bust of Christ (S. 2436), about very fine
and both scarce (2)
£120-150

177
*John V Palaeologus with John VI (1341-1391),
hyperpyron, c. 1347-1353, nimbate half figure of The
Theotokos orans, within city walls with four towers, rev.,
Christ Pantokrator standing between John V and John VI
blessing them, 3.41g (S. 2526; DOC 1193 v.), clipped, flan
crack, nearly very fine, typical crude strike
£400-600
178
Anastasius, follis (S. 15); Justin I, follis, Antioch (S.
103); Justinian I, 16 nummi, Thessalonica (S. 180);
Justin II, folles (17), of Nicomedia (11, S. 369), Cyzicus
(6, S. 372); half folles, of Thessalonica (11, S. 366);
decanummium, Nicomedia (S. 370A var); Maurice
Tiberius, half follis (S. 497); pentanummium, Numidia
(S. 579); Heraclius, half follis, Nicomedia (S. 837);
Constans II, decanummium (S. 1021); Leo III, follis (S.
1514), fair to very fine (37)
£200-300
179
Anastasius I, folles (7) Constantinople (S. 18;18A;19
(4)), Antioch (S. 47); half folles (2, S. 23); Justinian I,
folles (3), Nicomedia (3, S. 201); Justin II, half follis,
Nicomedia (S. 370); Constantine VII, follis (S. 1758);
Manuel I, half tetartera (3), uncertain mint (3, S. 1979);
Isaac II Angelos, billon trachy (S. 2003); Theodore I
of Thessalonica, billon trachy (S. 2168); Andronicus,
billon trachy (S. 2387); Anonymous, folles (28), mainly
of Alexius I (type J and K); Crusaders, Tancred,
Antioch, follis (CCS 3); and miscellaneous bronze issues
(18), mainly fair to about very fine (67)
£200-300
180
Anastasius , follis (S. 22); Justin II, folles (16) of
Constantinople (2, S. 360), Nicomedia (10, S. 369),
Cyzicus (4, S. 372); half folles (11) of Thessalonica (6, S.
366) and Nicomedia (5, S. 370); Maurice Tiberius,
folles (3), Constantinople (S. 430), Nicomedia (S. 512)
and Cyzicus (S. 518); Phocas, follis, Cyzicus (S. 665);
Constantine VII, follis (S. 1759), mainly fair to very
fine (33)
£200-300

181
Justin I, folles (2) of Constantinople (S. 63) and Antioch
(S. 101); Justinian I, folles (3) of Nicomedia (S. 198),
Antioch (S. 223, 215A); Justin II, folles (15) of
Constantinople (S. 360), Nicomedia (9, S. 369), Cyzicus
(5, S. 372); half folles (15) of Thessalonica (9, S. 366),
Nicomedia (5, S. 370), Carthage (S. 396); Maurice
Tiberius, folles (3) of Constantinople (S. 494) and
Cyzicus (2, S. 518), mainly fair to very fine (38)£200-300
182
Justin I, pentanummium, Nicomedia (S. 92);
Justinian I, follis, Cyzicus (S. 207); Justin II, folles
(21) of Nicomedia (17, S. 369), Cyzicus (4, S. 372); half
folles (8) of Thessalonica (S. 366 (7) and 365);
decanummia (4), Thessalonica (4, S. 367); pentanummia
(5), Nicomedia (5, S. 371); Maurice Tiberius,
decanummium
(S.
499);
Maurice
Tiberius,
pentanummium, Numidia (S. 579); Constans II, follis
(S. 1011); Leontius, follis, Syracuse (S. 1343); Alexius I,
tetarteron, Thessalonica (S. 1932); and Anonymous,
Trebizond AE (S. 2644), fair to very fine (46) £250-350
183
Justin I, 12 nummi, Alexandria (S. 112); Justinian I,
folles (2), Constantinople and Nicomedia (S. 163; 201);
Tiberius II Constantine, pentanummium, (S. 438A);
Maurice Tiberius, decanummium (S. 498); Phocas,
follis (S. 640); Heraclius, 12 nuumi, Alexandria (S. 861);
Justinian II, first reign, follis (S. 1260) and half follis (S.
1262), mainly fine to very fine (9)
£200-300
184
Justinian I, 16 nummi (S. 186B); Justin II, folles (19)
of Nicomedia (12, S. 369), Cyzicus (6, S. 372), Antioch (S.
378); half folles (12) of Thessalonica (6, S. 366) and
Nicomedia (6, S. 370); Tiberius II Constantine, follis
(S. 430, plugged); Maurice Tiberius, pentanummium
(S. 501); Constans II, follis (S. 1012); Constantine IV,
half follis, countermarked (S. 1181); decanummium (S.
1183A); Anonymous, class A follis (S. 1818);
Nicephorus III, follis (S. 1888), mainly fair to very
fine (39)
£250-300
185
Justinian I, decanummium, Antioch (S. 239); Justin
II, folles (28) of Nicomedia (24, S. 369), Cyzicus (4, S.
372); half folles (6) of Thessalonica (6, S. 366); Tiberius
II Constantine, half follis (S. 434); Maurice Tiberius,
pentanummium (S. 501); Phocas, follis, Cyzicus (S.
664); half follis (S. 643); pentanummium, Carthage (S.
690); Justinian II, half follis
(S. 1262); Latin
Emperors, small module trachy (S. 2046); John
Comnenus, billon trachy, Thessalonica (S. 2222),
mainly fair to about very fine, some better (43)£150-200

186
Justin II, folles (19) of Constantinople (2, S. 360),
Nicomedia (10, S. 369), Cyzicus (7, S. 372); half folles (11)
of Thessalonica (5, S. 366) and Nicomedia (6, S. 370);
decanummium, Cyzicus (S. 374); Tiberius II
Constantine, pentanummium (S. 438); Maurice
Tiberius, folles (2), Constantinople (S. 494), Antioch (S.
532); Phocas, decanummium, Antioch (S. 675);
Justinian II, first reign, half folles (3,S. 1262);
Leontius, half follis (S. 1335); Tiberius III, half follis
(S. 1368); Leo III, half follis (S. 1518); Theophilus,
follis (S. 1667); Anonymous, class A2 follis (S. 1813),
fair to very fine (43)
£250-350
187
Justin II, folles (17) of Constantinople (S. 360),
Nicomedia (8, S. 369), Cyzicus (7, S. 372), Antioch (S.
379); half folles (11) of Constantinople (S. 361),
Thessalonica (5, S. 366) and Nicomedia (5, S. 370);
Tiberius II Constantine, follis (S. 430); Maurice
Tiberius, follis, Antioch (S. 533); Heraclius, follis (S.
804); half follis (S. 814); decanummium of Nicomedia (S.
838v, rare); Constans II, half follis, Constantinople (S.
1020); Theophilus, follis, (S. 1667), fair to very fine
(35)
£200-300
188
Byzantine Empire, bronze issues from the mint
of Carthage, comprising half folles (6) of Justin II (2, S.
395; 396), Maurice Tiberius (S. 559), Phocas (S. 874),
Constans II (2, S. 1056; 1057); decanummia (3) of Justin
II (S. 399), Maurice Tiberius (S. 565), Phocas (S. 688);
nummus, Maurice Tiberius (S. 572A), fair to about very
fine (10)
£150-200
189
Byzantine Empire, bronze issues from the mint
of Syracuse, comprising folles (7) of Justinian II (S.
1301); Tiberius III (S. 1395); Philippicus (S. 1460a);
Anastasius II (S. 1475); Leo III (S. 1529); Constantine V
(S. 1568); Michael II (S. 1652 var), fair to very fine (7)
£150-200
190
Byzantine Empire, bronze issues from the mint
of Cherson, comprising issues of Maurice Tiberius, half
follis (S. 610); Michael III (S. 1690), Basil I (2, S. 1720);
Constantine VII (3, S. 1764, 1771, 1772); Romanus I (S.
1766), Romanus II (3, S. 1775), mainly fair to about very
fine (11)
£200-300
191
Byzantine imitations, comprising bronze (5),
including issues of Anastasius, Phocas, Constantine IX;
gilt issues (4), comprising plated tremissis of Justin II
and histamena of Constantine X (2), and Michael VII,
fair to about very fine (9)
£100-150

FOREIGN GOLD COINS

192
*Anglo-Gallic, Henry VI, salut, m.m. leopard (Rouen
mint), obv., inverted N in hENRICVS, pellet in annulet
below X of REX, colon stops, rev., pellet in annulet beneath
T of IMPERAT, mullet stops, contraction marks after XPC,
3.45g (Elias 270c; Schneider 111, from a differing obverse
die), lightly scuffed in reverse field, otherwise good
extremely fine and practically mint state £1,000-1,500

193
*Germany, Saxony, Johann Georg I (1615-56),
‘Sophie ducat’, dated 1616 (but probably an 18th century
striking), cap over monogram (of his mother Sophia) and
crossed swords, rev., eye over HIS and dove, 3.45g (Mers.
771; Kahnt 231; cf F. 2642), light crease, good very fine
£200-300

196
*Hungary, Sigismund (1387-1437), goldgulden,
undated (1428), Kremnitz, mint-master Petrus Reichel,
arms, rev., St. Ladislaus standing holding axe and orb,
dividing K-R, 3.59g (Pohl D2-31; CNH 119A; F. 10), good
very fine
£300-400

197
*Hungary, Matthias Corvinus (1458-90), goldgulden,
undated (1458-66), Nagybánya, mint-master Emmerich
Zapolya, arms, rev., St. Ladislaus standing holding axe and
orb, dividing N-E, 3.50g (Pohl K1-15; CNH. 204A; F. 20),
very fine
£300-400

198
*Hungary, Matthias Corvinus (1458-90), goldgulden,
undated (c. 1485), Nagybánya, mint-master Albert Jung,
Madonna and Child seated, rev., St. Ladislaus standing
holding axe and orb, dividing N and shield, 3.52g (Pohl K154; CNH. 208A; F. 22), good very fine
£300-400
194
*Germany, Saxony, Friedrich August II (1733-63),
Vicariate ducat, 1741, Dresden, the Elector riding right,
rev., throne (Kahnt 637; Mers. 1696; F. 2865), mount
removed at top, light tooling, good very fine £400-500
199
*Hungary, Matthias Corvinus (1458-90), goldgulden,
undated (1481-7), Nagybánya, Madonna and Child seated,
rev., St. Ladislaus standing holding axe and orb, dividing N
and shield, 3.53g (Pohl K14-1; CNH. 208A; F. 22), good very
fine
£300-400
195
*Germany,Würzburg, Franz Ludwig von Erthal
(1779-95), ducat, 1782, by J.V. Riesing, draped bust
right, rev., ornate arms on crowned mantle, 3.46g
(Helmschrott 857; F. 3734), minor flaw from bust to rim
and weak on rim, nearly extremely fine
£400-500
200
*Hungary, Wladislaus II (1490-1516), goldgulden,
Hermannstadt, undated (c. 1500), the Virgin and Child
seated on crude Gothic throne, rev., St. Ladislaus standing
holding axe and orb, dividing h and horse (? – the ‘horse’ is
of a different shape from those in Pohl or CNH), 3.47g (cf
Pohl L32-2; cf. CNH 255S; F.32), small cut on edge and
spade-mark by right knee, very fine
£300-400

205
Hungary, Karl VI (1711-40), ducat, 1735, Nagybánya,
draped bust right, rev., Madonna and Child in flames,
3.45g (MzA p.35; F. 175), nearly very fine; half-ducat,
1740, Vienna, head right, rev., crowned double eagle, 1.72g
(F. 382), pierced at top, good very fine (2)
£400-500
201
*Hungary, Ferdinand I (1526-64), ducat, 1562,
Kremnitz, Madonna and Child seated over arms, rev., St.
Ladislaus standing holding axe and orb, dividing K-B,
3.53g (MzA p. 45; F.48), nearly extremely fine £400-600
206
*Hungary, Francis I (1746-65), ducat, 1756 CA,
Karlsburg, draped bust right, rev., crowned double eagle,
3.47g (MzA p. 257; F. 187), light crease, good very fine
£300-400

202
*Hungary, Ferdinand III (1637-57), posthumous
ducat,1659, Kremnitz, Madonna and Child in flames, rev.,
Ferdinand standing holding orb and sceptre, dividing K-B,
3.49g (Hu. 1216; MzA. p. 158; F.109), extremely fine or
better, some double striking in reverse legend, rare
£1,200-1,500

207
*Hungary, Franz Josef (1848-1916), gold jeton to the
weight of a ducat, on the coronation of Empress Elisabeth
at Buda, 1867, Vienna mint, crowned draped bust left,
m.m. below, rev., Hungarian crown over legend and date
in four lines, 3.47g (Montenuovo coll. 2716 (AR)), minor
scuffs, otherwise nearly extremely fine
£250-350

208
*Hungary, Franz Josef, ducat, 1869, Kremnitz, 3.46g
(J. 355; F.238), good very fine
£150-250

203
*Hungary, Leopold I (1658-1705), ducat, 1662,
Kremnitz, Madonna and Child in flames, rev., Ferdinand
standing holding orb and sceptre, dividing K-B, 3.45g
(MzA p. 161; F. 128), small rim crack at bottom, good
very fine to nearly extremely fine
£350-450

204
*Hungary, Leopold I (1658-1705), ducat, 1694,
Kremnitz, Madonna and Child in flames, rev., Ferdinand
standing holding orb and sceptre, dividing K-B, 3.47g
(MzA p. 193; F. 128), light crease and tooling to left of
king, good very fine
£250-350

209
*India, Mughal Empire, Akbar, gold mohur, 984h,
10.86g, compact flan, trace of mount, very fine
£300-400
210
India, Nayakas of Chitradurga, durgi pagoda, 3.27g
(F. 381), good very fine; Vijayanagar empire, halfpagoda, issuer uncertain, 1.68g, very fine; Sikh Empire,
(gold) rupee, VS 1905 (AD 1848), struck by Diwan Mulraj,
siege of Multan (F. 1395; KM. 87), extremely fine (3)
£300-400

211
*India, British India, Victoria, mohur, 1841,
diademed young head left, VICTORIA QUEEN over,
continuous legend, 1841 below, rev., lion walking left,
palm tree behind, EAST INDIA COMPANY over, values in
exergue (Pr. 18; S & W 2.1; F. 1595), extremely fine / good
very fine, the reverse sweated; set within an ornate
brooch mount, minor graffiti on back of mount at top,
otherwise in good order
£800-1,200

216
*Poland, Alexander I of Russia (1815-25), 25zlotych, 1817 IB (Johann Benik), Warsaw, oblique
graining, bare head right, rev., arms on crowned double
eagle, 4.91g (Bit. 812 (R); H.Cz.3511; Uzd. 4461; F. 106),
smoothed on rim, nearly very fine, rare
£1,400-1,600

g217
*Romania, Carol I (1866-1914), 25-lei, 1906,
uniformed bust left, rev., crowned eagle with banner
across, value below, on the 40th anniversary of his reign,
8.03g (F.7; KM. 38), mount removed from top rim,
lightly creased, very fine
£200-300
212
*Italy, Casale, Guglielmo III, Gonzaga (1566-87),
doppia, undated, cuirassed bust left, ornate cuirass, GVL D
G DVX MAN III E MON FER I, rev., crown, FIDES on band, over
shield, 6.81g (CNI II, 157.105; MIR 265/2 (R4)), pierced,
filed at top, possibly very lightly clipped but of good
weight; weakly struck on back of head, otherwise good
very fine, rare
£800-1,000

218
*Spain, Carlos III (1759-88), half-escudo, 1788/7 M,
Madrid, 1.72g (Ca. 782; F. 278), nearly very fine £80-120

The undated variety above is rarer than the doppia bearing the
date 1578, which is itself rare

213
*Italy, Venice, Tomaso Mocenigo (1414-23),
ducato, the Doge kneeling before St. Mark, rev., Christ
surrounded by stars standing within mandorla, 3.21g (Pa.
1; F. 1231), filed at top, very fine
£200-250

214
*Italy, Venice, Carlo Contarini (1655-6), zecchino,
the Doge kneeling before St. Mark, rev., Christ
surrounded by stars standing within mandorla, as the
previous lot, 3.47g (Pa. 1; F. 1321), very fine
£300-400
215
Italy, Venice, Francesco Loredan (1752-62),
zecchino (Pa.5; F.1405), small dent and attempted
piercing, fine; Mexico, Carlos IV, 1-escudo, 1794,
Madrid MF (Cal. 493), pierced, fine (2)
£120-150

219
*South Africa, Veld Pond, 1902, ZAR monogram over
1902, no slash by Z, rev., EEN POND, all in script, 7.87g
(Hern Z54; KM. 11; F.4), removed from a ring mount,
good very fine, rare – 986 struck
£4,000-5,000
A crude emergency issue for troop payments, designed by P.J.
Kloppers, struck by authority of Acting President Schalk Burger
at Pilgrim’s Rest.

220
*Spain, Alfonso XIII (1885-1931), Union Catalanista,
20 pesetas, 1900, St. George and dragon, rev., throne (Ca.
87), minor edge and surface marks, almost extremely
fine and very rare
£3,500-4,000

221
*Transylvania, Georg I Rákóczi (1630-48), ducat, 1645, Nagybánya, draped bust right, without large cap but with curl
of hair on top of head, no sceptre, neither hand visible, rev., Madonna and Child dividing N-B, Madonna crowned with ornate
bodice and necklace, the infant Christ holding an orb and sceptre on Madonna’s left, small arms below, 3.41g (Resch – (cf.
34, pl. 31); cf F. 386), good fine to nearly very fine, an exceedingly rare variety
£2,000-3,000

222
*Transylvania, Maria Theresia (1740-80), quarter-ducat, 1772, HG, Karlsburg, veiled bust right, rev., crowned double
eagle over value (Resch 183; MzA. p. 274; F. 547; KM. 649), good very fine to nearly extremely fine
£300-400
g223
U.S.A., 5-dollars, 1881 S, 2½-dollars (2), 1854, 1878 S, all Liberty head, with mounts attached, sweated, about very fine;
together with sovereigns (2), 1912, 1913, extremely fine or better (5)
£800-1,000

FOREIGN SILVER & COPPER COINS
Silver except where stated

224
*Armenia, Baronial Period, Roupen I (10801095), copper, cross with ruler’s name around, rev.,
cross with ‘Servant of God’ around, 2.41g (N. 245; CCA 1
[as Toros]), fair to fine and rare
£250-300

226
China, Ming dynasty, Chu Yüan-chang, as prince
of Wu (1361-68), copper 10 cash (H. 20.45; Schj. 1134);
T’ien-ch’i (1620-7), copper 10-cash (H.20.229; Schj.
1223); together with early currency – pu money (2), Ming
knife, bridge money, Huo Pu, early cash (24), mostly
Tang dynasty, other large cash (3); also Annam, cash
(4); Japan, tenpo tsuho, brass cash (13), and 1 bu-gin,
Ansei (1859-68); Pahang, small tin ‘hat’ money, 27 x 28
mm., 9.38g (M. 3122); Thai wheel-shaped gambling token
(?), and concave Mexican 8-reales with multiple Chinese
chop-marks covering entire surface, et infra (3), generally
fine to very fine (59)
£300-400

225
*Armenia, Hetoum I (1289-1293, 1295-1296 and
1301-1305), billon denier, facing head with ‘Hetoum
king’ around, rev., cross with loop descending from righthand limb, ‘of all the Armenians’ around, 0.61g (N. 395
var.; CCA 1581-1583 var.), very fine for issue and a rare
variety
£100-150
227
*Crete, Prince George, High Commissioner
(1896-1906), 5-drachmai, 1901, Paris, head right, rev.,
crowned arms with supporters on crowned mantle (Divo
130), toned, minor contact marks, nearly extremely fine
£600-800

228
*Crete, Prince George, High Commissioner, 2drachmai, 1901, Paris, head right, rev., crowned arms
with supporters on crowned mantle (Divo 131), good very
fine
£400-500

229
*Crete, Prince George, High Commissioner, 1drachmi, 1901, Paris, head right, rev., crowned arms with
supporters on crowned mantle (Divo 132), very fine
£150-200

230
*Crete, Prince George, High Commissioner, 50lepta, 1901, Paris, head right, rev., crowned arms (Divo
133), about extremely fine
£150-200

233
*Germany, Lübeck, city, 2-mark, 1901
toned, extremely fine

(J. 80),
£150-200

A

234
Germany, Saxony, Johan Georg I (1615-56), taler,
1625 (Dav. 7601; Schnee 845), from a mount, tooled,
very fine; together with miscellaneous world crowns (26),
and minor (1) in silver, some pierced, poor to very fine,
including some copies (28)
£300-400
235
Germany, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, Karl
Günther, 2-mark, 1905 A (J. 169a), and Württemberg,
Karl, siegstaler, 1871 (J. 86), harshly cleaned, about
extremely fine; together with various German coins and
tokens in silver (36) and base metal (30), also porcelain
tokens (5), mainly 19th to early 20th centuries, generally
fine to very fine, some better; modern 10-marks (24) and
5-marks (24), nearly mint state (121)
£350-450
236
Germany, Baden, 6-kreuzer, 1842 (J. 54); Frankfurt,
6-kreuzer, 1849 (J. 25); together with France,
Napoleon III, 20-centimes, 1857 A (Gad. 305); Italy,
Naples & Sicily, Fernando II, carlino, 1855 (Gig. 169;
Pag. 308); Romania, Carol I, 1-leu, 1910 (KM. 42),
good extremely to almost mint state (5)
£200-300
237
Germany, Weimar Republic, 5-mark, Lessing, 1929 J
(J. 336); 3-mark (3), Bremerhaven 1927 A, Nordhausen,
1927 A, and Rhineland, 1930 A (J. 325, 327, 345), the first
two extremely fine, the last two almost mint state (4)
£200-300

231
*France, Louis XVI, Constitution (1791-92), 30
sols, 1791 A, AN 3 (Gad. 39), extremely fine
£150-250
This denomination was intended for troop payments

232
*German East Africa, Wilhelm II (1888-1918),
half-rupie, 1891 (J. 712), light, attractive tone, almost
mint state
£150-200

238
*Greece, John Capodistrias (1827-31), phoenix, 1828,
Aegina, phoenix arising from flames, cross above, rays to left,
date below, rev., value within wreath over date (Divo 1),
nearly extremely fine, rare
£1,200-1,500

239
*Greece, Otho (1832-62), 1 drachmi, 1845, Athens, head
right, rev., crowned shield dividing wreath, value and date in
exergue (Divo 12e), fair to fine, rare date
£600-800

240
*Greece, Otho, ½ drachmi, 1833, Munich, head right,
rev., crowned shield dividing wreath, value and date in
exergue (Divo 14a), good extremely fine
£150-200

241
*Greece, Otho, ½ drachmi, 1843, Athens, head right,
rev., crowned shield dividing wreath, value and date in
exergue (Divo 14d), fair, rare
£800-1,200

242
*Greece, Otho, 1/4 drachmi, 1833, Munich, head right,
rev., crowned shield dividing wreath, value and date in
exergue (Divo 16a), minor adjustment marks on reverse,
mint state
£300-400

243
*Greece, Otho, copper 10-lepta, 1833, Munich, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 18a),
nearly mint state
£150-200

244
*Greece, Otho, copper 10-lepta, 1848, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 20b),
minor staining on edge, nearly extremely fine £250-350

246
*Greece, Otho, copper 5-lepta, 1838, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 21e),
extremely fine
£100-150

247
*Greece, Otho, copper 5-lepta, 1839, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 21f), good
very fine
£200-300

248
*Greece, Otho, copper 5-lepta, 1844, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 22a),
minor obverse staining, good very fine / nearly
extremely fine, scarce date
£400-600

249
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, (dated) 1832, Athens,
crowned shield, rev., value and date within wreath; a later
striking as always for this date (Divo 25a), minor obverse
finger-mark, good extremely fine
£300-400

250
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, 1836, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 25d),
corroded, fair, scarce date
£300-400

245
Greece, Otho, copper 10-lepta, 1850, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 20e), flan
flaw, about extremely fine
£150-200
251
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, 1840, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 25h),
double-struck, about extremely fine
£200-300

252
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, 1844, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 26a), flan
flaws, very fine
£100-200

253
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, 1848, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 27b),
good very fine
£100-150

254
*Greece, Otho, copper 2-lepta, 1851, Athens, small size,
crowned shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo
28a), extremely fine
£100-150

255
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1838, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 29e),
nearly extremely fine /extremely fine
£250-350

258
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1846, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 30c),
good very fine
£200-300

259
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1847, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 31a),
good very fine to nearly extremely fine
£600-800

260
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1848, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 31b), very
fine
£400-500

261
*Greece, George I (1863-1913), 5-drachmai, 1875,
Paris, head left, rev., arms on crowned mantle; variety
with reversed anchor (Divo 50a (note)), surface marks,
good very fine to nearly extremely fine, rare variety
£400-500

256
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1844, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 30a),
small obverse flaws, nearly very fine
£300-400

257
*Greece, Otho, copper 1-lepton, 1845, Athens, crowned
shield, rev., value and date within wreath (Divo 30b), flan
flaws, good very fine
£200-300

262
*Greece, George I, 5-drachmai, 1876, Paris, head left,
rev., arms on crowned mantle (Divo 50b), minor contact
marks, good extremely fine / nearly mint state £300-400

263
*Greece, George I, 2-drachmai, 1873, Paris, head left,
rev., arms on crowned mantle (Divo 51b), minor rim
dent, about extremely fine
£300-400

264
*Greece, George I, 1-drachmi, 1868, Paris, head left,
rev., arms on crowned mantle (Divo 53a), light scratch on
face, about extremely fine
£100-150

268
*Greece, Ionian Islands, George III, copper 2-oboli,
1819, lion of St. Mark, rev., Britannia seated left (Pr. 18),
good extremely fine
£500-600

269
*Greece, Ionian Islands, George III, copper 1-obol,
1819, lion of St. Mark, rev., Britannia seated left (Pr. 19),
minor finger-mark on reverse, otherwise good extremely
fine
£150-200

265
*Greece, George I, 1-drachmi, 1873, Paris, head left,
rev., arms on crowned mantle (Divo 53b), toned,
extremely fine
£100-150

266
*Greece, George I, copper 1-lepton, 1870, Strasbourg,
head left, rev., value within wreath (Divo 69b), good very
fine
£100-150
267
Greece, George I, 50-lepta, 1874, Paris; 20-lepta, 1874,
Paris; copper 5-lepta (3), 1869, Strasbourg, 1870,
Strasbourg, and 1878, Bordeaux; copper 2-lepta (2), 1869,
Strasbourg, and 1878, Bordeaux; 1-lepton (2), 1869,
Strasbourg, and 1878, Bordeaux (Divo 55b, 56a, 63a, 63b,
64a, 67, 68, 69a, 70a), very fine to nearly mint state (9)
£300-400

270
*Greece, Ionian Islands, George III, copper half
obol, 1819, lion of St. Mark, rev., Britannia seated left (Pr.
20), small ink collector’s no. behind Britannia, good very
fine or better
£100-150

271
*Hawaii, copper cent, 1847, plain 4, 15 berries (8 left, 7
right) (KM. 1b), minor corrosion, very fine
£120-180

A Collection of Coins of Portuguese India

272
*D. Felipe III (1621-40), tanga, 1631, Goa for Malacca,
crowned arms, rev., date (AM 11.01), flat to right of shield
and at top of reverse, very fine
£200-250

273
*D. João IV, (1640-56), xerafim, 1642, Goa, crowned
arms, rev., St. John (AM 25.02), flat in part, otherwise
almost extremely fine, rare
£400-500

274
*D. João IV, 2 tangas, 1643 Goa, similar to the last (AG
17.03), flat in part, otherwise about extremely fine
£300-350

275
*D. João IV, xerafim, 1654, Goa for Diu, crowned arms,
rev, cross of the Order of Christ (AG 27.02), reverse
slightly off-centre, very fine and well struck
£350-400

277
*D. Afonso VI (1656-67), meio xerafim, 1665, Goa,
crowned arms, rev., cross of the Order of Christ (GA
04.01), an excavated piece with some staining, obverse
countermarked, good fine and very rare £1,000-1,500

278
*D. Pedro II (1683-1706), xerafim, 1696, Diu, crowned
arms, rev., cross of the Order of Christ (AG 10.11),
countermarked with crowned lion on obverse, crowned
lion, flower and trefoil on reverse, very fine
£300-350

279
*D. João V (1706-50), meio pardau, 1741, Goa, bust
right, rev., crowned arms (AG 68.12), flat in parts, very
fine
£180-220

280
*D. João V, meio pardau, 1749, Goa, similar to the last (AG
70.03), obverse double struck, about very fine
£150-200

281
*D. João V, tanga, 1726, Goa, crown above date, rev.,
value within wreath (AG 57.01), almost very fine and
rare
£300-350
276
*D. João IV, 2 tangas, 1645, Barcelor and Onor,
crowned arms, rev., gridiron of St. Lawrence (AG 22.01),
overstruck on Goa 2 tangas, undertype clear on reverse,
virtually mint state, rare
£500-700

282
*D. João V, tanga, undated, Goa, crown above value,
rev., cross of the Order of Christ (AG 60.01), good very
fine and rare
£350-400

283
*D. João V, tanga, 1747, Goa, bust right, date below, rev.,
value beneath crown (AG 63.09), very fine
£150-200

290
*D. José I, meio tanga, 1751, Goa, bust right, rev, value
beneath crown (AG 42.01), slightly off-centre, very fine
£200-250

284
*D. João V, xerafim, 1731, Diu, crowned arms, rev.,
voided cross (AG 82.02), adjustment marks both sides,
especially on reverse, very fine
£300-350

291
*D. José I, Diu, countermarked gold coinage, Damão,
10 xerafim, 1755, countermarked on reverse with crowned
shield within circle (AG 71.02), coin fine, countermark
considerably better, extremely rare, apparently only two
other pieces recorded
£3,500-4,000

285
*D. João V, xerafim, 1737, Damão, crowned arms, rev.,
cross of the Order of Christ (AG 85.01), slightly offcentre, good fine and extremely rare
£1,500-2,000

292
*D. Maria I (1788-1816), pardau, 1791, Goa, bust right,
rev., arms (AG 32.03), very fine
£180-220

286
*D. José I (1750-77), rupia, 1755, Goa, bust right, rev.,
crowned arms (AG 51.05), about very fine and rare
£250-300

293
*D. Maria I, pardau, 1802, Goa, similar to the last (AG
33.07), very fine
£150-200

294
*D. Maria I, tanga, 1802, Goa, bust right, rev., arms (AG
28.02), virtually mint state, very rare thus
£600-800
287
*D. José I, rupia, 1775, Goa, bust right, rev., crowned
arms (AG 52.01), very fine
£150-200
295
*D. Maria I, meio tanga, undated, Goa, bust right, rev.,
arms (AG 25.01), reverse off-centre but virtually as
struck and very rare
£500-700
288
*D. José I, meio pardau, 1755, Goa, bust right, rev., arms
(AG 45.03), slightly off-centre, good very fine £200-250

289
*D. José I, posthumous meio pardau, 1780, Goa, similar to
the last (AG 46.05), reverse off-centre, very fine £150-200

296
*D. Maria I, rupia, 1806, Diu, crowned arms, rev., cross
voided (AG 37.01), weak in places, better than very fine
£200-250

297
*D. João VI (1816-26), rupia, 1820 Goa, bust right,
rev., arms (AG 32.04), minor edge fault, extremely fine
and toned
£250-300

298
*D. João VI, pardau, 1825, Goa, similar to the last (AG
31.08), very fine and well struck
£200-250

299
*D. Pedro IV (1826-28), pardau, 1827, Goa, bust right,
rev. arms (AG 07.01), slight weakness, very fine£200-250

300
*D. Maria II (1834-53), rupia, 1846, Goa, bust left, rev.,
value (AG 23.02), extremely fine and toned
£350-400

301
*D. Maria II, pardau, 1845, Goa, similar to the last (AG
19.01), flan faults, good very fine
£200-250

304
*D. Maria II, rupia, 1841, Diu, crowned arms, rev., cross
voided (AG 25.01), extremely fine and toned £400-500

305
*D. Pedro V (1853-61), pardau, 1859, Diu, crowned
arms, rev., cross voided (AG 08.01), virtually mint state
and toned, rare
£400-500

306
*D. Pedro V, meio pardau, 1859 Diu, similar to the last
(AG 06.01), virtually mint state and lightly toned, rare
£400-500

307
*D. Luis I (1861-89), rupia, 1869, Goa, bust left, rev.,
value (AG 02.03), a few light marks on obverse,
extremely fine and toned, the final year of hammered
coinage in Goa
£300-400

308
D. Luis I, pardau, 1868, Goa, similar to the last (Ag
01.02), a few light obverse marks and reverse centre
weak, extremely fine and toned, rare
£300-400

--------------302
*D. Maria II, pardau, 1851, Goa, bust left, rev., arms,
value below (AG 20.01), good very fine
£300-350

303
*D. Maria II, meio pardau, 1846 over 5, Goa, bust left, rev.,
value (AG 17.03 var.), extremely fine, toned
£250-300

Other Properties
309
India, Kashmir, rupee, VS 1927 (AH 1870) (KM. Y16a),
toned, nearly extremely fine; together with a Fatimid
quarter-dinar of Al-Hakim; miscellaneous Indian silver
(11), Sassanian dirhems (4), and modern copies of
Chinese and Japanese coins (3), generally very fine, a
few mounted or with test marks (20)
£200-300

310
*Italy, Genoa, Republic, scudo stretto, 1704 IBM, the Virgin and Child in clouds, rev., cross, stars in angles (MIR 294/67),
stain on edge, some weakness, extremely fine or better for issue
£150-200

311
*Italy, Genoa, Republic, 8 lire, 1796, arms with supporters, rev., St. John preaching (MIR 309/4), lightly cleaned, nearly
extremely fine
£200-300
312
Italy, Messina, Louis of Aragon (1342-55), pierreale, eagle, rev., arms dividing annulets, 3.22g (MIR 190), toned, some
weakness in legend, good very fine or better; Federico IV ‘the Simple’ (1355-77), pierreale, similar, arms divide M-M
(?), 3.26g (MIR 194), very fine (2)
£80-120

313
*Italy, Naples, Philip II (1556-98), half-ducato or cianfrone, undated, first period (1554-6), crowned and cuirassed bust
right, IBR monogram behind bust, rev., crowned arms, POSVIMVS etc., 14.27g (MIR 159; P&R 3), edge dents, otherwise nearly
extremely fine
£300-350

314
*Italy, Naples, Philip II, half-ducato or cianfrone, undated, first period (1554-6), cuirassed bust right, bare head, IBR
monogram behind bust, rev., crowned arms, POPVLOR SECVRITATI, 14.48g (MIR 160; P&R 5), sharp portrait, extremely fine
£200-300

315
*Italy, Papal States, Sextus IV (1471-84), grosso, bust left, rev., arms (Munt. 14; Berm. 451), edge crack, nearly very
fine
£300-400

316
*Italy, Papal States, Innocent XI (1676-89), piastra, A.I, capped and robed bust right, by Hamerani, rev., St. Matthew
in clouds, angel above (Munt. 41; Ber. 2092), minor edge dents, about very fine
£300-400

317
*Italy, Papal States, Innocent XI, testone, 1689, A. XIII, arms, rev.,
Ber.2102), good extremely fine

MELIVS EST DARE QVAM ACCIPERE

(Munt. 116;
£150-200

318
Japan, Akita province, 4 momme 6 Bu-Ginban (1863), 17.13g (JNDA 09-72; KM. 10), light tone, good very fine; with
base gold Man-en 1 Bu Ban-Kin, 1860-7, 0.81g (JNDA 09-41; F.32); (silver) Kaei 1 Shu-Gin (1853-65), 1.91g (JNDA 09-53;
KM. C12), toned, nearly extremely fine (3)
£200-250
319
British West Indies, George IV, ‘anchor money’ 0ne-eighth dollar, 1822 (Pr. 12; KM. 2), toned, nearly extremely fine;
Myanmar (Burma), cu.-ni. proof 5-pyas, 1952 (KM. 33), brilliant, nearly mint state (2)
£120-150

320
*Poland, Stephan Bathory (1576-86), taler, 1585, Nagybánya, crowned, cuirassed bust right, holding sword and
shouldering sceptre, STEPHAN D G REX POLON MAG DVX L around, rev., crowned arms of Poland-Lithuania dividing date and NB, RVS PRVS MAS SAM LIVO PRIN TRAN around, 27.44g (Kopicki 10504 (R4); Gum. 772; Dav. 8457), lightly cleaned, good very
fine to nearly extremely fine, rare
£4,000-5,000

321
*Siam (Thailand), small brass ‘canoe money’, plain
design, 62 mm (Kri& Mih. pl. B21); ‘Oyster’ tok money,
67.33g, 56mm x 60mm (Kri & Mih. plates B02, B03,
B05), generally very fine, the tok money a good example
with three clear stamps on edge of convex side (2)
£120-150
With old tickets, which state that the Tok money was found “by
prospectors a few feet under the ground in a forest in upper
Burmah”

322
*Sierra Leone, copper proof 1-cent, 1791, lion on
ground, rev., clasped hands dividing value, 13.33g, 12 h
(Vice 9A), toned, minor edge flaw, otherwise good
extremely fine
£150-200
323
Spain, Carlos IV (1788-1808), 8-reales, 1792 CN,
Seville (Ca. 769), obverse scratches, nearly very fine;
together with 8-reales (3), 1798 PP, 1802 PP, 1803 PJ, all
Potosí (Ca. 722, 725, 726), the 1802 ex-sea salvage, poor,
others about fine (4)
£200-250

324
*(U.S.A.), London Elephant Token, struck in England
between 1672-1694, in copper on a thick planchet; obv.,
elephant standing left, from a die also used for Carolina
and New England pieces, rev., City of London shield, GOD
PRESERVE LONDON, edge plain, diameter 28.7mm,
thickness 3mm, 15.85g (cf B.M.C. 503), typical minor
imperfections of striking but extremely fine, retaining
light hints of original mint red
£700-1,000

325
*U.S.A., dollar, 1799/8, draped bust right, 7 and 6 stars
either side, rev., heraldic eagle, 13 stars (Bol. 2; Breen
5390), minor dents in obverse field, light edge bruises at
10 o’clock on obverse and 8 o’clock on reverse, about
very fine, reverse better
£1,000-1,500

326
*U.S.A., proof quarter dollar, 1912, Barber type (Breen
4210), brilliant, uneven tone, almost mint state, scarce –
700 struck
£300-400

327
*U.S.A., proof dime, 1912, Barber type (Breen 3581),
brilliant, uneven tone, almost mint state, scarce – 700
struck
£200-300
328
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens in silver (228)
and base metal (378), including 9 silver crowns, mainly
18th to 20th centuries, generally fine to very fine (c. 606)
£250-350
329
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens in silver (17) and
base metal (24), mainly 18th to 20th centuries, generally
fair to very fine, a few better; together with France,
assignats (5), stained, fine or better (46)
£100-150
330
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens in silver (c. 42)
and base metal (c. 301), mainly 19th to 20th centuries;
together with Seaby’s Standard Catalogue of the Coins of
Great Britain and Ireland, 1947 ed., a copy of Seaby’s
Bulletin May 1948, and British Museum, Guide to the
Department of Coins and Medals, 1934 ed., generally fine
to very fine (lot)
£100-200

A Collection of mainly Far Eastern Coins
formed in the 1960s and early 1970s and mainly offered with their original tickets

331
Anchor Money, George IV, quarter-dollar, 1822,
toned, good very fine; Belize, Elizabeth II, cu.-ni.
proof 25–cents, 1974 (KM. 36), nearly mint state;
Canada, Edward VII, 10-cents, 1909 (KM. 10), good
fine; Mauritius, 25-sous, undated (1822) (KM. 1), very
fine; Mombasa, copper cents (2), 1888 H large letters,
1888 CM (KM. 1.4, 1.5), lustrous, extremely fine, the first
with minor contact marks, possibly an impaired proof;
Sarawak, C. Brooke, Raja, 20-cents, 1906 (Pr. 5),
good very fine, and 10-cents, 1906 H (Pr. 13), toned,
nearly extremely fine (8)
£150-250
332
British Trade Dollars (3), 1901 C, 1902 C, 1925 (Pr. 12,
14, 25; KM. T5), nearly extremely fine to nearly mint
state (3)
£150-180
333
Cambodia, Norodom (1859-1904), tical, CS 1208
(AD 1847) (KM. 37); copper 2-pe (2), undated (1847,
1880) (KM. 11, 26); unofficial bronze 5-centimes, dated
1860 (Bruce X2); India, States coinages, Jaora,
copper 2-paisa, 1894 (KM. 12), Kutch, 5-kori (2), 1898,
1936 (Edward VIII), kori, 1929, half-kori, 1928 (KM.
Y.37.5, 58, 59, 67), Mewar Udaipur, rupee, 1928 (KM.
Y22.2); Portuguese India, rupia (3), 1882, 1904, 1935,
bronze half-tanga, 1901 (KM. 16, 17, 22, 312); British
India, rupee, 1835, half-rupee, 1840; Netherlands
East Indies, gulden, 1802 (KM. 83); together with
miscellaneous oriental coins in silver (1) and base metal
(7), fine to very fine (25)
£200-300

334
*China, Qing Dynasty, Yunnan, silver sycee
‘packsaddle money’, c. 5 ½ oz (174.31g), rectangular
ingot, curved sides, with three stamps bearing
inscriptions of issuing banks on raised centre and
flattened ends, two further stamps with ‘fishtail’ ends of
assay marks on raised surface (Cribb type LXVI), very
fine, end stamps extremely fine
£300-400
335
China, Qing Dynasty, Yunnan (?), 1 ounce silver
ingot, 18th/19th centuries (?), cast in a deep oval mould,
ripple pattern on upper surface, no stamp, 33.60g (Cribb
class LXXXV, type B), very fine
£120-180

336
*China, Kiang Nan, dollar, CD 1904, with HAH, CH, and
dot (L&M 258; KM. Y145a.13), good very fine /extremely
fine
£150-200
337
China, Tientsin central mint, dollar, yr. 3 (1911) (L&M. 37;
KM. Y 31), one chop-mark, about very fine; Chihli, dollar
year 34 (L&M. (1908) (L&M 465; KM. Y73.2), good very
fine /nearly extremely fine; Szechuan, dollar, 1912 (L&M.
366; KM. Y456), good very fine; Yunnan, 50-cents, 1908
(L&M. 419; KM. Y253), nearly very fine; Republic, Sun
Yat Sen, dollar, yr. 23 (1934) (L&M 110; KM. Y345), toned,
extremely fine; together with various cash and copper coins
(5), fine to extremely fine (10)
£300-400
338
Ethopia, Menelik II, half-birr and eighth-birr, both EE
1887 /AD 1894 (KM. 2, 4); Reunion, cu.-ni. 1-franc,
1896 (KM. 5); Philippines, Alfonso XIII, 5-pesetas,
1897 (Ca. 81); Russia, Alexander III, rouble, 1886
(Bit.60); together with silver crowns (8), copper coins of
Malta (13), and miscellaneous world coins (5), fair to
very fine, the rouble brooch mounted (31)
£300-400

339
*Japan, 1-yen, Meiji 3 (AD 1870), type 1 (JNDA 01-9;
KM. Y5.1), toned, extremely fine
£150-250
340
Japan, 1-yen, type 1, Meiji 3 (AD 1870), 50-sen, 20-sen, 5sen, all Meiji 4 (AD 1871), and 10-sen, Meiji 3 (AD 1870)
(JNDA 01-9, 01-13, 01-20, 01-23, 01-34; KM. Y3, 4, 5.1, 6),
nearly extremely fine to extremely fine (5)
£200-300
341
Japan, 1-yen (5), Meiji 15, 21, 22, 29, 36, and Meiji 30
with gin countermark on right; together with
miscellaneous coins of Japan in silver (10) and base metal
(55), the 1-yens nearly extremely fine to almost mint
state, others generally fine to very fine (71)
£250-350

342
Korea, 1-yang (2), yr. 501 (1892), yr. 2 (1898); cu.-ni.
quarter-yang (2), yr. 502 (1893), yr. 504 (1895); 5-chon,
yr.9 (1905); copper 5-fun (2), yr. 501 (1892), yr. 502
(1893); 1-fun, yr. 504 (1895); 1-chon (2), yr. 10 (1906), yr. 3
(1909); half-chon, yr. 10 (1906) (KM. 1112, 1120, 1110, 1109,
1126, 1106, 1107, 1105, 1125, 1137, 1124), the 1-yang and 5chon nearly extremely fine, others generally very fine (11)
£200-300
347
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut),
2-baht, undated (1860/3), crown with umbrellas and leaf
scroll on either side, rev., elephant within a Chakra, stars
around, 30.40g (Dav. 308; KM. Y12), toned, extremely fine
or better for issue
£500-600

343
*Sarawak, C. Brooke, Raja (1868-1917), 50-cents,
1906 H (Pr. 2), nearly extremely fine
£200-300
344
Siam (Thailand), Rama I-IV (1782-1868), silver
bullet money (pot duang) (14), 2-baht (3), 1-baht (8),
half-baht (2), mostly different marks, also sixteenth-baht
(?), P’ra Tao, 1.24g; together with base silver ‘tiger tongue
money’, 91 mm, with wheel countermarks (Kneeler pl.
VI/8), and small brass ‘canoe money’, 59 mm; also
miscellaneous Thai coins, late 19th to 20th centuries, in
silver (27) and base metal (83), generally fine to very
fine, some better (126)
£200-300

345
*Siam (Thailand), Rama III (Nang Klao, 1824-51),
bronzed proof token or pattern 2 kepings, CS 1197 (AD
1835), Müang T’ai (‘Siam’) in Thai script, stars above and
below, rev., lotus flower, 1197 below (Le May pl. XXI/6;
Pr. (Singapore) 55 A; KM. Tn2 (copper gilt), handling
marks, extremely fine or better, very rare
£800-1,200
Provenance: bought B.A. Seaby Ltd., 1968
Mr. Hunter imported this token as a proposed coinage to replace
the silver ‘bullet money’ (pot duang) then in circulation. The
coins were not well received and did not circulate (Le May p. 91).

346
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut,
1851-68), fuang (1/8-baht) in gold, RS 123 (AD 1904), bust
left, rev., the state seal, 1.85g (F. 26a; KM. Y32c), good very
fine, scarce
£1,500-2,000

348
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut),
‘set’ of 2-baht, 1-baht, half-baht, quarter baht, eighthbaht, and sixteenth-baht, undated (1860/3), crown with
umbrellas and leaf scroll on either side, rev., elephant
within a Chakra, stars around, 30.36g, 15.33g, 7.66g,
3.74g, 1.92g, 0.90g (Dav. 308; KM. Y. 7.1, 8, 9, 10.1, 11,
12), toned, flan flaw on the quarter-baht, extremely fine
or better for issue (6)
£800-1,200
Provenance: bought B.A. Seaby Ltd., 1968

349
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut),
eighth-baht (1) and sixteenth-baht (2), undated (1860), as
above; with 1-baht (4), quarter-baht (3), eighth-baht (3),
all 1869, crown dividing umbrellas, no leaf scrolls, rev., as
above (KM. Y 28, 29, 31), some toned, very fine to
extremely fine (13)
£400-500

350
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut),
pattern salu’ng (1/4-baht), undated (1860), crown
dividing two umbrellas, rev., elephant within chakra; as
the currency issue, but without stars indicating
denomination, and on a thick flan, 2.2 mm thick, 6.13 g the currency issue should weigh 3.71g (cf KM. Y9),
extremely fine, rare
£600-800

351
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut),
pattern fuang (1/8-baht), undated (1860), crown dividing
two umbrellas, rev., elephant within chakra; as the
currency issue, but large flowers between crown and
umbrellas, clearer foliage to left and right of umbrellas
and below crown, and foliage within the spokes of the
chakra wheel, 1.93g (cf. KM. Y8), attractive tone, good
extremely fine, rare
£600-800

352
*Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut), pattern fuang (1/8-baht), undated (1860), as the previous lot:
crown dividing two umbrellas, rev., elephant within chakra; as the currency issue, but large flowers between crown and
umbrellas, clearer foliage to left and right of umbrellas and below crown, and foliage within the spokes of the chakra wheel,
1.93g (cf. KM. Y8), dark tone, edge bruises, nearly extremely fine, rare
£400-500
353
Siam (Thailand), Rama IV (Chom Klao / Mongkut), copper half-fuang (2), undated (1865), thick flan (KM. Y.2), the
first toned, extremely fine, the second very fine; another (1866), thin flan (cf. KM. Y4), very fine; copper quarter-fuang (2),
undated (1865), thin flan (cf KM. Y.3), the first with flan flaws, extremely fine, the second very fine; tin eighth-fuang (2),
undated (1862) (KM. Y6.1, 6.3), the first with dark flan, extremely fine, the second with some lustre, nearly extremely fine;
tin sixteenth-fuang, undated, (1862) (KM. Y5), extremely fine; another, later issue on large flan (1868) (KM. Y16), very fine;
together with a brass contemporary copy of a 1-baht (1860), said to be for a religious charm, about very fine (10) £400-500

354
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn, 1868-1910), silver medal on his coronation, 1873, 65.4 mm., the King’s
ornate monogram, Coronation of King Chulalongkorn, year of the cock, 50th year of the decade, CS 1235 around in Thai
script, rev., coat of arms (TTC 33), toned, good extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
Provenance: bought A. H. Baldwin & Sons, July 1971

355
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), ceremonial issue 5-tamlung (20-baht) bullet money (‘pot duang’), CS
1242 (AD 1880), Cho Rampevy, on the cremation of Somdet P’ra Deb Sirindhra, mother of Rama V, three countermarks
consisting of ornate chakra wheel, Thai flower with date 1242 below, and ornate royal crown, 304g (cf Guehler pl. VII-VIII;
KM. C191), toned, about extremely fine, very rare
£4,000-6,000

356
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), pattern baht in copper, undated (1868), 13.91g (Kri & Mih. pl. F32; KM.
Pn 28), minor edge bruises, extremely fine, rare
£800-1,000

357
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), baht, RS 127 (AD 1908), bust left in uniform wearing orders and
decorations, rev., three-headed elephant, 14.97g (Le May 11/12; KM. Y39), blue tone, extremely fine, rare
£800-1,000
Issued to commemorate the 41st year of the ‘Record Reign’ of King Chulalongkorn, November 1908.

358
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), pattern quarter baht in copper, undated (1868), crown dividing two
umbrellas, rev., elephant within chakra, 3.85g (KM. Pn 23), nearly extremely fine, rare
£800-1,000

359
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), copper 4-att (1/16-baht), CS 1238 (1876), crown dividing two umbrellas,
rev., elephant within chakra (KM. Y20), much lustre, extremely fine or better, scarce this fine
£150-200
Provenance: bought B.A. Seaby Ltd., 1970

360
Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), 1-baht (4), quarter-baht (3), eighth-baht (8), cu.-ni. 10-satang, 5-satang,
and 2 1/2-satang, all 1897 (KM. Y24, 25, 26, 32, 33, 34), some toned, good very fine to almost mint state; 1-baht (8), halfbaht (2) and quarter-baht (2), all later bust to right, 1913/25 (KM. Y43, 44, 45), some toned, very fine to extremely fine;
together with 13 paper impressions of the 1860/4 coinage (lot)
£400-500
361
Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), bronze 2-att (3), CS 1236 (AD 1874); 1-att (3), CS 1236 (AD 1874) and CS
1244 (AD 1882) (2); half-att (4), CS 1236 (AD 1874) (3) and CS 1244 (AD 1882) (KM. Y17, 18, 19); Rama VI (Vajiravudh,
1910-25) and Rama VII (Prajadhipok, 1925-35), bronze satangs (4), CS 2461-80 (AD 1918-37) (KM. Y35), mostly
virtually mint state, full lustre with original colour, some colourful toning, the fifth coin with verdigris spots (14) £200-300
Provenance: bought B.A. Seaby Ltd., 1968
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362
*Edward III, Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty Series C (1351-52), noble, London mint, i.m. cross 1, rev., open E in centre,
7.05g (N. 1144; S. 1486), edge clipped or filed, very fine
£1,500-2,000

363
*Edward III, Fourth Coinage, Treaty Series (1363-69), noble, London mint, with annulet before
1232; S. 1503), good very fine, with an excellent portrait

EDWARD,

7.59g (N.
£2,000-3,000

364
*Henry V (1413-22), noble, Class C, cinquefoil beside King’s sword-arm but apparently without annulet on rudder or on
ship’s side, rev., quatrefoil in second quarter, 6.75g (cf SCBI Schneider 230; N. 1371; S. 1741), double-struck, very fine
£1,500-2,000

365
*Henry V, quarter-noble, Class C, broken annulet to left and mullet to right of shield, 1.73g (cf SCBI Schneider 240; N.
1382; S. 1756), apparently waterworn and probably a salvaged coin, otherwise very fine and of full weight £400-600

366
*Henry VI, Annulet Issue (1422-c. 1430), noble, London mint, annulet by sword-arm and in one spandrel on
reverse, 6.98g (N. 1414; S. 1799), reverse double-struck, good extremely fine
£3,000-4,000

367
*Henry VI, Annulet Issue, noble, London mint, another similar, 6.90g (N. 1414; S. 1799), light crease and minor
marks, very fine
£1,500-2,000

368
*Edward IV, Second Reign (1471-83), angel, London mint, m.m. cinquefoil (1480-83; possibly over pierced cross on
reverse), 5.12g (N. 1626; S. 2091), good very fine
£1,000-1,500

369
*Edward IV, Second Reign (1471-83), half-angel, m.m. cinquefoil (1480-83), 2.46g (N. 1630; S.2093), cleaned, very fine
£800-1,000

370
*Edward IV, a Continental imitation of a Light Coinage London ryal, i.m. crown, on large flan and of good style, Group
II, attributed to Gorinchem mint, 7.55g (cf. SCBI Schneider 841 et seq., these dies not represented?; S. 1952), flan slightly
uneven, very fine
£1,200-1,500

371
*Edward IV, another Continental imitation of a Light Coinage London ryal, i.m. crown, also Group II, Gorinchem mint,
Class 3c, also 7.55g (cf. SCBI Schnei-der 868-875; S. 1952), very fine or better
£1,200-1,500

372
*Henry VII, angel, m.m. pheon (1507-09), 5.16g (N. 1698; S. 2187), some weakness due to double-striking, otherwise
better than very fine
£800-1,200

373
*Henry VIII, First Coinage (1509-26), angel, m.m. portcullis, 5.13g (N. 1760; S. 2265), good very fine

£1,500-2,000

374
*Henry VIII, Second Coinage (1526-44), crown of the double rose, m.m. rose, crowned double-rose with crowned h K
(for Henry and Katherine of Aragon) at sides, rev., crowned Royal shield without initials in field, 3.66g (N.1788; S. 2273),
good very fine
£1,000-1,500

375
*Henry VIII Second Coinage, crown of the double rose, m.m. arrow, crowned rose dividing crowned h I for Jane
Seymour, legend ends ..SPIA, rev., crowned arms dividing crowned h I, 3.68g (cf SCBI Schneider 591-2; N. 1790; S. 2279),
weak, lightly creased on top rim, very fine, rare
£1,200-1,500

376
*Mary, Fine sovereign of 30 shillings, 1553, privy mark pomegranate on both sides, 14.45g (SCBI Schneider 704, same
obverse die, and 706, same reverse die; N. 1956; S. 2488), three small knocks or scrapes at 4 o’ clock on obverse, fine to
good fine
£7,000-10,000

377
*Elizabeth I, Crown Gold Coinage, half-pound, m.m. portcullis (1566), beaded inner circles, 5.68g (SCBI Schneider 742;
N.1994; S. 2520), some surface deposit which has been inexpertly cleaned leaving some surface marks, otherwise better
than very fine
£1,800-2,200

378
*Elizabeth I, Second Period of Second Issue (1583-93), Fine sovereign of 30 shillings, m.m. tun (1592-93), 15.34g (SCBI
Schneider 783, same dies; N. 2003; S. 2529), Queen’s face very weak and perhaps scratched; lightly tooled on portrait
and thereby impaired but the throne, legends and reverse good very fine and the coin of full weight
£6,000-8,000

379
*Elizabeth I, Second Period of Second Issue, angel, mm. scallop (1584-86), 5.09g (SCBI Schneider 788; N. 2005;
S.2531), a little weakly struck in places but hardly worn, good very fine to extremely fine
£3,000-4,000

380
*James I, Second Coinage (1604-19), Fine rose-ryal of 30 shillings, m.m. rose (1605-06), King enthroned holding orb
and sceptre with a portcullis at his feet, rev, shield on rose, 13.57g (SCBI Schneider 6; N. 2079; S. 2613), some surface
marks and overall wear, about fine
£3,500-4,500

381
*James I, Second Coinage, Fine rose-ryal of 30 shillings, another, m.m. scallop over rose on obverse, scallop on reverse
(1606-07), King enthroned holding orb and sceptre with a portcullis at his feet, rev, shield on rose, 13.46g (cf SCBI
Schneider 6-7; N. 2079; S. 2613), small striking crack at 5 o’clock on obverse, good very fine, with a strong portrait
£8,000-12,000

382
*James I, Second Coinage, Crown gold unite, m.m. scallop (106-07), 10.01g (SCBI Schneider 24; N. 2084; S. 2619), well
struck, very fine
£1,800-2,200

383
*James I, Third Coinage, laurel, m.m. lis (1623-24), fourth bust, 8.87 g (cf SCBI Schneider 86; N. 2114; S. 2638B/C),
reverse slightly off-centre and a few marks, very fine
£1,000-1,500

384
*James I, Third Coinage, half-laurel, m.m. trefoil (1624), fourth bust, reverse legend ends 1ACOB’, 4.48g (N.2117; S.
2641A), scratches on cheek and in obverse field, flan slightly irregular, very fine
£600-800

385
*Charles I, Tower mint, unite, Group B, Class 1A, m.m. negro’s head (1626-27), second bust, 8.80g (cf SCBI Schneider
122; N. 2148; S. 2690), with traces of mounting and sometime cleaned, otherwise very fine
£400-500

386
*Charles I, Tower mint, double crown, Group D, m.m. crown, smaller head within inner circle, 4.46g (N. 2619; S. 2702),
some edge filing, very fine
£600-800

387
*Oliver Cromwell, broad of 20 shillings, 1656, by Thomas Simon, edge grained, 9.04g (S. 3225), a few surface marks
from handling, generally good very fine and with much original colour
£10,000-15,000

388
*Charles II, Hammered Coinage, unite, m.m. crown, Second type, with mark of value XX, 9.07g (Schneider dies 09/R14
(Sylloge 409; N. 2754; S. 3304), very fine or better
£4,000-5,000
389
Charles II – Anne, guineas (3), 1665, plain below third bust, only fair but with a reasonably clear portrait, 1701
second bust type, with ornamented sceptres, light traces of mounting and has been gilt, otherwise fine and 1714, normal
legend GRATIA (but first A of ANNA with weak bar), considerable traces of mounting and has been gilt, good fine (3)
£1,200-1,500

390
*Charles II, guinea, 1678, fourth bust (S. 3344), good
fine
£800-1,000

391
*James II, guinea, 1688, second head, plain below (S.
3402), good fine to very fine
£800-1,000

395
*George II, old head, guinea, 1759 (S. 3680), very fine
£600-800

396
*George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), good very
fine
£350-450
397
George III, quarter-guinea, 1762, third-guinea, 1809
and half-guinea, 1803, good fine to very fine (3)
£600-800
398
George III, guinea, 1764, second head, rev., garnished
shield (S. 3726), cleaned and has probably been
mounted, otherwise nearly very fine; together with
miscellaneous modern coins in silver (2) and base metal
(46), some in sets, including crowns (10), very fine to
mint state (49)
£600-800

392
*William & Mary, five-guineas, 1692, elephant &
castle below conjoined busts, lettered edge reads QVARTO
(S. 3423), two or three rim bruises, very fine or better
£5,000-6,000
399
*George III, guinea, 1788, ‘spade’ type (S. 3729), tiny
die flaw by DEI, good very fine or better
£500-600

393
*William and Mary, guinea, 1689, plain below busts,
8.15g (S. 3426), edge smoothed, otherwise fine£400-600
400
George III, guinea, 1788, similar, good fine to very
fine
£400-500

394
George I, guinea, 1726 (S. 3633), knocks or test-mark
at E of GEORGIVS and on edge, has been cleaned, good
fine
£400-600

401
*George III, half-guinea, 1789 (S. 3735), about very
fine
£250-350

402
*George III, guinea, 1791 (S. 3729), creased, fine
£250-300

403
*George III, guinea, 1793, removed from a mount,
good very fine
£300-400

g408
*George IV, half-sovereign, 1828 (S. 3804), good very
fine
£400-500

g409
*George IV, sovereign, 1829, good fine

£400-500

g410
Victoria, sovereign, 1865, die no. 27 (S. 3853), in a mount
(all in wt. 9.2g), very fine and shield sovereign, 1871 S, WW
in relief (S. 3855), good very fine (2)
£500-600

404
*George III, half-guinea, 1793 (S. 3735), nearly mint
state
£400-500

g405
*George III, third-guinea, 1804, second head, rev.,
crown, date below (S. 3740), good very fine £150-200

g406
*George III, sovereign, 1817, laureate head, rev., St.
George (S. 3785), nearly very fine
£300-400

g407
*George III, half-sovereign, 1817, laureate head, rev.,
shield (S. 3786), lightly creased, good very fine £150-200

g411
*Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, light surface and
edge marks, extremely fine
£1,200-1,500

g412
*Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, good extremely
fine
£500-700

BRITISH SILVER AND BRONZE COINS


413
*Viking Coinage of York, Cnut, Ebraice Civitas
penny, rev., EB IAI CECIT (cf. N. 495; S. 991), extremely
fine
£250-350

414
*Viking Coinage, Cnut, Cunnetti type penny, rev.,
small cross, CVǰ ǰE T T (N. 499; S. 993), good very fine
£200-300

415
*Æthelstan (924-939), Two-Line penny, Herebeau,
HEREBEA VMON (N. 668; S. 1089), clear but rim very
chipped and with a few knocks and spots, possibly
mounted in antiquity
£80-120

419
*Aethelred II, Long Cross penny, Winchester,
Godpine, GODPINE M‘O PINT, 1.72g (BMC IVa, no. 378;
Hild. D; N. 774; S.1151), toned, obverse peck-marks,
lightly creased, good very fine
£150-250
420
Aethelred II, Long Cross penny, London, Aethelwerd,
EDLPERD( )O LVND, 1.36g (S.1151); Edward the
Confessor (1042-66), Hammer Cross type penny,
Thetford, Godric (S. 1182); Charles I (1625-49),
halfgroats (2), all pierced, the second cracked, fair to
fine (4)
£100-150

421
*Cnut (1016-1035), Quatrefoil type penny, London
mint, SPETINC ONO LV [sic] (N. 781; S. 1157), good very
fine
£200-300

422
*Cnut, Pointed Helmet type penny, York mint, PVLNOĈ
M.O EOFR (S. 1158), rather softly struck, otherwise good
very fine
£150-200
416
*Æthelred II (978-1016), Crux type penny, London
mint, EDPINE M-O LVND (S. 1148), peckmarks, very fine,
lightly toned
£180-220

417
*Æthelred II, Long Cross penny, Lincoln mint, DRENG
MO LINC (N. 774; S. 1151), fine and clear
£120-150

418
*Æthelred II, Long Cross penny, London mint, GODPINE
MO LVND (N. 774; S. 1151), good very fine
£300-350

423
*Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), Hammer
Cross type penny, York mint, OĈGRIM ON EOFER (N. 828;
S. 1182), very fine
£200-300

424
*Edward the Confessor, Facing Bust / Small Cross
penny (1062-5), London, Edwine, EADRARD ON REX A,
rev., EDPINE ON LVNDE, 1.05g (BMC type xiii, no. 1056
var.; Hild. Ac; N.830; S. 1183), small edge chip at 11
o’clock, small ink collector’s no. in reverse field, good
very fine, a scarce obverse legend variety
£300-400

425
*Edward the Confessor, Facing Bust / Small Cross
penny (1062-65), Wallingford mint, BRAND ON PALINGE
(N. 830; S. 1183), very fine and toned
£300-400

426
*Edward the Confessor, Pyramids type penny,
Winchester mint, IELPINE ON PII (B.M.C. 1496; N. 831; S.
1184), with a significant and distinctive reverse die
flaw, some surface verdigris, about very fine £150-200

431
*William II, Cross Pattée and Fleury type penny,
Southwark mint, Sewine (?), SE( )NE ON SIIDI, 1.37g (BMC
4; N. 855; S. 1261), weak in one quarter, very fine, rare –
the moneyer unrecorded for the mint or type £800-1,200

432
*Henry I (1100-35), Annulets and Piles type penny,
Bristol mint, Edric, EDDRIC ON BRIS, 1.38g (BMC 4; N.
860; S. 1265), very fine
£600-800

427
*William I (1066-87), Bonnet type penny, Cricklade
mint, Leofred, LEOFRED ON CRIC, 1.23g (B.M.C. type 2, no.
83; N. 842; S. 1251), minor spade marks on obverse, good
very fine, clear mint-mark, a rare mint
£1,000-1,200

428
*William I, PAXS type penny, London,
(N. 848; S. 1257), fine or good fine

EDPI ON LIINDE

£300-400

429
*William I, PAXS type penny, Southwark mint, LIFPORD
ON SIIĈEP (N. 848; S. 1257), good very fine
£400-600

430
*William II (1087-1100), Voided Cross type penny,
Winchester mint, Godpine, GDPINE ON PIN, 1.35g (BMC 3;
N. 853; S. 1260), obverse weak, very fine, scarce
£700-1,000

433
*Henry I, Pellets in Quatrefoil type penny, London mint,
PVLFPARD ON LVN (N. 870; S. 1275), weak in parts, good
fine to very fine, with a bold portrait
£200-300

434
*Stephen (1135-1154), ‘Watford’ type penny, London
mint, DEREMAN ON LVND (N. 873; S. 1278), also weak in
parts, generally good fine
£200-300

435
*Henry II (1154-1189), ‘Tealby’ penny, Class C,
moneyer Willam, Carlisle or Newcastle mint, LLAM of
mint signature clear (N.957; S. 1339), typically weak in
parts but good very fine, with strong portrait £150-200
436
Henry V, Class C, groat, mullet at right shoulder and
halfgroat, mullet at centre of breast (S. 1765, 1773),
Henry VI, Annulet Issue (1422-27), groat, Calais mint
and Edward IV, Second Reign, groat, London mint,
m.m. cinquefoil (1480-83), with rose on breast (S. 2100),
fine to very fine (4)
£300-400

437
*Henry VI, Rosette-mascle issue (c. 1430-31), groat,
Calais mint, m.m crosses II/V (N. 1446; S. 1859), very
fine, with strong portrait
£200-300

438
*Richard III (1483-1485), groat, London mint, m.m.
halved sun and rose, reads RICARD, plain below bust,
2.66g (N. 1679; S. 2157), flawed in obverse field and
heavily clipped, about very fine, portrait better £400-500

443
*Edward VI, Third Period, Fine Silver Issue (1551-53),
crown, 1551, m.m. y, King on horseback galloping right
(N. 1933; S. 2478), fine
£1,000-1,500

439
*Henry VII, Profile Issue, groat, m.m. pheon (N. 1747;
2258), very fine
£300-400

444
*Edward VI, Third Period, Fine silver halfcrown, 1551,
m.m. y, King riding walking horse, with plume on its
head, right (N. 1934; S. 2479), about fine, with clear
devices and legends
£500-700

440
*Henry VIII, First coinage (1509-26), groat, m.m. castle
(N. 1762; S. 2316), an excavated coin with a light crease,
about very fine
£150-200
441
Henry VIII, Second Coinage, groat, London mint, m.m.
lis, bust D (S. 2337E), about very fine
£120-150

442
*Henry VIII, Third Coinage (1544-47), groat, without
initial marks, Southwark mint, with letters E in vertical
and S in horizontal forks of cross-ends on reverse, 2.56g
(N. 1845; S. 2371), with a verdigris stain at the King’s ear
but extremely fine and virtually as struck, with strong
portrait
£400-600

445
*Edward VI, Fine silver shilling, m.m. tun (N. 1937; S.
2482), very fine to good very fine, lightly toned £350-450

446
*Edward VI, Third Period, Fine Silver sixpence, m.m. y,
London mint (N. 1938; S. 2483), weak at the King’s
mouth, otherwise very fine and scarce
£350-450

447
*Philip and Mary, shilling 1554, with full titles and
mark of value XII (N. 1967; S. 2500), fine
£400-500

448
Elizabeth I, Second Issue (1560-61), shilling, m.m. cross
crosslet (1560-61), bust 3C (S. 2555), surface knocks,
about very fine; later sixpences (2), 1568/7, m.m.
coronet, 1583, m.m. A and threepence, 1580, m.m. Greek
cross, very good to good fine and Milled Coinage,
sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, plain dress (S. 2594), some
tooling, about very fine (5)
£300-400

454
*James I, Second Coinage (1604-19), crown, m.m. lis (N.
2097; S. 2652), good fine and clear
£1,500-2,000
449
*Elizabeth I, Second Issue (1560-61), groat, m.m.
martlet (N. 1986; S. 2556), some striking flaws, generally
very fine, toned
£300-400

450
*Elizabeth I, Second Issue (1560-61), penny, m.m.
martlet (N. 1988; S. 2558), good very fine
£100-150
451
Elizabeth I, threepence, 1576, m.m. eglantine (S. 2566),
nearly very fine; together with other silver coins of
Elizabeth I (7), a short cross penny, also an antoninianus
of Gordian III, c. 241-243 AD, Rome, rev., Laetitia (RIC
86), and a sestertius of Philip I, c. 244-249 AD, rev., four
standards (RIC 171a), the Roman about very fine or
better, others poor to fine (11)
£250-350

455
*James I, Third Coinage (1619-25), halfcrown, m.m.
trefoil (1624), with plain ground line, without plumes (N.
2122; S. 2666), small flan fault, good fine
£500-600
456
Charles I (1625-49), Tower mint, halfcrown, m.m.
triangle-in-circle, fourth horseman (N. 2214; S. 2779),
shillings (6), m.m.’s plume (2), crown, tun, triangle, and
triangle over anchor (flukes left)/ triangle (N. 221, 2225,
2230; S. 2787, 2791, 2797) and sixpence, m.m. triangle
(N.2245; S. 2816), fine to nearly very fine (8) £200-250
457
Charles I, Tower mint, halfcrown, m.m. triangle-incircle, fourth horseman (S.2779), toned, about very fine;
together with various silver hammered coins of James I
(2), Charles I (2), and Charles II (1), poor to fine (6)
£300-400

452
*Elizabeth I, Seventh Issue, crown, m.m. 1 (1601-02),
sceptre points to G of REGINA (N. 2012; S. 2582), lightly
struck at centre on both sides, otherwise very fine,
darkly toned
£2,000-2,500

453
*Elizabeth I, Seventh Issue, halfcrown, m.m. 1 (N. 2013;
S. 2583), fine to good fine
£1,000-1,500

458
Charles I, Tower mint, shilling, group E, m.m. triangle
(S. 2797), double-struck, small ink cross on reverse, very
fine; together with other Tower mint shillings of James I
(1), m.m. lis (S. 2668), and Charles I (3), m.m.’s tun (1)
and anchor (2) (S. 2791, 2796); also Charles I halfgroat,
Aberystwyth (S. 2902), fair to fine (6)
£200-300
459
Charles I, Briot’s Second Milled Issue (1638-39),
sixpence, m.m. anchor (S. 2860), weakly struck at the
King’s shoulder and correspondingly at top of shield on
reverse, otherwise good very fine; Tower mint, penny,
Group D, slightly bent and off-centre, portrait good very
fine and Tower mint under Parliament, halfcrown,
m.m. sun (1645-46), fine; Aberystwyth mint, groat,
m.m. book, small bust type (S. 2893), flan cracks and
slightly bent, otherwise very fine (4)
£300-400

460
*Charles I, York mint (1643-44), halfcrown, m.m. lion, type 6, EBOR below horseman, rev., oval shield, inverted sprig of
flowers to left and to right of AVSPICE (cf Brooker 1082-1085, different dies; N. 2314; S. 2868), extremely fine £1,000-1,500

461
*Charles I, York mint, shilling, m.m. lion, type 1, rev.,
2870), two small knocks in fields, very fine

EBOR

over square-topped shied (SCBI Brooker 1090; N. 2316; S.
£400-500

462
*Charles I, Oxford mint (1642-46), pound, 1642, m.m. plume (on obverse), small equestrian portrait, horse walking
over arms and cannon left, Oxford plume in field behind, rev., Declaration, Oxford plumes above, 119.35g (SCBI Brooker
860, same dies; Morr. B-2; N. 2398; S. 2940), minor flaws and marks including a small ‘x’ scratched in obverse field, very
fine
£5,000-7,000

463
*Charles I, Oxford mint, half-pound, 1642, m.m. plume (on obverse), ‘Shrewsbury’ horseman over arms walking left,
Oxford plume in field behind, rev., Declaration, Oxford plumes above, 59.80g (SCBI Brooker 867, same dies; Morr. A-2; N.
2404; S. 2945), some surface marks, very fine or better, darkly toned
£3,000-4,000

464
*Charles I, Bristol mint (1643-45), halfcrown, 1644, m.m. Shrewsbury plume on obverse, Br monogram on reverse
(before legend), 14.83g (SCBI Brooker 977, same dies; Morr. B-1; N. 2489; S. 3007), rather weakly struck at horse’s chest,
very fine and toned
£800-1,200

465
*Charles I, Bristol mint, halfcrown, 1644, i.m. Br monogram, Br monogram also below horseman and below date (cf SCBI
Brooker 986-988, same obverse die; N. 2492; S. 3010), pierced, very good to fine
£150-250

466
*Charles I, Exeter mint (1643-46), crown, 1645, m.m. castle (SCBI Brooker 1044, same dies; RCL 12e-f; N. 2561; S.
3062), on a typically squarish flan, good fine
£600-800

467
*Charles I, Newark Besieged (1645-6), halfcrown, 1646, 14.77g (SCBI Brooker 1222, same dies; N. 2638; S. 3140A), on
a full flan, very fine
£1,800-2,200

468
*Charles I, Newark Besieged, ninepence, 1646, 4.58g (SCBI Brooker 1227, same dies; N. 2641; S. 3144), off-centre and
consequently weakly struck in parts, very fine
£800-1,200

469
*Charles I, Newark Besieged, ninepence, 1645, tall crown dividing C-R over IX, rev., OBS/NEWAR(K)E/1645, 24.4 x 25.9
mm, 4.21g (N. 2641; S. 3145), pierced at top, small dent on crown, old gilding now partly worn off, about fine
£200-300

470
*The Commonwealth, crown, 1653, m.m. sun (E.S.C. 6; N. 2721; S. 3214), fine to good fine

£1,200-1,500

471
*The Commonwealth, halfcrown, 1653, m.m. sun (E.S.C. 6; N. 2722; S. 3215), minor flan flaws and with a rim scratch,
good fine
£500-700

472
*The Commonwealth, shilling, 1654, 4 of date over 3, m.m. sun (E.S.C. 991; N. 2724; S. 3217), a few marks and a little
uneven, fine
£150-200
473
English and other hammered silver and billon coins (16), comprising: Armorican stater, c. 75-50 B.C.; short cross
and later pennies (7), of London, Durham and York, including a Henry VII ‘Sovereign’ type penny of Archbishop Rotherham,
0.74g; a Poitou denier of Richard I; groats of Henry VIII Second Coinage, this pierced, Mary, and Philip and Mary; Fine
shillings of Edward VI (2), both m.m. tun, and of James I Second Coinage, m.m. rose, fourth bust; Commonwealth,
halfgroat, some faults, many fine or better (16)
£500-700
474
English hammered silver coins, etc. (22), comprising: short cross (1) and long cross (6) pennies, a Poitou denier of
Richard I and a denier of Köln; Mary, groat, m.m. pomegranate, this good very fine but pierced; Elizabeth I, shillings (2)
and sixpences (3); James I, First coinage shilling and Second coinage sixpence, 1606, m.m. scallop; Charles I, Tower
sixpences (2); Commonwealth, halfcrown, 1653, this heavily spademarked, shilling, 1653; and a de Passe-style medalet of
Richard III, mixed grades, mostly fair to fine (22)
£400-600

475
*Oliver Cromwell, crown, 1658/7, by Thomas Simon (E.S.C. 10; S. 3226), usual die flaw in late, fully-developed stage,
good fine to very fine
£3,000-4,000

476
*Oliver Cromwell, halfcrown, 1658 (E.S.C. 447; S. 3227A), evidently circulated, good fine

£1,200-1,500

477
*Oliver Cromwell, shilling, 1658 (E.S.C. 1005; S. 3228), extremely fine, attractively toned

£2,500-3,000

478
*Charles II, First Hammered Coinage, shilling, m.m. crown, without inner circles or mark of value (E.S.C. 1009; N. 2762;
S. 3308), good very fine, with a strong portrait
£1,500-2,000
479
Charles II – William III, crowns (4), 1662 rose, undated edge (S. 3350), 1671 third bust, VICESIMO TERTIO, 1687, 1696 first
bust, fair to about fine (4)
£300-400
480
Charles II, crown, 1671 third bust, lettered edge reads VICESIMO TERTIO, very good and William III, crown, 1695 SEPTIMO,
about fine, reverse better (2)
£250-300
481
Charles II – Victoria, halfcrowns (10), 1671, cleaned, good fine and clear, 1683, 1713 roses and plumes, 1816, good very
fine, 1820 George IV, very fine, 1823 second type, 1834, 1837, 1884 and 1887 JH, this good very fine, others about fine
unless stated (10)
£600-800

482
*Charles II, halfcrown, 1673, fourth bust, VICESIMO
QVINTO (E.S.C. 473; S. 3367), with a complex die flaw on
obverse, very fine
£400-600

483
*Charles II, sixpence, 1674 (E.S.C. 1512; S. 3382), very
fine
£150-200

484
*Charles II, halfcrown, 1676, Fourth bust type, var. with
1 of date retrograde, edge reads VICESIMO OCTAVO (E.S.C.
478A; S. 3367), lightly haymarked, good very fine and
rare thus
£400-600
485
Charles II, crown, 1679, T. PRIMO, fourth bust (S. 3359),
minor edge dents, fine; together with other silver coins of
Charles II (8), generally fine, a few better (9) £400-500
486
Charles II – George III, miscellaneous silver (17),
comprising pennies (3), Charles II ‘undated maundy’ (2),
1675, twopence, 1705, threepence, 1679, fourpences (2),
1679, 1710, sixpences (5), 1697 first bust, 1757, 1787 no
hearts, 1816, 1817, shillings (4), 1720 plain, 1736/5, rare,
1758, 1787 no hearts and halfcrown, 1817 small head, mostly
fine or better, two or three extremely fine (17)
£250-350

488
*James II, shilling, 1686 (E.S.C. 1070; S. 3410), good
fine
£200-300
489
James II, halfcrown, 1687 TERTIO (S. 3408), fine;
fourpence, 1687/6, threepence, 1687, and twopence, 1686
(S. 3414, 3415, 3416), toned, nearly very fine; with
Scotland, James VII (II of England), 10-shillings,
1688 (S. 5641), fair (5)
£150-250
490
James II, penny, 1687 (S. 3417); William III, sixpence,
1697 (S. 3531); George III, shillings (2), 1787, with
hearts, and 1816, sixpence, 1816 (S. 3746, 379o, 3791);
together with Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover,
George III, two-thirds taler, 1814, Clausthal (Wel. 2811;
J. 10), toned, nearly extremely fine to extremely fine (6)
£300-400

491
*James II, crown, 1688, Second bust type, edge reads
QVARTO (E.S.C. 81; S. 3407), considerable surface scuffs,
otherwise very fine
£600-800
492
William and Mary, halfcrown, 1689, first shield, caul
only frosted, with pearls (E.S.C. 505), rim bruise, fine;
William III, halfcown, 1698 DECIMO (E.S.C. 554), very
fine and George II, halfcrown, 1746 LIMA (E.S.C. 606),
good very fine (3)
£280-320
493
William & Mary, halfcrown, 1689, caul only frosted, no
pearls (S. 3434), fine; together with other silver coins of
William & Mary (6), generally fair to fine, a few better
(7)
£300-400
494
William and Mary, mixed date set of 4 small silver
coins, comprising fourpence, 1689, GV placed below bust,
good very fine, threepence, 1689 LMV over MVS, very fine,
twopence, 1693/2, very fine and penny, 1691/0, good
very fine (4)
£250-350

487
*James II, halfcrown, 1685, First bust type, edge reads
PRIMO (E.S.C. 493; S. 3408), very fine to good very fine,
lightly toned
£600-800

495
*William and Mary, crown, 1692, 2 of date over
inverted 2, edge reads QVINTO (E.S.C. 85; S. 3433), a few
minor scuffs and striking flaws but showing only light
wear, good very fine
£2,500-3,000

502
*Anne, After Union with Scotland, crown, 1707 E,
Edinburgh mint, lettered edge reads SEXTO (E.S.C. 102; S.
3600), very fine
£400-600
503
Anne, After Union, crown, 1707 E SEXTO, another similar
(E.S.C. 102; S. 3600), adjustment marks and a few
knocks, good fine and halfcrown, 1708 E SEPTIMO, struck
from a Tower reverse die with ‘J-shaped’ figure 1 in date
(E.S.C. 576 and note; S. 3605), stained, good fine (2)
£300-400

496
William and Mary, sixpence, 1693 (E.S.C. 1529; S.
3438), fine to good fine
£150-200
497
William III, crown, 1695, first bust, SEPTIMO edge
(E.S.C. 86; S. 3470), about fine; together with
miscellaneous coins, tokens, reckoning counters and
medals in silver (8) and base metal (41), poor to very fine,
a few pierced (50)
£150-200
498
William III, sixpences (2), 1696, 1696 C (Chester mint),
both first bust, early harp type (E.S.C. 1533, 1536; S. 3520,
3522), both good very fine, the second toned (2) £150-250

504
Anne, After Union, crown, 1707 E, SEXTO, and halfcrown,
1708 SEPTIMO (S. 3600, 3604), toned, fine; together with
other silver coins of Anne (6), fair to fine (8) £200-300
505
Anne – George III, shillings (4), 1708 third bust / plain
reverse, 1723 SSC first bust, 1745 LIMA, 1787 hearts (E.S.C.
1147, 1176, 1205, 1225), very fine to good very fine (4)
£200-300
506
Anne – George II, sixpences (3), 1703 VIGO, 1723 SSC,
1728 roses and plumes (E.S.C. 1582, 1600, 1606), about
very fine (3)
£200-300
507
George I, shilling, 1715, first bust, rev., roses and plumes
in angles (E.S.C. 1162; S. 3645), good fine
£80-120

499
*William III, shilling, 1697, first bust (E.S.C. 1091; S.
3497), extremely fine and toned
£300-400
500
William III, shilling, 1697 (S. 3497), toned, hairline
scratches, good very fine; together with other silver coins
of William III (4), fair to nearly very fine (5) £300-400
508
*George I, crown, 1716 roses and plumes, edge reads
SECUNDO (E.S.C. 110; S. 3639), fine to good fine £700-900
509
George I, shilling, 1723 SSC (S. 3647), also George II,
shillings (2), 1739, young head, roses, and 1758, old head,
plain (S. 3701, 3704), toned, good very fine or better;
together with various silver coins of George I (5) and
George II (10), fine to very fine (18)
£400-500
501
*William III, crown, 1700, third bust variety, edge reads
DECIMO TERTIO (E.S.C. 98; S. 3474), very fine
£400-600

510
*George II, old head, crown, 1743 roses, edge reads
DECIMO SEPTIMO (E.S.C. 124; S. 3688), a few light marks
on obverse including a surface scratch in field, otherwise
good very fine
£1,000-1,200

515
George III, Bank token for eighteenpence, 1815 (S.
3772), nearly extremely fine; Ireland, Bank Tokens 10pence, 1813, and 5-pence, 1805 (S. 6618, 6619); other
tokens, silver: Birmingham shilling, 1811 (D. 11); Bristol,
shillings (2), 1811 (D.28, 49); copper: Coventry halfpenny,
1669 (W. 55); Manchester, halfpenny, 1793 (D&H 129);
Middlesex halfpenny, 1794 (D&H 372a); Norfolk
halfpenny, 1792 (D&H. 16), Suffolk, halfpenny, 1794
(D&H 22); R. Hoare, farthing, c. 1825 (Bell p.23), pierced,
a Hard Times Token and an Earl Grey small copper
medal, 1830 (BHM 1442), Birmingham shilling nearly
extremely fine, second Bristol shilling toned, extremely
fine, others fair to fine (14)
£150-250

511
George III, sixpence, 1787, no hearts (S. 3748), toned,
extremely fine; together with miscellaneous silver
hammered (9) and milled (28) coins, some pierced, poor
to fine (38)
£180-220

516
*George III, halfcrown, 1817, ‘bull’ head (S. 3788),
attractive tone, good extremely fine
300-400

512
*George III, Emergency issue, dollar, a Mexico City
mint 8 reales, 1795 F.M., countermarked with head of
George III in small oval, (E.S.C. 129; S. 3765A), extremely
fine and attractively blue-toned
£600-800

513
*George III, Emergency issue, half-dollar, a Spanish 4
reales, Madrid mint, 1784 J.D, countermarked with head
of George III in small oval, (E.S.C. 611; S. 3767), good
fine, countermark very fine
£300-400
514
George III, Bank tokens (2), for 3 shillings, 1814, very
fine and eighteenpence, 1811, good very fine, with
threepence, 1762, good very fine; George IV, shilling,
1826, nearly extremely fine, toned; with other silver
coins (6), comprising threepence, 1709, crown, 1820 LX,
sixpence and threehalfpence, both 1834, French 5 francs,
1875 A and Z.A.R. florin, 1896, mostly fine and better and
base metal (6), including halfpenny, 1696, this about fine
and twopence and penny, 1797 (16)
£250-350

517
George III, halfcrowns (2), 1817, ‘bull’ head, and 1818,
small head, also shilling, 1819, and sixpence, 1816 (S.
3788, 3789, 3790, 3791), the halfcrowns good very fine
or better, the shilling and sixpence lightly toned, nearly
mint state; together with miscellaneous silver coins of
George III (14), generally fair to fine, a few better (18)
£500-600
518
George III, halfcrown, 1817, small head (S. 3789),
nearly extremely fine; together with shilling, 1787,
sixpence, 1828, halfcrown, 1887, three-halfpence (2),
1834, 1843 (S. 3746, 3815, 3839, 3915, 3924), small silver
official medal for the Jubilee medal, 1897, 25.5 mm
(BHM 3506), and Hants, Petersfield, copper halfpenny
token, Liberty & Commerce, 1793 (Breen 1043; D&H. 52),
the 1834 threehalfpence and token about extremely fine,
others fine to very fine (8)
£250-300
519
200S
George III, maundy set, 1817, laureate head (S. 3792),
toned, good extremely fine to almost mint state, in old
fitted case (4)
£250-300

520
*George III, halfcrown, 1819, small head (S. 3789),
attractive tone, minor obverse abrasions, extremely
fine/ good extremely fine
£250-350

521
*George IV, halfcrown, 1821, laureate head, rev.,
garnished shield (S. 3807), attractive tone, minor nick on
cheek, good extremely fine
£200-300

529
*Victoria, crown, 1844, yr. VIII, young head, edge stops
are stars (E.S.C. 280; S. 3882), minor rim dents, good
very fine
£150-200
530
Victoria, young head, crown, 1844, edge stops are
cinquefoils (E.S.C. 281), nearly very fine; with Edward
VII, Coronation, 1902, crowns (2) and George V,
‘wreath’ crown, 1928, fine to very fine (4)
£400-500

522
*George IV, halfcrown, 1821, laureate head, rev.,
garnished shield, as the previous lot (S. 3807), toned,
extremely fine, reverse better
£200-300
523
George IV, maundy set, 1823, laureate head (S. 3816),
toned, extremely fine to almost mint state, in original
fitted case (4)
£250-300
524
George IV, halfcrown, 1829, bare head, shilling, 1826,
bare head, sixpences, 1821 (2), laureate head (S. 3809,
3812, 3813), toned, the halfcrown good very fine, others
extremely fine except for minor dents on one sixpence
(4)
£350-450

531
*Victoria, halfcrown, 1844, young head, no initials (S.
3888), toned, nearly extremely fine
£300-400
532
Victoria, crown, 1845, young head, cinquefoil stops (S.
3882), edge knock, nearly very fine; together with other
coins of Victoria in silver (38) and copper (1), generally
fine to very fine, several better (40)
£500-600

525
William IV, sixpence, 1831, and groat, 1837 (S. 3836,
3837), toned, nearly extremely fine or better; together
with other silver coins of George IV (7) and William IV
(7), fair to very fine (16)
£300-400

526
*William IV, halfcrown, 1836, w.w. in script (S. 3834),
toned, good very fine
£150-200
527
William IV, shilling, 1836, rim nicks and slightly
discoloured, otherwise extremely fine and sixpence,
1836, from lightly-clashed dies, good extremely fine,
toned (2)
£300-400
528
Victoria, threepences (3), 1839, young head, 1887,
Jubilee head, 1893, old head (S. 3914, 3931, 3942);
Edward VII, threepence , 1902 (S. 3984), toned, the
first three proof-like, nearly mint state (4)
£150-250

533
*Victoria, Gothic crown, 1847, lettered edge reads
undecimo (E.S.C. 288; S. 3883), several contact scratches
on obverse, very fine to good very fine
£700-900
534
Victoria, ‘Godless’ florins (2), 1849, with and without
W.W.; shilling, 1893, old head, small letters (S. 3890,
3940); Edward VII, florin, 1902 (S. 3980), together
with small silver official coronation medal, 1902, 30 mm
(BHM 3737), all toned, the ‘Godless’ florins good very
fine, others extremely fine to mint state (5)
£300-400
535
Victoria, young head, shilling, 1849 and copper penny,
1844, good very fine to extremely fine, penny with traces
of lustre (2)
£120-150

545
Victoria, old head, halfcrown, 1899, florin, shilling,
sixpence, threepence, maundy penny, bronze penny,
halfpenny and farthing, all 1901, generally extremely fine
(9)
£200-300
536
*Victoria, sixpence, 1851, young head (S. 3908), toned,
slightly dull reverse, good extremely fine
£200-300
537
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ florin, mdccclii (1852) (S. 3891), toned,
minor scrape on edge on reverse, nearly extremely fine
£150-200

546
Edward VII, halfcrown, florin, shilling, all 1902, and
maundy set, 1908, uncased (S. 3980, 3981, 3982, 3985),
toned, faint scratch on halfcrown, otherwise extremely
fine; George V, specimen crown, 1935, incuse edge, in
box (S. 4049), nearly mint state; also miscellaneous
silver coins of Edward VII to Elizabeth II (16) and base
metal coins of Charles II to Elizabeth II (29), together
with an official case for a 1902 short proof set, generally
poor to very fine, a few better (53)
£350-450
547
Edward VII, maundy set, 1902 (S. 3985), toned,
obverses a little rubbed, nearly extremely fine, reverses
better, in original fitted and dated case (4)
£80-120

538
*Victoria, ‘Gothic’ florin, mdccclvii (1857) (S. 3891),
toned, good extremely fine
£300-400

548
Edward VII, halfcrowns (10), florins (4), shillings (40),
and sixpences (10), generally fair to fine (64) £150-200
549
George V, halfcrowns (82), generally fine to very fine, a
few better (82)
£400-500

539
*Victoria, shilling, 1858, young head, no initials (S.
3904), toned, nearly mint state
£250-350
540
Victoria, shilling, 1869, die 4, Maundy fourpence, 1842,
groat, 1855, threepence, 1853, twopence, 1838, Maundy
twopence, 1857, threehalfpence, 1839, Maundy penny,
1839, all young head; Jubilee head halfcrown, 1890, florin
1887, shilling, 1889 (S. 3906A, 3913, 3914, 3914E, 3915,
3917, 3919, 3920, 3924, 3925, 3927), toned, very fine to
nearly mint state (11)
£300-400
541
Victoria, crowns, Jubilee head (24) and old head (7),
fair to fine (31)
£300-400
542
Victoria, double-florins (5), halfcrowns (25), florins (14),
shillings (64), sixpences (13), threepences (6), generally
fair to fine, a few better (127)
£350-450
543
Victoria, double-florins (4), halfcrowns (23), together with
miscellaneous coins in silver (2) and base metal (17), also
world coins and medalets etc. in silver (5) and base metal
(6), generally fair to fine, some better (57)
£150-200
544
Victoria, shilling, 1900, threepence, 1900, halfpenny, 1901
(S. 3940A, 3942, 3962); Edward VII, sixpence, 1910,
maundy set, 1909 (S. 3983, 3985); George VI, florin, 1937,
sixpences (2), 1937, threepences (4), 1937, 1940 (2), 1941,
and ni.-br. threepences (2), 1943, 1947 (S. 4081, 4084, 4085,
4112), almost mint state; together with miscellaneous coins
and medals in silver (157) and base metal (286), some
pierced, generally poor to very fine (about 460) £400-500

550
George V, florins (24), shillings (65), sixpences (33),
Maundy fourpences (2), 1914, 1915, threepences (2),
generally fair to fine, a few better (126)
£250-350
551
George VI, miscellaneous coins in silver (117) and base
metal (33); Elizabeth II, miscellaneous coins (16), mostly
nearly extremely fine to mint state (166)
£300-400
552
Miscellaneous British coins of Charles II - George VI in
silver (47) and copper (2), generally poor to fine, a few
better (49)
£300-400
553
Miscellaneous: British (and a few British Colonial and
Anglo-Hanoverian) mainly 18th-19th century coins and
tokens in silver (12) and copper or bronze (51), including
halfcrowns (3), 1689 first shield, crown with caul only
frosted, pearls, old gilding and mounted with a barrelloop soldered to top edge, good very fine, 1823 second
type, 1836/5, rare, florins (2), 1849, 1875, ‘anchor money’
quarter-dollar, 1822 and several fractional farthings,
some fine or better (63)
£300-400
554
Miscellaneous: Copper and bronze coins of Charles II George IV (48), Victorian (34) and later (44); together
with various tokens, toy money etc. (28), generally fine to
very fine, a few better (154)
£300-400
555
Farthings of George IV (3), William IV (17), Victoria in
copper (28) and in bronze (139), Edward VII (7), George
V (33), George VI (43) and Elizabeth II (14), fine to mint
state (284)
£500-700

SCOTTISH AND IRISH COINS

556
*Scotland, Mary (1542-67), First Period, Before Marriage, testoon, 1556, type IIIa, with annulets below crowned M R (S.
5404), small metal fault, very fine or better, darkly toned
£700-1,000
Ex Dundee Collection, Bowers and Ruddy / Spink, 19 Feb. 1996, lot 133.

557
*Scotland, Mary and Henry Darnley (Fourth Period, 1565-67), two-thirds ryal, 1565 (S. 5426), obverse very good,
reverse about fine, scarce
£250-350

558
*Scotland, Mary, Second Widowhood, two-thirds ryal, 1567, crowned shield, a thistle either side, rev., tortoise climbing a
crowned palm tree with scroll, dividing date, 19.76g (St. pp.89-90; S. 5430), flaw in obverse legend, minor tooling, very
fine, scarce
£400-500
559
Scotland, Mary, First Period, bawbee, Edinburgh, plain saltire cross (S. 5432), very fine; Charles I, Falconer’s First Issue with
F, 30 shillings (S. 5555), poor and 12 shillings (S. 5560), flan a little irregular, good fine (3)
£150-200
560
Scotland, Mary, First Period, bawbee, another similar but with voided saltire cross (S. 5433), irregular flan, good very fine;
Charles II, copper bawbee, 1677, good fine and turner, 1677, reads IIIB for HIB, fine; William II, 5 shillings, 1696, good fine;
together with Ireland, Dublin penny of Edward I (S. 6253), good fine and ‘Gunmoney’ halfcrowns (2), Jan. 1689, May 1690 (7)
£120-150

561
*Scotland, James VI (1567-1625), First Coinage, ryal or ‘Sword dollar’ of 30 shillings, 1571 (S. 547), slightly doublestruck, very fine and evenly toned
£800-1,200

562
*Scotland, William II, 40 shillings, 1697 NONO (S. 5682), good very fine

£500-700

563
Ireland, Henry VIII, First Harp Issue (1534-40), groat, m.m. crown, crowned h and A (for Henry and Anne Boleyn,
1534-35) beside harp, 2.45g (S. 6472), cleaned and with surface marks, good fine; another, similar but h and I (for Henry
and Jane Seymour, 1536-37) beside harp, 2.38g (S. 6473), bent and scratched, about fine (2)
£200-300

564
*Ireland, Henry VIII, First Harp Issue (1534-40), groat, m.m. crown, crowned h and I (for Henry and Jane Seymour,
1536-37) beside harp, 2.45g (S. 6473), good very fine
£350-450

565
*Ireland, Henry VIII, Fourth Harp Issue (1544), sixpenny groat in 8 oz. fine silver, m.m. lis, 2.23g (S. 6482), striking
of indifferent quality, about very fine
£150-200

566
*Ireland, Henry VIII, ‘Posthumous’ Old Head Coinage (1547-c. 1550), sixpenny groat, Dublin, type IV, small bust of
late ‘Tower’ style, 2.27g (S. 6488), weak in parts and with a small striking crack but very fine, with clear portrait £300-400
567
Wales: Welsh Tokens, Medals, Related and Other Items: Abergavenny, copper halfpenny, 1795 (D&H 1); Anglesey,
Mines, copper twopence, 1787 (D&H 41/52), copper pennies (10), copper farthing, 1793 (D&H 457); North Wales, copper
halfpenny, 1793 (2) (D&H 8, 9); Carmarthen, copper halfpenny, 1792 (D&H 6); Glamorgan, copper halfpenny (5), 1795
(D&H 3/3b); Kidwelly, Edward Lloyd, copper halfpenny, 17th century (W. 45); Neath, H. Rees & D. Morgan, sixpence, 1811
(D.16); St. David’s, farthing, 1793 (D&H 1); Swansea, John Voss, shilling (2), 1811 (D. 19), and bronze halfpenny, 1796 (2)
(D&H 4); also Hampshire, Portsmouth, Sr. Bevois, copper halfpenny (D&H 89b, plain edge); Middlesex, Spence’s farthing,
1796, SUCH IS THE REWARD OF TYRANTS (D&H. 1111a), National Series, Princess of Wales, copper halfpenny token,1795 (D&H
977), and Political series, copper halfpenny, 1794 (D&H 1017f); together with an engraved love token, William Care & July
the 11th 1790, rev., WC, and miscellaneous tickets, medalets etc. (7), one shilling and one halfpenny by John Voss, the
Spence’s farthing and the Princess of Wales halfpenny extremely fine or better; others generally fair to fine, one medal
pierced (40)
£350-450

BANKNOTES AND PAPER MONEY

Illustration reduced
568
*Banknote Printing Plate: An engraved copper plate for printing Worcestershire Bank (Thos. Brockhurst, Jas. Skey & T.
Brockhust Junr.) £10 demand notes to designated payee or bearer, Upton Branch, to be payable at Messrs. Forster,
Lubbocks, Forster & Clarke, London, 195 x 121mm, slightly bowed, good fine
£300-400

Illustration reduced
569
*Bank of England, C.P. Mahon (1925-29), £5, Bristol Branch, 21 May 1926 (D. B215b), typical creases and wrinkles
from moderate circulation and with three or four small spots of discolouration; light bankers’ marks in pencil and in blue
pencil on reverse, generally good fine and a very original and pleasing note, very rare
£1,800-2,200

570
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt (1934-49), £5 (2) and ‘Operation Bernhard’ £5 (4), various dates 18 May 1935 to 4 May
1938, some discolouration and one with later typescript on reverse, fine to good very fine (6)
£250-300
571
Bank of England, ‘Britannia’ type £1 (42), of Catterns (1), Peppiatt (28, including a consecutively-numbered wartime
pair in serial U56H, these extremely fine), Beale (5) and O’Brien (8, also including a consecutively numbered pair);
‘Britannia’ type 10 shillings (32), of Peppiatt (23), Beale (6) and O’Brien (3); later Portrait notes of various issues (205),
comprising £10 (4), all Somerset, £5 (2), Hollom and Gill, £1 (90, including several uncirculated runs of late Somerset
issues) and 10 shillings (109); together with Scottish £5 (3) and various £1 notes (16) of Scotland, Isle of Man, Guernsey,
Jersey and Ireland; also BMA notes (2) and BAFSV’s (3), mostly fine or better (303)
£400-600
572
Rhodesia, Reserve Bank, 1964 issue, 10/- (2), 7/10/64, 16/11/64 and 1966 issue, £1, 15/6/66, £5, 1/7/66 (Pick 24, 28, 29),
about fine to very fine; 1970-72 issue, dollar, 14/2/73, 2 dollars (2), 10/11/70, 12/11/71, 5 dollars, 20/10/78, 10 dollars (2),
25/1/71, 24/2/71 (Pick 30b, 31a, 32b, 33a), mainly extremely fine; and Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank, 10 dollars, Harare 1992,
20 dollars, Salisbury 1990 (Pick 3c, 4a), extremely fine (12)
£200-300
573
Russia, Imperial Russia, 3 roubles, 1905-1912 (190) (Pick 9, many consecutively numbered), 5 roubles, 1909 (Pick 10),
10 roubles, 1909 (150) (Pick 11, many consecutive, various signatures); 25 roubles (7) (Pick 12); Civil War issues: 5,000
(2), 1,000 (1) and 10,000 (8) roubles (Pick S419, S424, S425); Soviet Government credit issue, 1 rouble dated 1898 (128)
and 5 roubles dated 1909 (195) (cf Pick 15, 35); together with Eastern Europe, various notes (90), including issues of
Hungary, Poland (some of 1919), Romania and Yugoslavia, mixed grades, Russian mainly higher grades or uncirculated
(about 770)
£150-200
574
Miscellaneous Banknotes of Europe and the Americas, including: Germany (129), mainly between 1910-1923,
including Allied Military Currency, 50 and 100 marks (Pick 195 (2), 197 (2)) and Theresienstadt issues; Czechoslovakia,
20, 50 and 100 kronen, 1943; Greece, mainly issues of 1926 and 1932; Cyprus; Italy (15), mainly issues of the 1940’s
including Allied Military Currency of 1943; Spain (56), mainly 1925-35, and other European notes; together with mainly
modern issues of the 1980s and later from the Americas, including Nicaragua, Venezuela, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, and
also several Cuban notes from the 1960’s, mixed grades (about 450)
£200-300
575
Miscellaneous World Banknotes, comprising: China, Bank of Communications, uncut 10 yuan, 1941; various South
East Asia (about 195), including issues of Burma, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, mainly 1930’s and later, and Japan;
Afghanistan (12), including 10 Afghanis, 1926-28 issue, very fine (Pick 8); Armenia, 100 roubles, 1920 (Pick 31); Egypt
(8); Iran (12); Iraq (10); Lebanon (17); Libya (7), including 10 dinars, 1971 (Pick 37b); Qatar (1); Sudan (16), Yemen (2);
and others (248), mixed grades (about 530)
£200-300
576
Promissory Note / Bearer Cheque Printing Plates: Three large engraved copper plates for printing cheques to a
designated payee or to bearer, issued by and payable at Messrs. Forster, Lubbocks, Forster & Clarke, 11 Mansion House
Street, London, each 210 x 390 mm approx. and by Whittow & Son, for printing 5 similar forms at each pass; the first dated
180- and cracked, with names partially erased, the second also dated 180-, of heavier gauge copper and presumably a
replacement for the last, and the third dated 181-; together with an associated copper plate for printing counterfoils, fine to
very fine condition (4)
£300-400
577
Share Certificates: A varied group of 17 share certificates, all circa 1895-1900 and comprising: Arrow Brownhill Gold
Mining Co. (2); Black Flag Pty. Co.; Copper Head Mining Co., Denver, with detailed mining vignette; Golden Ridge (West
Australia) Pty. Co. Ltd.; Monastery Diamond Mines and Estate Co., £1 shares, 1895 (1) and 5/- shares of a differing type,
1899 (2); New Zealand & Globe Exploration Co.; , Nurserymen, Market Gardeners’ and General Hailstorm Insurance
Corporation; Royal Oak of Hauraki Ltd.; Smokeless Powder Co.; Sneddon Concessions, Ltd.; Stockman Iron and Steel Co.
of West Virginia (2); and “Yankee Girl” Silver Mines (2), very fine or better, with associated correspondence and notices
generally regarding company liquidation (lot)
£200-300

578
Bonds: A small collection of Chinese, Russian and other Bonds, etc. (15), with coupons as and where appropriate and
comprising: China, Imperial Government Gold Loan of 1898, bonds for £25, £50 and £500, issued by Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, London, marginal tears not affecting printed areas, very good to fine; Imperial Railway 5%
Gold Loan, bond for £100, issued by The British and Chinese Corporation, London, 1 July 1899, fine; 5% Hukuang Railways
Sinking Fund Gold Loan of 1911, £20 (2), one issued by Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, London, marginal
tears not affecting printed areas, very good to fine; Imperial Railway 5% Gold Loan, bond for £100, issued by The British
and Chinese Corporation, London, 1 July 1899, fine; 5% Hukuang Railways Sinking Fund Gold Loan of 1911, £20 (2), one
issued by HongKong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, the other by Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, and £100, issued by Banque
de L’Indo-Chine in Paris, very fine to good very fine; Government 5% Gold Loan of 1912, £500, issued by British &
International Investment Trust, very fine or better; Germany, City of Dresden 5½% Sterling Loan, 1927, £100, good very
fine; ‘Poyais’, Poyaisian Land Grant of 20 Acres, “Class K”, London, 1834, manuscript signatures including that of Gregor
MacGregor, good very fine; Russia, Moscow-Smolensk Railway Loan of 1869, 1,000 gulden, very fine; Riga-Dvinsk
Railway Loan of 1894, 625 roubles, good very fine; Wolmar Railway Loan of 1910, £20, extremely fine; City of Nikolaef 5%
Loan of 1910, Second issue 1912, £20 and £100, extremely fine and good very fine (15)
£300-400

Ex 579 (illustration reduced)
579
*Bonds: Government of the Territory of Florida, Southern Life Insurance and Trust Company, 26-year 5%
Sterling Loan (authorised February, 1835), bearer bonds (72), all similar, printed in black on white paper, all with embossed
seal, manuscript numbers and signatures, each certificate having a par value of $1,000 or £225, St. Augustine, 1st August
1839; redeemable in London through an [unnamed] agent in sterling, with 6-month sterling dividend warrants (or coupons)
attached and dated April 1843 - October 1865, each individually hand-numbered to match the bond; the Loan made under
the ‘Guarantee of the Government of Florida, and with a permanent and accumulating Sinking Fund for its redemption’,
size of each bond (including coupons) 425 x 475mm, all folded but with minimal handling, generally extremely fine (72)
£4,000-6,000
There were 400 certificates issued in total, each for $1,000 or £225; this lot therefore represents 18% of the entire Loan. The Territory’s
authority under which the bonds were issued was apparently superseded when Florida became the 27th State of the United States of
America on 3rd March 1845. See reduced illustration.

English Silver Counters

580
*Charles I (1625-49), Sovereigns of England, a ‘set’ of silver gaming counters depicting the sovereigns of England, c.
1636, from the de Passe workshop, within a contemporary silver box: 36 circular counters, about 25mm, bearing half-length
portraits of the kings and queens of England from Harold I to James I, with additional counters depicting relatives of James
I, as listed below; each counter, cast in the manner of engraving with half-length portraits/coats of arms; lacking six of the
monarchs, also Henrietta Maria, and James II as Duke of York, but with eight duplicate counters (MI I, 380/282); all
contained in a contemporary cylindrical silver box, 28mm high x 27mm diameter, four panels on the side of the box with
trophies of arms, the base with a figure of Time, lacking the lid, the counters fine to very fine, four with minor chips or
cracks, one gilt, slight damage to the top rim of the box (37)
£800-1,000
The counters included are of Harold I, William I, William II, Henry I, Stephen, Henry II, John (2), Henry III, Edward I, Edward III, Richard
II, Henry IV, Henry V, Henry VI, Edward V, Henry VII, Henry VIII (2), Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth I (2), James I (2), Philip II of Spain (2),
Anne of Denmark (2), Henry Prince of Wales (2), Charles II as Prince of Wales (2), Frederick of Bohemia, Elizabeth of Bohemia, and
Charles Louis of Bohemia.

581
*Charles I (1625-49), a mixed group of 36 silver circular gaming counters, 24-28mm, c. 1636, many depicting the
sovereigns of England and relatives of James I as the previous lot, from the de Passe workshop, contained in an openwork
contemporary silver-gilt box, the counters cast in the manner of engraving: 12 counters (listed below) from a set of 36
depicting the sovereigns of England and relatives of James I, with a standing figure/coat of arms (MI I, 379/281); Stephen,
Henry II, Henry III, Richard II, and James I, from the half-length series as in the previous lot ((MI I, 380/282); also James I
& Prince Charles (2) (MI I, 376/272); James I & Prince Charles, variety with Charles I bearded, title SONN (5, MI I, 376/272
var); Charles I & Henrietta Maria, rev. three crowns (2, MI I, 378/278); Charles I & Henrietta Maria, rev. arms (2, MI I,
378/279); Charles I (4, MI I, 381/283); Henrietta Maria (MI I, 381/284); three continental counters in similar style from
other series; together with engraved love tokens (2), one with female bust rev. “when this you see/remember me TDI”,
engraved on the flan of a French 1/5 écu, 1727, the other with ornate monogram, rev. arrow in bleeding heart over quiver;
contained within an openwork silver-gilt cylindrical box, 27mm high x 30mm diameter, the lid with bust of Charles I, the
base with bust of Henrietta Maria (the original box for the standing figure series), five counters pierced, three gilt, two
cracked, otherwise fine to very fine, the box in very good order although some pitting on lid, rare (39)
£1,000-1,500
The counters included from the standing figure series are of Edward IV, Richard III, Henry VII, Edward VI (3), Mary, Henry of Darnley,
James I, Frederick of Bohemia, and Henry, Prince of Wales (2)

Renaissance and later Medals

582
*Belgium, Leopold II, Abolition of Slavery in Central Africa, 1876, bronze medal by J-J Danse, bust left, rev., reclining
African woman awakened by allegory of Civilisation, 65mm (Smolderen [2009] p. 129), extremely fine and rare
£200-250

583
*Bohemia, Marcus Curtius (legendary saviour of Rome), struck silver medal, 1535, by Concz Welcz or his school, draped
bust left, rev., Marcus Curtius on horseback , ready to plunge into the chasm, 24.5mm (Katz 216; cf. Lanz 33 [Hohenkubin
collection], 1985, 239), toned, minor marks, extremely fine and very rare, especially as an original struck medal
£700-1,000
Ex Numismatica Genevensis 4, 2006, lot 879.

584
*France, Pierre de Conty d’Argencourt, bronze medal, 1630, by Guillaume Dupré, bust right, rev., a Roman sword and
shield entwined by ribbon, 64.8mm (Jones 66; Mazerolle 704; Smolderen 41), some knocks and scratches, very fine
£200-300
585
France, Henry IV (1589-1610), bronze uniface portrait plaque, cast from an oval plaque possibly after a design by
Sebastian Le Clerc (1637-1714), bust left in antique armour and plumed helmet, 128mm (TNG I, pl. XXXII, 5), pierced, very
fine
£200-300
586
France, Cardinal Richelieu, bronze medal by Jean Warin, 51.3mm (Jones 188), a restrike, scuffed, very fine; N. de
Neufville, Marquis de Villeroy, uniface bronze medal by Claude Warin, 101.8mm (Jones 306), sometime cleaned, a
later cast, very fine (2)
£200-250

587
*France, Napoleon, Battle of Marengo and the Restitution of the Cisalpine Republic, silver medal, year 8
(1800), by Lavy and Appiani, head left, rev., heroic figure of Napoleon raising the Republic, 52mm (Bramsen 42; Julius
803), minor marks, extremely fine and toned
£300-400

588
*Italy, Isotta degli Atti (mistress and then wife of Sigismondo Malatesta), bronze medal by Matteo de’ Pasti,
dated 1446, bust right wearing veil, rev., the Malatesta elephant, 82.6mm (Hill 167; Arm. I, 21, 20), late cast, brown patina,
about extremely fine
£700-1,000

589
*Italy, Giovanni Gonzaga (1474-1525), bronze
medal, bust right, rev., female figure riding on bull,
holding a scythe and crux ansata; in ex., crayfish holding
crescent, 40.5mm (Hill 263; Arm. III, 194, A; Rossi in I
Gonzaga, p. 408, V.19), pierced, fine contemporary cast
£300-400

590
*Italy, Pesaro, Giovanni Sforza (1466-1510), struck
bronze medallet on his return to Pesaro in 1503, bust
right, rev., yoke, 26mm (Hill 303; Arm. II, 118, 50;
Toderi/Vannel 2624), some corrosion, fine or better and
rare
£150-200

591
Italy, Ferrara, Ercole I d’Este (1431-1505), bronze octagonal plaque, after Sperandio, bust left wearing cap and with
jewel suspended from neck, 86.8 x 46.4mm (cf. Hill 366), pierced, later cast, very fine; Ercole II d’Este (1508-1559),
uniface gilt-bronze medal by Pastorino, bust left, 38mm (Arm. II, 295, 35), fine early cast (2)
£300-400

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
592
*Italy, Giuliano della Rovere, Pope Julius II (1443-1513), bronze medal by Sperandio of Mantua, bust left wearing cap and
cape, rev., a two-masted ship on which is a seated gagged woman holding an arrow while placing her hand on the head of a lynx,
78.5mm (Hill 395; Arm. I, 71, 30; Bargello 113), pierced, later cast, about extremely fine with brown patina
£500-700
Ex Astarte VIII, 2001, lot 81.

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
593
*Italy, Francesco Gonzaga (1444-1483, Cardinal), bronze medal by Sperandio of Mantua, bust left, rev., a lynx
looking up at a pyramid, 89mm (Hill 390; Arm, I, 69, 22), very fine later cast [illustration reduced]
£400-600

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
594
*Italy, the emperor Caracalla (211-217), bronze medal attributed to Boldù, bust left, rev., the artist faces the Genius of
Death; the date (1466) obliterated below, 88mm (Hill 423; Arm. I, 37, 4), pierced, late cast, very fine
£300-400

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
595
*Italy, Giovanni Gaddi (prior of Florence, died 1485), bronze medal, bust left, rev., falcon standing on laurel tree
looking up at scroll, 88mm (Hill 1084; Arm. I, 96, 1), old cast in high relief, very fine
£500-700

596
*Italy, Florence, Lorenzo de’ Medici, the Magnificent (1449-1492), struck silver restitution medal, early 16th
century, LAVR MED, bare head of Lorenzo left, rev., five line inscription within wreath, 27.3mm (Hill 1109; Arm. II, 47, 1;
Bargello 282), contemporary striking, extremely fine and very rare
£2,500-3,000
Ex Numismatica Genevensis 4, 2006, lot 765.

597
Italy, Martin de Hanna (1473-1553, Flemish merchant living in Venice), bronze medal by Leone Leoni, bust right,
rev., figure of Hope, 69mm (Attwood 11; Arm. I, 165, 13), pierced, early cast that has been cleaned
£200-300

598
*Italy, Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564), celebrated Florentine sculptor, architect and artist, bronze
medal (1560) by Leone Leoni, bust right wearing cassock; signed LEO on truncation, rev., a blind man walking right, holding
staff and water-flask and led by a dog, 60mm (Attwood 61; Pollard 500 = Kress 429; Currency of Fame 52), flawed in the
field above portrait and behind the head of the blind man, with brown patina, a very fine early/contemporary cast on a
thin flan, very rare
£2,000-3,000
Ex Numismatica Genevensis 4, 2006, lot 816. The medal is well documented and the date of 1560 is attested to by Vasari. In that year too
Leoni himself sent two silver and two bronze medals to Michelangelo and in return Michelangelo sent him a wax model of Hercules and
Antaeus. Other examples of the medal exist with diameters ranging from 58 to 61mm.

599
*Italy, Isabella Capua (died 1559, wife of Ferrante Gonzaga), bronze medal by Jacopo da Trezzo, bust right, rev.,
Isabella making a sacrifice at an altar, 70mm (Attwood 65; Arm. I, 242, 7), pierced, some marks, a very fine contemporary
cast
£500-700

600
*Italy, Virginia Negri (c. 1508-1555, nun and writer), bronze memorial medal, 1555, Venetian school, bust right
wearing gown and hood, with knotted rope over her shoulders, rev., incised in four lines, VIRGINEA DE NIGRIS DICTA A P A AETA
AN XLVII II NON AP MDLV, 68.8mm (cf. Attwood 427 with mention of this piece), a very fine contemporary cast and
apparently unique
£800-1,000
Ex Sotheby’s, London, 7 October 1993, lot 89. The initials A P A refer to the names she took on joining a convent in Milan – Angela Paola
Antonia. Uniface medals with her bust facing left are known (Attwood 427; Voltolina 489; Morgenroth 147) but the present medal appears
to be the only extant example.

601
*Italy, Cornelio Musso (1511-1574, Bishop of Bitonto), bronze medal, Venetian school, bust right in cassock, rev.,
swan standing on water; Greek inscription, 60.8mm (Attwood 440 and note; Börner 812), sometime cleaned, a fine
contemporary cast
£500-700

602
*Italy, Gabriele Fiamma (Venetian preacher and theologian), bronze medal, c. 1578, by Giambattista Cambi, called
Bombarda, bust right in gown; to right, a skull, rev., 25-line inscription listing his family background and achievements up
to the age of 45, 82mm (Attwood 684; Arm. II, 227, 13; Toderi/Vannel (2000) 1255, this piece; Voltolina 639), pierced,
traces of silvering on obverse, a very fine contemporary cast
£1,000-1,500
Ex Astarte VIII, 2001, lot 117.

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
603
*Italy, Jesus Christ, bronze medal, 16th century Bolognese school, EGO SVM VIA VERITAS ET VITA, radiate bust left, rev.,
crucifixion scene, 89mm (Attwood 729; Bargello 827; Toderi/Vannel (2000) 2046), pierced, cleaned, otherwise a fine
contemporary cast
£300-400
604
Italy, bronze medals (4) comprising Timoteo Maffei by Matteo de’ Pasti, rev., Dove of the Holy Spirit, 89mm (Hill 159),
Ippolita Gonzaga by Leoni, rev., Aurora in chariot by Trezzo, 67mm (Attwood 43), Beatrice Roverella, rectangular,
bust three-quarters left, rev., ship, 60 x 57mm (Attwood 419); ) and Pietro Macchiavelli, uniface, by Ardenti, 84.5mm
(Attwood 652), the second pierced, old casts (4)
£500-700

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
605
*Italy, Attila the Hun (434-453), bronze uniface medal, early 17th century, ATILLA
(Toderi/Vannel 2800; Börner 1843), pierced, very fine early cast with black patina

FLAGELLVM DEI,

bust left, 100mm
£200-250

606
*Italy, Alphonso Palaeotti (1531-1610, Archbishop of Bologna), bronze medal, 1605, attributed to Felice Antonio
Casoni, bust left, rev., ANNO GRATIAE MDCV, coat of arms, 65mm (Toderi/Vannel 1335), a very fine contemporary cast with
brown patina
£300-400

607
*Italy, Livio Odescalchi (1652-1713), bronze medal as nephew of Innocent XI and Duke of Bracciano and Ceri (from
1696), by Pietro Silvestri, bust right, rev., putto standing on cloud, blowing horn and holding upturned cornucopiae,
68.2mm (Vannel/Toderi p. 21, fig. 10; Börner 1375), extremely fine with brown patina
£300-500

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
608
*Italy, Pope Alexander VII (1655-1667), bronze uniface medal, 1661, by Travani, bust left wearing Papal tiara and richly
decorated cope after Bernini; with date below truncation; reverse with incuse image, 105mm (Bonanni II, p. 652, XVI; Tocci
& Worsdale 296), pierced, a very fine contemporary cast with uneven patination [illustration reduced]
£400-600

609
*Italy, Pope Innocent XII (1691-1700), bronze medal by Beatrice Hamerani (daughter of Giovanni Hamerani), 1694,
bust right wearing cap, cope and stole, rev., a pelican in her piety feeding her young with her blood in a landscape with other
birds flying around, 87mm (Vannel/Toderi p. 24, fig 15; BDM II, 394), mount removed from top, some old edge marks,
otherwise about extremely fine with brown patina
£600-800
Ex Astarte XIX, 2006, lot 674.

610
*Italy, Francesco Maria Brancaccio (1592-1675, cardinal), uniface bronze medal, dated 1636, by Giovanni
Cormano, bust right, signed and dated below, 81m (cf. Pollard 553 = Kress 482; cf. Toderi/Vannel (1990), pp. 43-45, 21),
extremely fine cast with brown patina
£200-300
Ex Clifford collection, Spink-Christie’s, London, 21 May 1996, lot 265.

611
Italy, Milan, Paolo Maria Terzago (member of the College of Physicians in Milan), bronze medal, 1693, by
Vismara, bust left, rev., Hygieia seated left feeding serpent, 82.5mm (Arese 14; Museum Mazzuchellianum pl. 142, 1), very
fine; Venice, Francesco II Morosini, called Lorenzo, made Procurator of San Marco, 1755, bronze medal,
90mm (Voltolina 1533), later cast, very fine; Rome, Queen Christina of Sweden, bronze medal by Guglielmada, bust
right, rev., globe of the eastern hemisphere, 61.3mm (Börner 1475), some scuffs, very fine (3)
£300-400

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
612
*Italy, Francesco Redi (1626-1698, poet, philosopher and scientist), bronze medal, 1684, by Soldani, bust right,
rev., Bacchus and Silenus with maenads and satyrs, 87.5mm (Vannel/Toderi 36; Molinari 145), some scratches, very fine
[illustration reduced]
£300-400

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
613
*Italy, Vittoria della Rovere (1622-1694, widow of Ferdinando de’ Medici), uniface bronze medal (1685), by
Soldani, bust right as an oblate of the Congregazione di Montalve, 90mm (cf. Vannel/Toderi 43), pierced, sometime cleaned,
extremely fine [illustration reduced]
£300-400

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
614
*Italy, John Molesworth (1679-1726, British ambassador in Florence), bronze medal by Antonio Selvi, 1712,
draped bust right, rev., Prudence, Abundance, Peace and Commerce standing over lighted altar decorated with the
Molesworth coat of arms, 90.5mm (Vannel/Toderi 132; MI II, 390, 244), very fine and rare, with dark patina [illustration
reduced]
£1,000-1,500

615
*Italy, Cosimo de’ Medici, il Vecchio (1389-1464), bronze medal from Selvi’s Medici series, bust right wearing biretta,
rev., three interlinked finger-rings, each set with a single diamond, 84.5mm (Vannel/Toderi 250; Clifford 325; Hill 1110, 9),
dark patina, file marks on edge and some casting flaws at the intersections of the rings, extremely fine
£400-600
Ex Lankheit collection, Morton & Eden, 20 May 2003, lot 781 and Charles Avery collection, Morton & Eden, 11 June 2008, lot 512.

616
Italy, Victor Emmanuel II (1861-1878), oval uniface bronze portrait medal, unsigned, 90 x 74mm; together with
bronze medals of Cesare Saluzzo as a member of the Military Academy in Turin, 1854, by G. Ferraris, 64mm and
Alexander von Humboldt, by Brandt, Berlin, 1828, 62mm, very fine to extremely fine (3)
£150-200

617
*Spain, Philip V in Naples, 1702, bronze medal by Antonio de Gennaro, king on horseback left, rev., seated allegorical
figure of Naples with Vesuvius in the background, 59mm (Molinari 185), extremely fine
£300-350
618
Miscellaneous medals, comprising German Baptismal silver medal, early 19th century, 32mm, Victoria, Diamond Jubilee,
1897, small size official silver medals (4), and bronze medals and badges, mainly 20th century and including many shooting
prize medals, many cased, mainly very fine, some better (64)
£100-150

Italian Renaissance Plaquettes

619
*Moderno, Mars seated amidst Shields and Trophies, circular bronze plaquette, M VICTORIA FVNCTVS, Mars seated
facing amidst a panoply of shields, arms and trophies, 68.5mm (Molinier 188; Kress 140; Bargello 161; Lewis 21), pierced
four times, the reverse scratched, a later cast, very fine with brown patina
£600-800
A contemporary cast of this very rare plaquette (in gilt-bronze) was in the Gaines collection, sold in these rooms on 8 December 2005, lot
54. The Kress example is an aftercast, with a diameter of 65mm.

620
Moderno, Hercules and the Nemean Lion and The Entombment, two bronze plaquettes, 56.5 x 76 mm and 58.7 x
93mm respectively (Lewis 10 and 17); Valerio Belli, A Lion Hunt, lead plaquette, 85.8 x 73mm (Gasparotto 63.17), old
casts; and a German bronze plaquette of The Adoration of the Magi, 73 x 96mm, set in frame with top part cut down,
some casting holes, otherwise very fine (4)
£300-500

621
*Giovanni Bernardi, Battle Scene with River God or The Battle of Pavia (1525), oval bronze plaquette, a river
god reclining before the battle scene; the artist’s signature IO .B.F. on a shield on the far right of the composition, 55.7 x
65mm (Molinier 338; Bange 919; Bargello 83-84; Scaglia VIII, 27 and C1, this piece), on a thick flan (6mm), a very fine
contemporary cast
£600-800
Ex Adams collection, Bonham’s, 23 May 1996, lot 78.

622
*Master of the Roman Charity (early 16th century), Cimon and Pero, circular bronze plaquette, Pero, kneeling,
offers her breast to her father Cimon who sits on the ground; below, PIETATI, 81mm (Molinier 444; Kress 132; Bange 411),
pierced, cleaned, a very fine contemporary cast
£1,500-2,000

623
*Valerio Belli, The Entrance into Jerusalem and Christ in Limbo, a pair of trapezoidal bronze plaquettes, the
former 63 x 100.8mm (Molinier 266; Bange 762; Gasparotto 53), the latter with artist’s signature VALER BELLVS VICETI, 62 x
100.4mm (Molinier 279; Bange 770; Gasparotto 60), each stamped with the initials B M for the collector Baron de Monville,
each with solder marks on the reverse, very fine contemporary casts with uniform brown patinas (2)
£2,000-2,500
Ex Baron de Monville collection (Paris, 24 January 1861), Spitzer collection and Morton & Eden sale, 18 April 2002, lot 537. These form
part of a series of trapezoidal plaquettes of the Passion and Resurrection of Christ, referred to in the Kress catalogue, p. 10, of which The
Entombment (Kress 10) is also from the de Monville collection. The Entrance into Jerusalem relates to a rock crystal engraving in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, which once formed part of a cross and two candlesticks, now dismantled.

624

625

626

624
*Roman School (early 16th century), Portrait of Jesus Christ, bronze silhouetted plaquette, nimbate bust of Christ
left, 71.6 x 48mm (cf. Molinier 461; Bange 975; Kress 277; Bargello 213; Scaglia II.6), very fine contemporary cast with
brown patina (cut down from a rectangular plaquette)
£400-600
625
*North Italian (c. 1500), The Deposition, bronze plaquette, based on an engraving after Mantegna, 69 x 51.8mm
(Molinier 384; Bange 525; Rossi F, Placchette e rilievi di bronzo nell’ età del Mantegna (2006), 55 and p. 21), pierced,
sometime cleaned, an early cast
£200-250
Ex Astarte VIII, 2001, lot 175.

626
*Venetian School (16th century), The Virgin and Child, bronze-gilt silhouetted plaquette, the Virgin seated in profile
left holding the Child who stands on her knee and arm, 72.7 x 59.2mm (Bange 937), twice pierced, a very fine contemporary
cast
£700-1,000

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
627
*Roman School (16th century), The Virgin and Child with St. John, bronze plaquette, 134 x 92mm (cf. Molinier
431; Bange 946; Scaglia IX.5), pierced, an early cast [illustration reduced]
£400-600
Ex Astarte IX, 2002, lot 831.

Illustrated two-thirds actual size
628
*Italian (early 16th century), Adoration of the Magi, large bronze plaque or pax, the scene within an arch as the
central theme to an elaborate architectural frame, the domed top incorporating a roundel of the dead Christ supported by
angels, 280 x 126mm (cf. Cannata [1982] 61), without stand to the back, a very fine early cast with dark patination
[illustration reduced]
£1,000-1,500
Ex Astarte IX, 2002, lot 829.

629
Italian (16th century), Portrait of Galba, bronze oval plaquette, from a set of the twelve Caesars, 90 x 62mm (Bargello
258), pierced, very fine; and bronze medal of the emperor Septimius Severus, 16th century?, bust left, rev., bird feeding
its young, 37mm, very fine (2)
£150-200
First piece ex Adams collection, Bonham’s, 23 May 1996, lot 143 part.

630
(illustrated two-thirds actual size)

631

630
*North Italian (16th – 17th century), Portrait of Alexander the Great, bronze plaquette, bust left wearing crested
helmet and aegis over cuirass, rev., engraved ALEXANDER MAGNVS, 81mm , twice pierced and with cracks in the flan,
contemporary cast, about extremely fine with brown patina [illustration reduced]
£300-500
631
*Italian School (16th century), Jupiter, Hermes, Mars and Neptune, circular bronze plaquette, the gods within a
border containing signs of the zodiac, 54.5mm (Bange pl. 22, 59), pierced, a very fine contemporary cast
£300-400
This is taken from a 16th century gem in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. A version of the design is found as the reverse of a medal of the
antiquary Fulvio Orsini (1529-1601).

632
*Italian 16th century style, Martyrdom of a Saint, silver-gilt plaquette by Hermann Ratzersdorfer of Vienna (18151891), the scene taking place before a crowd of soldiers with buildings in the background, 97 x 54.5mm (Molinier 625; Bange
732; Kress 382), very fine
£300-400
See Lewis D. and T. Eden, “A “Renaissance” plaquette design from nineteenth-century Vienna”, The Medal 60, 2012 where this example is
not noted on p. 12 in the listing of known examples in silver.

633
Netherlandish (late 16th century), The Triumph of Religion, bronze plaquette, Religion with attendants in cart
drawn left by two unicorns, 68 x 122mm (Molinier 665; Weber 678.11), early cast, very fine
£150-200
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634
*Arab-Sasanian, Khusraw II type, drachm, AYR
(unidentified mint) 37ye, 3.46g (Gaube 5), clipped, only
fine but very rare
£100-120
635
Arab-Sasanian, Khusraw II type, drachm, BYŠ
(Bishapur) 49h, 3.83g (SICA 1, 128ff); ‘Ubayd Allah b.
Ziyad (55-64h), drachm, DA (Darabjird) 50ye, 3.21g
(SICA 1, 252); ‘Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr (60-73h),
drachm, DA (Darabjird) 57ye, 3.64g (SICA 1, 258); alHajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h), drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 80h,
3.50g (SICA 1, 226ff), fair to about very fine (4) £200-300

639
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan (45-55h),
drachm, GD (Jayy) 52h, 2.85g (Walker p.44, I.18 var.), two
Hephthalite countermarks in obverse margin, very fine
and rare
£200-250

640
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan (45-55h),
drachm, NY (Nihavand) 54h, 2.89g (Walker -; SICA -),
slightly clipped, very fine and rare
£150-200

636
*Arab-Sasanian, Khusraw II type, drachm, DA
(Darabjird) YE30, with lillah in margin, 4.08g (SICA
232ff), light graffiti in reverse margin and small patch of
staining, otherwise good very fine and scarce
£80-100
637
Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amir, drachms (2), BYŠ
(Bishapur) 47h and DA (Darabjird) 43h, 2.71g, 2.63g (SICA
I, 114, 238), both clipped, good fine to very fine and scarce
(2)
£150-200

638
*Arab-Sasanian, Mu‘awiya, drachm, DA (Darabjird)
43YE, 3.52g (SICA I, 245-6), lightly clipped, very fine and
scarce
£100-150
This is the earliest Islamic coin to bear the caliph’s name.

641
Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, DA
(Darabjird) 43YE, 4.04g (SICA I, 239-240), harshly
cleaned, very fine; Khusraw II type with bismillah
rabbi, drachms (3), BYŠ (Bishapur) 48h, 49h and SK
(Sijistan) 48h, 2.96, 2.87, 3.96g (SICA I, 122ff, 128ff,
358ff), very fine, the first two clipped (4)
£150-200
642
Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad (55-64h),
drachms (3), BCRA (Basra) 56h(2), 63h, 3.23g, 2.27g, 3.14g
(Album 12), all clipped, about very fine (3)
£100-150

643
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad (55-64h),
drachm, ST (Istakhr) 61h, 2.80g (Walker 107), two
countermarks in obverse margin, clipped, about very fine
£100-150

644
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad (55-64h),
drachm, SYWN (unidentified mint) 60h, 2.64g (Walker
p.72, B.21), clipped, surface crack across reverse, good
fine and rare
£200-300

645
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr (60-73h),
drachm, ST (Istakhr) 66h, 3.01g (SICA 1, 376), clipped,
minor deposit, otherwise very fine
£100-120
646
Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, drachms (2),
DA (Darabjird) YE56 and KRMAN (Kirman) 67h, with
Pahlawi BPRWY in margin, 3.50, 3.03g (SICA I, 257, 313),
good fine to very fine, first stained, second clipped;
‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, GD (Jayy) 60h, 2.80g
(SICA I, 290-2), edge creased, fine and scarce; ‘Umar b.
‘Ubaydallah, drachms (2), BYŠ (Bishapur) 68h, 70h,
3.99, 4.01g (SICA I, 159ff, 174ff), some peripheral staining,
very fine to almost extremely fine; al-Muhallab b. Abi
Sufra, drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 76h, 3.70g (SICA I, 211ff),
stained, good fine (6)
£300-400

647
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abd al-Malik b. ‘Abd Allah (6667h), drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 67h, 3.99g (SICA 1, 155),
minor tooling on reverse, otherwise good very fine, scarce
£200-300

648
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Umar b. ‘Ubaydallah, drachm,
BCRA (al-Basra) 65h, 3.15g (Album p.25, note 41 = Morton
and Eden auction 17, 13 December 2005, lot 685), evenly
clipped, good very fine and very rare
£400-600

649
*Arab-Sasanian, Qatari b. al-Fuja’a (c.69-79h),
drachm, TART (Tawwaj) 75h 3.63g (Gaube 70), harshly
cleaned, otherwise very fine, rare
£600-800

650
*Arab-Sasanian, Muqatil b. Misma’ (c.72-73h),
drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 73h, 2.93g (SICA 1, 190), slightly
clipped, small edge cut, scraped on high points, otherwise
very fine, scarce
£180-220

651
*Arab-Sasanian, Khalid b. ‘Abd Allah (c.73-75h),
drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 73h, 4.02g (SICA 1, 191), small
edge chip, otherwise good fine, scarce
£120-150

652
*Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h),
drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 77h, with full shahada in obv.
margin, 3.80g (SICA 1, 218-219), cleaned, about very fine,
scarce
£400-600

653
*Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h),
drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 78h, full shahada in obv. margin,
3.97g (SICA 1, 220-221), good fine, scarce
£250-300

654
*Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf (75-95h),
drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 79h, with only bismillah in
margin 3.78g (Walker 237), cleaned, otherwise very fine,
rare
£300-400

659
*Arab-Byzantine, follis, Scythopolis (Baysan), obv. two
seated figures, 4.80g (Walker 1ff; A 3509.1), obverse fine,
reverse better, rare
£250-300

660
*Arab-Byzantine, follis, Tabariya, obv. three standing
figures, 5.08g (Walker 43ff; A 3512), fine, scarce £150-200
655
*Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf, drachm, BYŠ
(Bishapur) 80h, 3.68g (SICA I, 226), edge chip, some
staining, good fine
£80-120
656
Arab-Sasanian, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf, drachms (3), BYŠ
(Bishapur) 79h (2), varieties with long shahada and with
bismillah in margin respectively, and 80h (2), both with
lillah al-hamd in margin, 3.58, 3.62, 3.81, 3.80g (SICA I,
222-223, - [Walker 237]. 226ff [2]), first pierced, fair to
fine (4)
£300-400

661
*Umayyad, third-dinar, 96h, 1.43g (Walker 211), light
graffiti, good very fine
£250-300

662
*Umayyad, dinar, 107h, rev., two pellets below i of
dinar in margin, 4.38g including ring mount (Walker 227),
with old loop-mount attached, fair to fine and a very rare
date
£1,500-2,000
657
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubayd Allah b. Abi Bakra (fl.7980h), drachm, SK (Sijistan), blundered date, governor’s
name in Arabic in obv. margin, 3.93g (SICA 1, 368 var.),
good very fine, rare
£500-700
663
*Umayyad, dirham, Adharbayjan 105h, rev., triplet
of pellets pointing upwards, 2.88g (Klat 24.a1), minor
scrapes on reverse, about extremely fine
£120-150
658
*Arab-Sasanian, Farroxzad, fals, Ardashir Khurra,
undated, 1.17g (Gyselen 2), very fine, scarce
£300-400

664
Umayyad, dirham, Adharbayjan 105h, similar to the
last, 2.77g (Klat 24.a1), good fine
£80-120

665
*Umayyad, dirham, Arminiya 98h, 2.43g (Klat 52),
lightly cleaned, very fine
£150-200

666
*Umayyad, dirham, Arminiya 100h, 2.84g (Klat 54),
some staining, very fine
£150-200

667
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Andalus 110h, 2.80g (Klat
123), small edge chip, about very fine
£180-220

668
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Basra 79h, 2.61g (Klat 168),
good very fine, scarce
£180-220

669
*Umayyad, dirham, Ramhurmuz 97h, 2.72g (Klat
390), very fine and rare
£400-500

670
*Umayyad, dirham, Sijistan 97h, 2.75g (Klat 439),
very fine, scarce
£200-250

671
*Umayyad, dirham, Sijistan 129h, 2.50g (Klat 447),
very fine, rare
£800-1,200

672
*Umayyad, dirham, Sarakhs 91h, rev., margin ends
al-mushrikn, 2.34g (Klat 451.a, same obverse die, citing
two specimens of this variety), good fine and rare£300-400

673
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Sus 94h, 2.84g (Klat 479),
some double-striking on obverse, very fine
£200-250

674
*Umayyad, dirham, Qumis 92h, 2.87g (Klat 519),
good very fine
£250-300

675
*Umayyad, dirham, Mah al-Basra 80h, 2.65g (Klat
551), some scratches, otherwise very fine, scarce£400-600

676
*Umayyad, dirham, Madinat Balkh al-Bayda 111h,
2.62g (Klat 176), some scratches in margins, otherwise
good fine and rare
£500-700

677
*Umayyad, dirham, Marw 80h, 2.55g (Klat 582.b),
reverse slightly double-struck, about very fine, scarce£250-300

683
*Umayyad, fals, Adhra‘at, undated, two stars below
obverse legend, 2.51g (SICA IVc, 236), about very fine,
rare
£200-300

684
*Umayyad, fals, Iliya, undated, no inner circle on rev.,
4.53g (SICA 2, 1120), fine, rare
£200-300
678
*Umayyad, dirham, Marw 81h, 2.83g (Klat 583.a),
minor deposit on obverse, good very fine
£300-400

685
*Umayyad, fals, Iliya, undated, mintname in obv. central
legend, 3.74g (Goussous 528-529), fine, rare
£120-150
679
*Umayyad, dirham, Wasit 84h, 2.60g (Klat 679),
lightly cleaned, small edge crack, otherwise very fine£150-200
680
Umayyad dirhams (11), comprising Istakhr 92h; alBasra 81h; Balkh 115h; Dimashq 90h; Sabur 93h;
Surraq 93h; al-Kufa 102h; al-Mubaraka 110h;
Marw 97h; Nahr Tira 94h; Hamadhan 91h, mainly
fair to very fine, some scarce
£350-400

681
*Revolutionary Period, dirham, Jayy 129h, 2.89g
(Klat 270.a), minor deposit, good very fine
£300-400

682
*Revolutionary Period, dirham, Ramhurmuz
128h, 2.91g (Klat 391), about extremely fine, scarce£400-500

686
*Umayyad, fals, mint (Baysan?) uncertain, undated,
3.24g, fine, rare
£200-300?

687
*Umayyad, fals, Dabil, undated, 2.99g (Walker p.247),
mint name weak, fine, rare
£200-250

688
*Umayyad, fals, Sarmin, undated, 3.61g (Goussous 436),
fine, rare
£150-200

689
*Umayyad, fals, Filastin, undated, with palm-branch after
mint-name, 2.87g (Walker 911), very fine or better for
issue and scarce
£120-150

690
*Umayyad, fals, Tabariya, undated, 2.98g (SICA 2, 1227),
irregular flan, fine and scarce
£100-150

691
*Umayyad, fals, al-Kufa 101h, 2.41g (Walker p.279,
P.142), fine, rare
£150-200

692
*Umayyad, fals, Ludd, undated, 2.82g (SICA 2, 12491250), fine, rare
£150-200

693
*Umayyad, fals, Ma’arat Misrin, undated, 4.51g (Walker
p.281, B.57), fine, rare
£150-200
694
Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dinar, 188h,
fields plain, and al-Mamun, dinar, 197h ‘Abbad, 3.90,
3.86g (Bernardi 51, 83), good fine to almost very fine (2)
£300-400

695
*Abbasid, al-Mu’tasim (218-227h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 221h, 4.16g (Bernardi 151Jh), scratched in reverse
field, otherwise very fine, rare
£300-350

696
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tasim (218-227h), dinar, San‘a 226h,
3.70g (Bernardi 151El, citing one example of this date),
edge filed, about very fine and rare
£300-400

697
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Misr
240h, with the name of the heir Abu ‘Abdallah, 3.76g
(Bernardi 157De), slightly clipped, about very fine£180-220

698
*Abbasid, al-Mu’tamid (256-279h), dinar, Samarqand
270h, with the name of the heir al-Muwaffaq, 4.19g
(Bernardi 177Qe), about very fine, rare
£300-400

699
*Abbasid, al-Mu’tamid (256-279h), dinar, San’a 265h,
with the name of the heir al-Muwaffaq, 2.93g (Bernardi
177El), extremely fine, rare
£400-600

700
*Abbasid, al-Mu’tamid (256-279h), dinar, San’a 273h,
with the name of the heir al-Muwaffaq, 2.90g (Bernardi
177El), very fine, scarce
£400-500

701
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, al-Rafiqa
296h, 3.25g (Bernardi 237Hn), small edge cut, otherwise
about extremely fine, rare
£800-1,200

702
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, al-Karaj
308h, 4.30g (Bernardi 242Jf, citing two specimens of this
date), minor marks, about very fine and rare £500-700

703
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 306h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, 4.41g
(Bernardi 242Jh), slightly bent, scraped on reverse,
otherwise good very fine
£250-300

704
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 308h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, 4.69g
(Bernardi 242Jh), good very fine
£250-300

705
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 309h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, 4.05g
(Bernardi 242Jh), good very fine
£250-300

706
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 317h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, 4.19g
(Bernardi 242Jh), about extremely fine
£250-300

707
*Abbasid, al-Radi (322-329h), heavy dinar, al-Ahwaz
324h, 7.08g (Bernardi 285Nd), weak in parts, very fine
and scarce
£300-400

708
*Abbasid, al-Musta‘sim (640-656h), dinar, Madinat
al-Salam 645h, 7.80g (BMC I, 507), creased, weak in
parts, otherwise very fine
£250-300

709
Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah (132-136h), dirham,
Ardashir Khurra 135h, 2.88g (SCC 832), lightly cleaned,
very fine and scarce
£70-100

710
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur (136-158h), dirham,
Ardashir Khurra 145h, 2.81g (SCC 865), creased, some
contact marks, otherwise good fine, rare
£120-150

711
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirham, al-Yamama
166h, hajar below rev. legend, 2.80g (Lowick 574), good
fine, rare
£400-500

712
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Arran
191h, citing Khuzayma, 2.72g (Lowick 812), minor deposit
on obverse, otherwise very fine, rare
£200-300
713
Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirhams (5),
comprising al-Rafiqa 191h, al-‘Abbasiya 171h, Ma‘dan alShash 190h, Madinat al-Salam 175h and 179h, last creased,
generally good fine to very fine (5)
£180-220

714
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Madinat
Zaranj 182h, citing ‘Ali and Hamam, 2.88g (SCC 1024),
some weakness, very fine and rare
£200-300

715
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 178h, obv., citing Husam, rev., citing
‘Uthman, 2.81g (Lowick 1715), minor marks, about very
fine and scarce
£120-150

716
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 179h, obv., citing Muhammad, rev., citing
‘Uthman b. Zafar, 2.44g (Lowick 1726), some corrosion at
edges, otherwise almost very fine and rare
£120-150

717
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 180h, rev., Muhammad bin Amir alMu‘minin fi wilayat Muhammad bin Yahya, 2.91g
(Lowick 1735), some staining, almost very fine and scarce
£100-120

718
*Abbasid, al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham, Madinat
Isbahan 204h, with the name of the heir al-Rida, also citing
Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.74g (SCC 1176), about very fine, scarce
£250-300

719
*Abbasid,
al-Ma’mun
(194-218h),
dirham,
Samarqand 202h, with the name of the heir al-Rida, also
citing Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.80g (SCC 1165), very fine,
scarce
£250-300

720
*Abbasid, al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 202h, with the name of the heir al-Rida,
also citing Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.92g (SCC 1164), slightly
creased, about very fine and rare
£200-250
721
Abbasid, al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham, Madinat alSalam 204h, citing Humayd, 2.74g (Lowick 1443; Album
233.4c [only listed for 203h]), edge chip, almost very fine
and rare; Tahirid, Tahir I in rebellion (205-207h),
dirham, Madinat Harat 206h, citing Shukr b. Ibrahim,
4.12g (Album 1391A), good fine and scarce; Saffarid,
‘Amr b. al-Layth (265-288h), dirham, Fars 267h, rev.,
plain, 2.43g (Vasmer 23 var.), very fine and scarce (3)
£150-200

722
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham,
Misr 212h, 2.73g (Lowick 521), edge chipped, otherwise
good very fine, rare
£200-300

723
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham,
Ma’dan Bajunays 199h, citing Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.74g
(Lowick 930), good very fine, rare
£150-200

724
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham,
Ma’dan Bajunays 206h, citing al-‘Abbas and Ya’qub, 3.02g
(Lowick 937 var.), cleaned, some edge splits, otherwise
good fine, rare
£150-200

725
*Abbasid, al-Mu’tasim (218-227h), dirham, Isbahan
221h, 2.99g (SCC 1238), about very fine, scarce £150-200

727
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dirham, Marw
240h, naming the heir Abu ‘Abd Allah, 2.89g (SICA 4,
1382), weak in parts, about very fine, scarce
£80-120

728
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dirham, Misr
234h, 2.70g (SICA 4, 1428), slightly creased, fine and rare
£150-200

729
*Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dirham, Misr 295h,
2.24g (SCC 1473), weak in parts, some deposit, fine and
rare
£150-200

730
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirham, Arminiya
307h, 2.74g, crudely struck but with clear mint and date,
good fine and rare
£200-300

726
*Abbasid, al-Wathiq (227-232h), dirham, al-Muhammadiya 227h, 2.94g (Album 228), very fine, rare £150-200
731
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirhams (2),
Dimashq 304h, 308h, 3.08, 2.52g (Album 246.2 R), about
very fine, both scarce (2)
£200-300

732
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), donative dirham
with broad margins, Madinat al-Salam 304h, 2.95g (SCC
1544 var.), some weak areas, has been mounted, good fine
and rare
£200-250

733
*Abbasid, al-Mustakfi (333-334h), dirham, Antakiya
333h, obv., citing al-Muzaffar | Abu’l Wafa, 4.18g (Album
264; Bikhazi 106-107), an uneven striking, fine and very
rare
£300-400
734
Miscellaneous ‘Abbasid dirhams (35), mints include
Isbahan, al-Ahwaz, al-Basra, Balkh, Jayy, al-Rayy, Surra
man ra’a, Samarqand, al-Kufa, al-‘Abbasiya, alMuhammadiya, Madinat al-Salam and Marw, some
pierced or chipped, fair to very fine (35)
£200-300

735
*Abbasid, fals, al-Jazira, undated, citing al-‘Abbas b.
Muhammad, 2.95g (SICA 2, 1418ff), very fine
£100-120

736
*Abbasid, fals, Khazana Halab 146h, citing Salih b. ‘Ali,
2.82g (SICA 2, 1427ff), fine
£120-150

737
*Abbasid, fals, Dimashq 234h, 1.78g (Shamma p.86, 13),
good fine
£80-120

738
*Abbasid, fals, al-Rayy 143h, citing ‘Imran b. Salih, 3.66g
(Shamma p.194, 7; Miles 44B), about very fine £100-120

739
*Abbasid, fals, al-Muhammadiya 150h, 4.26g (Shamma
p.205, 2; Miles 52F), dark patina, almost very fine
£100-120

740
*Abbasid, fals, Ghazza 217h, 2.71g (Shamma p.132, 2),
green deposit, almost very fine and rare
£150-200

741
*Abbasid, fals, Qinnasrin 157h, citing Ahmad and Musa,
7.45g (SICA 2, 1532ff), fine to good fine
£100-120

742
Abbasid, fals, Misr 133h, citing ‘Abd al-Malik b. Yazid,
3.63g (SICA 2, 1565ff), edge flaw, good fine and scarce
£150-200

743
*Umayyad of Spain, Sulayman, First Reign (400h),
dinar, Madinat al-Zahra 400h, 4.23g (Miles 343a var.),
double-striking on obverse very fine to good very fine and
rare
£1,500-2,000

750
*Kings of Mertola and Silves, Ahmad b. Qasi (fl.
539-546h),qirat, Martula (Mertola) nd, obv., legend
within square-in-circle with triplets of pellets in outer
segments, 0.96g (Album I408; Vives 1916; Gomes
AQ01.03), some discoloration and patch of porosity on
reverse, very fine or better and rare
£400-600

744
Idrisid, Idris I (172-175h), dirhams (2), Walila 173h,
174h, 2.71g, 2.56g (Album 419), very fine and rare (2)£100-150

745
*Almoravid, Abu Bakr b. ‘Umar (447-480h), dinar,
Sijilmasa 453h, 4.20g (Hazard 27), marks on edge,
otherwise very fine and rare
£400-600

746
*Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h), dinar, alMariya 524h, 3.93g (Hazard 350), very fine
£400-500

747
*Kings of Cordoba, Ibn Wazir (after 540h), qirat,
without mint or date, citing Hamdin, 0.75g (Album B407;
Vives 1909ff), very fine and rare
£200-300

748
*Amir of Algarbe, Musa b. Muhammad (Ibn
Mahfuz), square dirham, without mint or date, with title
amir al-gharb, 1.50g (Album I410; Vives 2123; Gom.
MM01.01), very fine or better and rare
£180-220

749
*Amir of Algarbe, Musa b. Muhammad (Ibn
Mahfuz), square dirham, similar to the last but with
ornament above reverse, 1.47g (Album I410; Vives 2123;
Gomes MM01.01), slightly wavy flan, good very fine and
rare
£200-250

751
*Idrisid, Idris II (175-213h), dirham, mintname
(Walila?) uncertain, 188h, 1.92g (Album 420), cleaned,
weak in parts otherwise very fine, rare
£300-400
The mintname on this coin appears to be incomplete; it could have
been intended to read Walila, or it could be another as yet unidentified
mint.

752
Aghlabid, Muhammad II (250-261h), dinar, 260h,
4.14g (Album 446), pierced twice, almost very fine;
together with assorted Islamic silver (11) and copper coins
(16) including pictorial types, the silver mostly very fine,
the copper mostly fair to fine (28)
£200-300

753
*Aghlabid, Ibrahim II (261-289h), quarter-dinar,
267h, citing Balagh, 1.06g (al-‘Ush 100), good very fine
£200-300

754
*Aghlabid, Ibrahim II, half-dirham, 273h, 1.45g (Album
449; d’Andrea p.517, 22 [described as 281h although
illustration is dated 273h), some marginal weakness, good
fine
£150-200

755
*Zirid, temp. al-Mu’izz b. Badis (406-454h), dinar,
Madinat ‘Izz al-Islam wa’l-Qayrawan (4)41h, 3.90g
(Hazard 3), good very fine
£180-220

756
*Zirid, temp. al-Mu’izz b. Badis (406-454h), dinar,
Madinat ‘Izz al-Islam wa’l-Qayrawan 442h, 4.14g (Hazard
4), slightly creased, very fine
£180-220

762
*Marinid, anonymous dinar, without mint-name or
date (struck mid-seventh century Hijri), with elaborate
Kufic calligraphy, 4.61g (Hazard 693), struck from rusty
dies, good fine and scarce
£250-300

757
*Zirid, temp. al-Mu’izz b. Badis (406-454h), dinar,
Madinat ‘Izz al-Islam wa’l-Qayrawan 444h, 3.88g (Hazard
7), good very fine
£200-250
763
*Marinid, Abu-Ya‘qub Yusuf (685-706h), dinar,
Madinat Sabta, 4.68g (Hazard 716), good very fine£400-600
758
Muwahhid, Abu Ya’qub Yusuf I (558-580h), halfdinar, first series, no mint or date, 2.21g (Hazard 491),
some light scrapes, otherwise very fine
£200-250

764
*Marinid, Abu-Sa‘id ‘Uthman II (710-731h), halfdinar, Madinat Fas, 2.34g (Hazard 742; Album A528 R),
margins weak, almost very fine and rare
£180-220
759
Muwahhid, Abu Ya’qub Yusuf I (558-580h), halfdinar, second series, no mint or date, 2.22g (Hazard 495),
one scratch on each side, otherwise very fine
£200-250

760
Hudid?, Anonymous, dinar, no mint or date, 4.66g
(Hazard 541), slightly creased, otherwise good very fine,
very rare
£

765
*Marinid, temp. Abu’l-Hasan ‘Ali (731-752h),
anonymous dinar with Ziyanid inscriptions, without mint
or date, 4.62g (cf Hazard 768 [first line of obverse field
reads la ilaha illa Allah]), good very fine
£300-400

766
*Tulunid, Harun b. Khumarawayh (283-292h),
dinar, Dimashq 287h, 3.98g (Grabar 82), some light
scratches, otherwise good very fine, scarce
£300-400
761
*Hafsid, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim II (751-770h), dinar,
without mint-name or date, 2.94g (Hazard 606; Album
509 RR), ex-mount, fine and rare
£180-220

767
Ikhshidid, Abu’l-Qasim, dinars (2), both Filastin and
with dates unclear, one with obverse double-struck, the
other with margins mostly flat, good fine (2) £220-250

768
*Ikhshidid, ‘Ali b. al-Ikhshid (350-354h), dirham,
Filastin 353h, obv., letter kaf below, 3.07g (Bacharach 193),
good fine
£100-150

774
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz (365-386h), half dirhams (2), alMahdiya 372h [illustrated] and Atrablus 370h? (date
mostly off flan), 1.45, 1.17g (Nicol 830, cf 649), with alMu’izz, half dirham, al-Mansuriya, date (360h?) not clear
and al-Hakim, half dirham, mint off flan, 39xh, fine to
very fine (4)
£250-300

769
*Fatimid, al-Mu’izz (341-365h), dinar, Misr 359h,
4.12g (Nicol 350), some light scratches, about very fine,
scarce
£180-220

775
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz (365-386h), dinar, Filastin 384h,
3.80g (Nicol 683), fine, rare
£500-700

770
*Fatimid, al-Mu’izz (341-365h), dinar, Misr 359h
Ramadan, 4.21g (Nicol 355), very fine, scarce £200-300

771
*Fatimid, al-Mu’izz (341-365h), dinar, Misr 361h
Jumada I, 4.09g (Nicol 363), good very fine
£250-300

776
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), quarter-dinar,
Siqilliya 387h, 1.00g (Nicol 919 var.), small edge knock,
good fine and extremely rare
£150-200
This arrangement of the central legends is not recorded by Nicol.

777
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), half dirham, Misr
391h, 1.47g (Nicol 1111), cleaned, otherwise fine, very rare
[illustrated]; Saffarid, Anonymous, drama, bull and
horseman type, ‘adl above horse’s head (Album A1402),
some verdigris otherwise very fine, scarce; with Eastern
Sistan, base drachm (pierced, fair), Tabaristan
hemidrachms (3), an Abbasid/Hamdanid dirham of
Madinat al-Salam 331h, and modern Yemeni silver coins
(4), fine to extremely fine (11)
£150-200

772
*Fatimid, al-Mu’izz (341-365h), dinar, Misr 361h
Jumada I, 3.95g (Nicol 363), some scrapes and scratches,
otherwise very fine
£180-220
773
Fatimid, al-Mu’izz (341-365h), quarter-dinar, mint
and date unclear, 0.95g; al-Mustansir (427-487h),
quarter-dinars (2), mint and date off flan, 0.88g, 0.59g,
fine, one plugged (3)
£200-300

778
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), half-dirham, alMansuriya 398h, 1.40g (cf Nicol 1202), flan splits at edge,
very fine and very rare
£200-300

779
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), half-dirham, Misr
394h, 1.48g (Nicol 1112a, citing a single specimen), very
fine and very rare
£200-300

780
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), quarter-dinar, alMansuriya, date (409h?) unclear, 0.91g (Nicol type J1),
fine, very rare
£150-200
Nicol only records two ¼-dinars of this type from this mint: one with
date mostly off flan but possibly 409h, the other dated 410h.

781
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, alIskandariya 470h, 4.16g (Nicol 1675), some light scrapes,
very fine and scarce
£250-300

782
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, alIskandariya 481h, 4.15g (Nicol 1688), creased, file-mark
on edge, otherwise very fine, scarce
£150-200

783
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Halab
446h, 3.83g (Nicol 1710), about extremely fine, rare
£1,500-2,000

785
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Trablus
431h, 4.04g (Nicol 1985), minor marks on edge, good very
fine and scarce
£300-350

786
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Trablus
434h, 4.02g (Nicol 1987), about very fine, rare £250-300

787
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Trablus
437h, 4.15g (Nicol 1990), very fine
£250-300

788
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Misr 437h,
4.21g (Nicol 2115), wavy flan, very fine
£200-250

789
*Fatimid, al-Amir (495-524h), dinar, Misr 510h, 4.24g
(Nicol 2530), very fine or better
£160-180

790
*Fatimid, al-Amir (495-524h), quarter-dinar, mint off
flan, 51xh, 0.95g (Album 731), wavy flan, very fine£150-200

784
Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Sur 446h,
4.07g (Nicol 1925), about very fine
£250-300

791
*Fatimid, al-Fa’iz (549-555h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
555h, 4.94g (Nicol 2671), about very fine, rare £400-500

792
*Crusader States, Jerusalem, bezant, imitating a dinar
of al-Amir, with date ‘514h’, 3.69g (Album 730), slightly
bent, otherwise good very fine
£250-300

793
*Crusader States, Jerusalem, bezant, Third Phase,
small crescent in upper part of band on both sides, 3.35g
(CCS 4a), very fine
£250-300

794
*Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-din Yusuf (567-589h),
dinar, al-Qahira 570h, 3.89g (Balog 12), edge damage,
some deposit, otherwise very fine, scarce
£250-300

798
*Ayyubid, al-Kamil I (615-635h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
62[4]h, 2.30g (Balog 391), scrape on obverse, flat striking
in margins on both sides hence unit of date not visible,
very fine and a one-year type
£150-200

799
*Bahri Mamluk, Baybars I (658-676h), dinar, alQahira 665h, 8.66g (cf Balog 36 [663h]), margins weak
but otherwise extremely fine, the date not listed in Balog
£600-800

800
*Bahri Mamluk, Hasan, First Reign (748-751h),
dinar, al-Qahira [75]1h, 6.11g (Balog 319), minor weakness
on both sides, otherwise extremely fine
£350-400

795
*Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-din Yusuf (567-589h),
half-dirham, al-Qahira, undated, with the name of the
caliph al-Nasir, 1.45g (Balog -; A 789.2), about very fine,
extremely rare
£250-300
801
*Bahri Mamluk, Sha‘ban II (764-778h), dinar, Halab
[7]78h, 9.28g (Balog 427), light deposit, almost extremely
fine and rare
£600-800

796
*Ayyubid, al-‘Aziz ‘Uthman (589-595h), billon
dirham, mint and date unclear, 2.64g (Album 795 var.),
very fine, rare
£150-200

797
*Ayyubid, al-Kamil I (615-635h), dinar, al-Qahira
627h, 6.62g (Balog 374), extremely fine and particularly
well-struck for the issue
£250-300

802
*Burji Mamluk, Barquq, First Reign (784-791h),
dinar, al-Qahira [78]4h, 8.48g (Balog 534, same obverse
die), extremely fine
£350-400
803
Burji Mamluk, Barsbay (825-841h), ashrafis (2), alQahira, dates unclear, 3.30g, 3.37g (Album 998), good
very fine (2)
£200-250

804
Burji Mamluk, Jaqmaq (842-857h), ashrafi, Halab,
date off flan, 3.40g (SICA 6, 1455ff); Qansuh II al-Ghuri
(906-922h), ashrafi, mint (al-Qahira) off flan, 915h,
3.30g (Balog 877), the first good fine and rare, the second
very fine (2)
£200-250
805
Sulayhid, ‘Ali b. Muhammad (439-473h), dinar,
Zabid 451h, citing the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir, 2.43g
(Album 1075.2), very fine; with other Islamic gold coins (3)
comprising Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Kufa 30x;
Aghlabid, Muhammad I, dinar, 238h; Ziyarid,
Mardawij b. Ziyar, dinar, Mah al-Basra 322h, fine to
very fine (4)
£500-700

806
*Sharifs of Makka, anonymous, copper mahmudi,
Makka 1223, bird with mint above, rev., date above and
below fish, 19.35g (Album T1160; KM 3), has been cleaned
and now retoning, very fine and rare
£500-700

807
*‘Uqaylid, Husam al-Dawla (385-391h), dirham, alMawsil 387h, citing his brother Janah al-Dawla, 4.40g
(Album 756), weak areas on both sides, otherwise very
fine and scarce
£100-150

810
*Marwanid, Mumahhid al-dawla (387-401h),
dirham, Mayyafariqin 398h, citing the Buwayhid ruler
Baha’ al-dawla, 3.32g (Album 764), weak in parts,
otherwise very fine, scarce
£120-150

811
*Lu’lu’id, Badr al-din Lu’lu’ (631-657h), dinar, alMawsil 642h, al-mubarak after dinar, citing the Rum
Seljuq ruler Kaykhusraw II as overlord, 5.80g (Jafar, ONS
Journal 201, 44), minor weakness in margins otherwise
good very fine, rare
£400-600

812
*Ottoman, Selim I (918-926h), sultani, Serez 918h,
3.37g (Pere 121 var.), traces of mounting, otherwise very
fine, rare
£500-600
813
Ottoman, Murad III (982-1003h), sultanis (2),
Dimashq 982h, without Shah in titles, and Jaza‘ir [982],
3.37 3.48g (Pere 266, 264), first clipped, second flat at date,
very fine; Mustafa II, jadid ashrafi, Misr 1106h, 3.43g
(Pere 488), flat area on each side, very fine (3) £350-400

808
*Marwanid, Sa’id b. Marwan (387-401h), dirham,
Mayyafariqin 389h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Baha’ aldawla as overlord, 7.31g (Album 763), very fine, rare
£100-150

814
Ottoman, Murad III, sultani, Misr 982h (Pere 273);
Mahmud I, zeri mahbub, Misr 1143h (Pere 562);
Mustafa III, zeri mahbub, Islambul (11)85h (Pere 617);
Mahmud II, quarter-zeri mahbub, Qustantiniya 1223h,
year 5 (KM 605); unofficial gold coin, Qustantiniya 1223h,
year 21, with ‘860’ in numerals below toughra; Abdul
Aziz, 100 kurush, Qustantiniya 1277h, year 2 (KM 696);
gold 10 qirsh, Misr 1277h, year 12 (KM 259), fine to
extremely fine (7)
£450-500

809
*Marwanid, Sa’id b. Marwan (387-401h), dirham,
Mayyafariqin 390h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Baha’ aldawla as overlord, 4.62g (Album 763), staining and small
chip at edge, very fine and rare
£100-150

815
*Ottoman, Abdul Aziz (1277-1293h), 10 para, Misr
1277h, year 8, with flower to right of toughra, 6.00g (KM
242), indentation in obverse field, otherwise very fine,
rare
£150-200

816
Saffarid, Muhammad b. ‘Amr (272-274h), dirham,
Fars 274h, citing ‘Amr b. al-Layth, 2.96g (Vasmer -), very
fine and very rare; together with other Saffarid dirhams
(4), fine to good fine (5)
£300-400
822
*Samanid, Isma’il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinar, alShash 289h, citing the caliph al-Mu’tadid, 4.27g (Bernardi
223Qf), about extremely fine, extremely rare £600-800

817
Saffarid, Ahmad b. Qudam (306-310h), dirham,
Sijistan 307h, 2.92g (Album 1409), obverse slightly
double-struck, about very fine, very rare
£150-200

818
*Saffarid, Ahmad b. Muhammad (311-352h),
dirham, Sijistan 314h, 2.94g (Album 1412; cf Peus auction
372, lot 1607), good very fine for issue, rare thus £120-150

819
*Samanid, Isma’il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinar,
Samarqand 283h, 4.17g (Bernardi 223Qe), very fine and
very rare
£300-400

820
*Samanid, Isma’il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinar,
Samarqand 288h, 4.18g (Bernardi 223Qe), slightly
creased, very fine and rare
£300-400

821
*Samanid, Isma’il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinar,
Samarqand 294h, 4.18g (Bernardi 234Qe), wavy flan,
otherwise about extremely fine, rare
£300-400

823
Samanid, Nasr II b. Ahmad (301-331h), dinars (2),
Nishapur 321h, 331h, the latter with engraver’s signature in
outer obverse margin, 4.08g, 4.04g (Bernardi 282Pj,
327Pj), very fine and about very fine (2)
£250-300

824
*Samanid, Nuh b. Nasr (331-343h), dinar, Amul
334h, citing the caliph al-Mustakfi, 2.92g (Bernardi 351La
var.), weak in parts, otherwise very fine, rare £250-300

825
*Samanid, Nuh b. Nasr (331-343h), dinar, Amul
336h, citing the deposed caliph al-Mustakfi, 2.83g
(Bernardi -), creased, weak in parts otherwise very fine,
extremely rare
£250-300

826
*Samanid, Nuh b. Nasr (331-343h), dinar, alMuhammadiya 332h, 4.23g (Bernardi 332Mh), edge clip,
slightly bent, otherwise very fine, very rare
£200-250

827
*Amirs of Bust, Khut-Tegin I, fals, Bust 339h, 2.09g
(Album A1478 RR), good fine/fine with clear date, rare
£80-120

828
*Amirs of Bust, Muhammad b. Khut-Tegin (Abu’lHasan), broad fals, Bust 347h, 2.92g (Album B1478 RR),
almost very fine and rare
£100-120

829
*Su’lukid, Ahmad b. ‘Ali (fl. 304-311h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 311h, 2.88g (NHR 155B), slightly doublestruck, otherwise very fine, rare
£150-200

830
*‘Alid of Tabaristan, al-Hasan b. Zayd (250-270h),
dirham, Madinat Jurjan 268h, 2.84g (Album 1523), about
very fine and toned, scarce
£120-150

831
*Ziyarid, Mardawij b. Ziyar (315-323h), dinar, Mah
al-Basra 322h, with the name of the caliph al-Qahir, 4.58g
(Bernardi 280Mq), weak in parts, very fine
£140-160

832
*Ziyarid, Mardawij b. Ziyar (315-323h), dinar,
Hamadhan 322h, 3.89g (Bernardi 280Mu [RRR], citing
two examples), very fine and a very rare mint for the ruler
£400-600
833
Ziyarid, Qabus b. Wushmagir, First Reign (367371h), dirham, Astarabad 368h, 4.22g (Album 1535),
about very fine for issue and scarce; Sarbadarid, temp.
‘Ali Mu‘ayyad (763-786h), 4-dirhams, Damghan 769h,
2.73g (Album 2342.1), weakly struck, good very fine for
issue and lightly toned (2)
£200-300

834
*Buwayhid, ‘Adud al-dawla Abu Shuja’ (338-372h),
dinar, al-Basra 371h, 4.33g (Treadwell Ba371G), scratched
on reverse, otherwise extremely fine, rare
£250-300

835
*Buwayhid, ‘Adud al-dawla Abu Shuja’ (338-372h),
dinar, al-Basra 372h, 4.32g (Treadwell Ba372G), about
extremely fine
£250-300

836
*Buwayhid, Baha’ al-dawla Abu Nasr (379-403h),
posthumous dinar, Madinat al-Salam 404h, 3.05g
(Treadwell Ms404Ga), very fine
£200-300

837
*Buwayhid, Baha al-dawla, dirham, al-Basra 384h,
3.00g (Treadwell Ba384a, citing a single specimen), very
fine and rare
£80-120

838
*Buwayhid, Abu Kalijar, dirham, Shiraz 436h, obv.,
legends arranged around heptagon, 4.60g (Treadwell
Sh436), some marginal weakness, very fine or better and
attractive
£300-400

839
*Ghaznavid, Mahmud, as Samanid governor (384389h), dinar, Nishapur 384h, citing Nuh b. Mansur as
overlord, 4.22g (Album A1602), slightly wavy flan, good
very fine
£150-180
840
Ghaznavid, Mahmud (389-421h), dinars (2),
Nishapur 403h, two different varieties, 3.32g, 3.75g
(Album 1606), one with some weakness otherwise good
very fine, the other creased, good fine (2)
£200-300
841
Ghaznavid, Mahmud, dinar, Harat 419h, 3.84g (Album
1607); Mas‘ud, dinars (2), Harat 425h and with mint and
date unclear, 2.90, 3.93g (Album 1619), good fine to very
fine (3)
£400-500

842
*Ghaznavid, Muhammad b. Mahmud (421h), dinar,
Ghazna 419h (sic), apparently a muling with an old obverse
die of Mahmud, rev., naming Muhammad as Jalal aldawla wa jamal al-milla Abu Ahmad Muhammad b.
Mahmud, 4.39g (Album 1616 RR), very fine, rare£250-300

843
*Ghorid, Muhammad b. Sam (567-602h),
posthumous dinar, square-in-circle type, Ghazna 604h,
15.77g (Album 1762), some weak areas on both sides,
otherwise better than very fine and rare
£600-800
844
Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703h), pre-reform
coinage, dirhams (6), with hawk and sun on rev., mints
and dates unclear (Album 2168C), fine to very fine, rare
(6)
£200-300

845
*Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703h), postreform coinage, dinar, Tabriz, date blundered, 4.25g (Diler
282; A 2170), very fine
£200-250
846
Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703h), post-reform
coinage, 2-dirhams (6), Bazar 701h, Baghdad 700h(2),
701h(2), Abu Ishaq Kazirun 699h (Album 2172); 1-dirham
(2), Tabriz 697h, 70xh (Album 2173), mostly very fine (8)
£150-200

847
Ilkhanid, Uljaytu (703-716h), dinar, type B, Baghdad
710h, 3.93g (Diler 365; Album 2182), pierced twice,
otherwise very fine
£150-200

848
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type C,
Baghdad 720h, 7.72g (Diler 488; A 2198), some weakness,
otherwise good very fine
£300-350

849
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type D, Shiraz
722h, 8.60g (Diler 502; Album 2202), slightly bent at one
edge, very fine
£250-300

850
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type D, Shiraz,
date off flan, 4.81g (Diler 502; Album 2202), reverse struck
off-centre, otherwise good very fine
£180-220

851
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type F,
Baghdad 727h, 8.58g (Diler 509; Album 2208), good fine
£250-300

856
*Qalhati Amirs of Hormuz, temp. Turanshah II
(c.840-860h), fractional dinar, Jarun 844h, 1.17g
(Album 1942), some die-rust, otherwise very fine, scarce
£100-120

852
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type F, Shiraz
725h, 8.52g (Diler 506; Album 2208), very fine £300-400

857
*Afsharid, Nadir Shah (1148-1160h), gold mohur,
Isfahan 1156h, 11.01g (Farahbakhsh p.65, 238-2), some
deposit on obverse, very fine
£300-400

853
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type G, Bazar
730h, 10.80g (Diler 525; Album 2212), flat area on each
side, about very fine, an exceptionally heavy example
£300-400

854
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type G,
Sabzavar 733h, 6.12g (Diler 525; Album 2212), minor
weakness, otherwise about extremely fine
£300-400

858
Zand, Karim Khan (1166-1193h), quarter-ashrafi,
Kirman (undated), 2.65g, pierced and ex-mount, very fine;
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah (1212-1250h), toman, Tehran
1233h, 4.61g, edge smoothed, good very fine; and two
Parthian drachms of Artabanus II and Artabanus III, very
fine (4)
£200-300

859
*Sultans of Dehli, Jalal al-din Firuz (689-695h),
gold tanka, Hadrat Dehli 691h, 10.96g (GG D195),
extremely fine
£400-600

860
*Sultans of Dehli, Muhammad b. Tughluq (725752h), gold dinar, Hadrat Dehli 727h, 12.85g (GG D334),
very fine
£300-400
855
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type G,
Sultaniya 729h, 7.80g (Diler 525; Album 2212), edge flaw,
flan crack extending to centre of coin, otherwise very fine
£180-220

861
Miscellaneous Islamic and related coins in silver
(85) and base metal (30), mixed grades (115)
£150-250

END OF SALE

Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd.;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Important
Information for Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
in association with

Sale Title:
Coins, Historical Medals and
Paper Money

(please print clearly or type)

Name
Address

Date:
5-6 June 2013
Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
45 Maddox Street
London W1S 2PE
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.

Postcode
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Fax
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Signed
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Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
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Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Issue No. (debit cards only)

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)
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I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are
authorising payment for this sale)

Payment Instructions:

Lot No

Sterling Cash
Subject to statutory limits
Cheque or Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Foreign cheques will not be accepted.
Credit/Debit Card
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are
subject to a surcharge of 2%.
Bank Transfer
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